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Abstract

Essays in Urban Transportation and Factor Misallocation

by

Roman D Zarate-Vasquez

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Andrés Rodŕıguez-Clare, Chair

This dissertation studies the effect of different policy interventions on allocative efficiency
in developing countries. It evaluates how urban and antitrust policies may generate a bet-
ter allocation of resources across firms, increasing aggregate welfare, and productivity. To
provide causal evidence, it collects rich microdata at a very high granular level and exploits
plausibly exogenous variation of the main mechanisms. It complements the main empiri-
cal findings with quantitative general equilibrium models that allow simulating the effect of
different policy interventions.

One of the main factors that explain factor misallocation in developing countries is the
informal sector. The fact that firms face different tax schedules generate differences in
marginal products of labor. The first chapter of my dissertation proposes a new mechanism
to account for the significant presence of the informal economy in developing countries: the
high commuting costs to transit within cities. I provide evidence of three different empirical
facts that align with this hypothesis. First, due to the high commuting costs, most workers
in Mexico City have poor access to formal employment. Second, workers that operate in the
informal economy are more sensitive to commuting costs, which implies that it is easier to
substitute informal jobs. Third, I exploit the construction of line B of the subway in Mexico
City to provide causal evidence of the negative relationship between informality and transit
improvements. I estimate a series of difference-in-differences specifications, finding that
transit improvements lead to a reduction in informality rates by four percentage points in
nearby areas to the new stations relative to other places in Mexico City. This result indicates
that workers reallocate to firms with higher total factor revenue productivity, increasing the
welfare effects of transit improvements relative to the estimates from previous literature.

A fundamental question for economists and policymakers is to measure the welfare effects
of transit infrastructure that reduce transit times within a city. While the literature has
estimated the ‘direct” effects of these projects, there are substantial “indirect” effects that
previous work has ignored. The second chapter develops a spatial general equilibrium model
to account for the “direct” effects and also for the “indirect” effects driven by the reallocation
of workers from the informal into the formal economy. I extend recent theoretical work in
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the urban literature by adding distortions that generate resource misallocation. From a first-
order approximation, I provide a formula that decomposes the welfare effects of trade and
commuting shocks into a “pure” effect term and an allocative efficiency margin. I estimate
the main elasticities of the model exploiting variation from transit shocks. With these
parameters at hand, I simulate different counterfactual interventions. The main findings
suggest that line B of the subway increased welfare between 1.3% and 1.6%, that the indirect
effects explain approximately 15-25% of the total gains, and that the average real income
per every dollar spent on infrastructure increases by 15% relative to a perfectly efficient
economy.

In addition to the informal sector, there can be other sources of resource misallocation in
developing countries. The third chapter, co-authored with Dario Tortarolo, focuses on the
role of market power in explaining differences in marginal products of labor across plants.
We disentangle the extent of imperfect competition in product and labor markets, assuming
cost-minimizing firms that face upward-sloping labor supply and downward-sloping product
demand curves. In the first part, we derive a formula for the ratio between markups and
markdowns. We compute this ratio by estimating the output elasticity with respect to labor
and the wage bill share. We disentangle the measure of market power specific to each firm by
estimating labor supply elasticities using as an instrument intermediate inputs. Our results
suggest that both markets exhibit imperfect competition, but markups mainly drive the
variation. We assume a general equilibrium model to measure the relative gains of removing
market power dispersion on allocative efficiency. The findings suggest that markups are more
critical in explaining TFP than markdowns.
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Dissertation Introduction

This dissertation studies the effect of different policy interventions on factor misallocation in
developing countries. Economists have long been interested in documenting and explaining
the productivity gap between developing and advanced economies. According to the eco-
nomic theory, one of the main factors that explain these productivity differences is the sizable
gaps in marginal products of labor across plants that are much larger in emerging countries.
These gaps can come from different sources, including taxes, subsidies, and heterogeneous
markups. In this dissertation, I combine rich administrative micro-data in Mexico and
Colombia to study the effect of different urban and antitrust policies on marginal products
of labor and allocative efficiency in the developing world. The results inform policymakers
in several aspects. In particular, the dissertation proposes different reforms that may re-
duce poverty, spur economic growth, and close the productivity gap between advanced and
developing economies.

Mexico and Colombia constitute compelling and informative cases to study this question
for several reasons. The first and most important one is that there are substantial differences
in marginal products of labor across plants that generate factor misallocation in both coun-
tries. For example, in the case of Mexico, more than 75% of the firms are informal, which
implies that these firms avoid paying taxes and labor market regulations. As a result, the
differences in tax schedules generate factor misallocation, which ultimately decreases total
factor productivity. Second, both countries have been able to collect very rich microdata at
the plant-level in the last twenty years. I combine different sources of microdata to assess the
effect of different policies on productivity in both countries. For example, in Mexico’s case,
they have been able to collect plant-level information every five years at a very high granular
level within a city. On the other hand, in the case of Colombia, the statistical department
has collected information on the inputs that each plant uses. Third, both countries have
implemented different reforms that allow me to exploit time and cross-sectional variation
to evaluate the effect of different policies on allocative efficiency and productivity. Finally,
both countries are high-middle income countries with a tax and transportation system very
similar to other Latin American countries and emerging economies. Thus, the results could
offer valuable lessons to other countries as well.

In the first Chapter, I propose a new mechanism to account for the significant gaps in
marginal products of labor across plants in developing countries: the high commuting costs
to transit within cities. To do so, I combine a rich collection of administrative microdata
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at a very high granular level and exploit the construction of new subway lines in Mexico
City. I document three different empirical facts that are in line with this hypothesis. First, I
provide evidence that firms with higher wedges (formal) concentrate in the center of the city,
while informal firms operate in the outskirts. Second, I show that informal workers are more
sensitive to commuting costs than their formal counterparts by relating the job place location
with commuting times. Hence, informal workers operate closer to their residence. Third,
I estimate a series of difference-in-differences specifications, in which I relate, new transit
infrastructure to informality rates in Mexico City. I find that transit improvements reduce
informality rates by four percentage points in nearby areas to the new stations relative to
other places of Mexico City, or areas close to planned subway lines. The result indicates that
improving transit infrastructure in the developing world can reallocate workers to the firms
with higher total factor revenue productivity, improving allocative efficiency, and increasing
productivity. Overall, the main findings imply that building transit infrastructure that
connects informal workers with formal jobs can be a useful tool to reduce informality rates
in the developing context.

Armed with these findings, the second Chapter develops a spatial general equilibrium
model to measure the welfare effects of transit infrastructure, accounting for the allocative
efficiency margin. I extend recent theoretical work in the urban literature by adding dis-
tortions that generate resource misallocation. As a result, the model considers both the
direct effects of perfectly efficient economies and the indirect effects due to the presence of
wedges across sectors and locations. I provide a formula from a first-order approximation
that decomposes the welfare impact of commuting/trade shocks into a “direct” effect and
an “indirect” effect term that captures the reallocation of workers from the informal to the
formal sector. I exploit variation across census tracts in Mexico City, coming from the tran-
sit shock to estimate the main parameters of the model. With the key elasticities at hand,
I quantify and decompose the welfare gains of the new infrastructure by running different
counterfactuals. I find that changes in allocative efficiency driven by the reallocation of
workers to the formal sector explain approximately 13-23% of the total gains. The findings
also suggest that the average real income per every dollar spent on infrastructure increases
by 15% considering the allocative efficiency margin relative to a perfectly efficient economy.

Finally, in the third Chapter, I turn the attention to antitrust policies and the role of
market power on allocative efficiency. I study this question in the Colombian context in which
firms exert market power in both the product market and the labor market. The goal of this
Chapter is twofold. First, using very rich microdata, the Chapter disentangles the extent of
imperfect competition in product and labor markets. This question is relevant since most
of the literature has only focused on the output of firms. Second, I decompose the relative
gains of antitrust policies that eliminate market power dispersion in the two markets. In
the first part, we derive a formula for the ratio between markups and markdowns, assuming
cost-minimizing plants that face upward-sloping labor supply curves and downward-sloping
demand curves. We then separate this combined measure of market power by estimating
firm-level labor supply elasticities instrumenting wages with intermediate inputs. Our results
suggest that both markets exhibit imperfect competition, but markups mainly drive the
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variation. In the second part, we measure the effect of market power on allocative efficiency.
In particular, we use a standard general equilibrium model to measure the relative gains of
removing market power dispersion on allocative efficiency, finding that markups are more
relevant on total factor productivity than markdowns.

All in all, this dissertation offers a complete picture of some of the main factors that can
explain differences in the marginal product of labor across firms that explain the productivity
gap between developing and developed countries. It shows how Governments can design
different urban and antitrust policies to mitigate them. For example, the main findings
shed light on the allocation of future infrastructure in developing countries, a fundamental
question for urban planning. It suggests that transit infrastructure can be an effective policy
tool to reduce informality and poverty rates by connecting the right places. Moreover, it
suggests that well designed antitrust policies in both product and labor markets can spur
economic growth by lowering factor misallocation.



4

Chapter 1

Spatial Misallocation, Informality,
and Transit Improvements: Evidence
from Mexico City1

1.1 Introduction

Poor transportation infrastructure is a common characteristic of cities in developing coun-
tries. For instance, in Mexico City, it takes a typical low-skilled worker approximately two
to three hours to commute to jobs in the center of the city. In recent decades, governments
around the world have spent billions of dollars on infrastructure projects to facilitate com-
muting. Recent research examines the aggregate gains from public transit improvements
assuming perfectly efficient economies. However, perfectly competitive models may fail to
capture key features of developing economies, where labor market frictions and other eco-
nomic distortions are salient.2 In this paper, I study the economic impacts of transit infras-
tructure in Mexico City, considering both the direct effects in perfectly efficient economies
and the role played by distortions in allocative efficiency.

Labor market informality is one of the most significant sources of distortions in low and
middle-income countries, with important implications for aggregate efficiency. Within devel-
oping countries, 50 to 60 percent of total employment is informal. Informal establishments
are less productive than formal firms, avoid paying taxes, and do not make social security
contributions to their workers.3 As a consequence, the informal sector creates labor wedges
that cause factor misallocation, which ultimately lowers aggregate total factor productiv-

1The conclusions and opinions expressed in this research project are only those of the author, and they do
not reflect the official statistics and views from SNIEG and INEGI.

2See e.g., Atkin and Khandelwal (2019) for a recent review of market distortions in the context of the gains
from market integration, and Busso, Fazio, and Algazi (2012); Levy (2018) for the effect of distortions on
total factor productivity in the Mexican context.

3See Gollin (2002, 2008) and La Porta and Shleifer (2008, 2014) for the relationship between the prevalence
of the informal sector and economic development.
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ity (TFP) (Banerjee and Duflo, 2005b; Restuccia and Rogerson, 2008b; Hsieh and Klenow,
2009). These inter-sectoral distortions between the formal and informal sector imply that
any policy or shock that impacts informality may have first-order effects on aggregate welfare
through an allocation margin.4

This study explores the link between transit improvements, informality, and aggregate
efficiency at the city level. I test whether infrastructure projects that facilitate transit within
a city improve allocative efficiency by reallocating workers from the informal to the formal
sector. As a result, aggregate gains from these projects can be larger relative to standard
urban models that assume perfectly efficient economies. The core intuition is that in cities
in developing countries, workers in remote locations prefer to work in low-paid informal
jobs near their residence rather than incurring the high commuting costs to access formal
employment. Transit developments may provide better access to formal jobs, leading to an
expansion of the formal sector and improving labor allocation.

The paper makes two main contributions. First, I combine rich administrative microdata
with a transit shock to provide new empirical evidence on the effect of urban transport
improvements on worker reallocation across the formal and informal economy. Second, I run
a series of difference-in-difference specifications and exploit the construction of the line B of
the subway to provide causal and compelling evidence that informality rates decrease with
transit improvements.

Mexico City constitutes a relevant and informative case study for several reasons. First,
it has a dense concentration of economic activity, accounting for around 8.9 million people
and involving the transport of millions of workers every day. Second, the Mexican case is
typical for developing countries, especially in Latin America, where more than 50% of the
urban labor force and 70% of economic establishments are informal.5 Furthermore, the city
constructed a new primary subway line in the early 2000s, connecting remote areas in the
north with the center of the city. This line was planned several years earlier, suggesting
that the opening dates were uncorrelated with local demand and supply shocks. Moreover,
Mexico City collects unique data that I use to estimate the impact of transit improvements
considering the effect on informality. Throughout, I use the standard definition of infor-
mality: a worker is informal if they do not receive social security benefits based on the
contractual relationship between the worker and her employer.

At the center of the analysis is a rich collection of administrative microdata that allows
me to observe the geography of jobs and worker residences for both the formal and informal
sectors at the high granular census-tract level. In the analysis, I use four main sources
of data. First, I use confidential microdata from several rounds of the Mexican Economic

4For example, see McCaig and Pavcnik (2018) and Dix Carneiro, Goldberg, Meguir, and Ulyssea (2018) for
the case of trade policies and their effect on the informal economy and the aggregate gains from trade. The
former paper studies the effect of the Free Trade Agreement between the US and Vietnam, and the latter
the impact of the Brazilian trade liberalization episode.

5See Perry, Maloney, Arias, Fajnzylber, Mason, and Saavedra-Chanduvi (2007) and Ulyssea (2018) that
document informality rates in Latin America. In the region, the informal economy varies from 35% in Chile
to 80% in Perú.
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Census, covering the universe of business establishments located in Mexico City. Second,
I use the microdata of the Mexican Population Census to determine the residence of both
formal and informal workers. Third, I use detailed information on the transportation network
in Mexico City, including how it evolved across different modes of transportation, which I
complement with transportation diaries (origin-destination survey data). Additionally, I use
the intercensal 2015 survey that allows me to construct commuting and trade flows at the
municipality level for both sectors. I also use standard household survey data to calibrate
some of the moments of the model.

In this chapter of my dissertation, I document three empirical facts that suggest a negative
relationship between the accessibility of jobs and informality.

First, I exploit cross-sectional variation among informal vs. formal workers to show
that informal workers spend less time commuting, make fewer trips, and work closer to
home relative to their formal counterparts. For instance, informal workers spend 40% less
time commuting on average, and are 10 percentage points more likely to work in the same
municipality in which they reside. This implies that informal workers are more sensitive
to commuting costs than formal workers, indicating that the commuting elasticity in the
informal sector is higher. These findings are robust to controlling for different sets of fixed
effects (e.g., if the specification compares formal and informal workers that use the same
transportation-mode and live in the same municipality).

Second, I compare the location of informal and formal workers. I document that formal
jobs concentrate in the west and center of the city, where most economic activity takes place.
By contrast, most informal workers reside in the east and on the periphery of the city. This
fact suggests that high commuting costs induce workers in the outskirts to prefer working in
an informal business rather than working in a formal job in central locations.

Third, I exploit the construction of a new subway line that connected remote locations
with the center of Mexico City as a transit shock to provide causal evidence that transit
infrastructure leads to a decrease of informality rates. Specifically, I estimate a series of
difference-in-differences specifications that use variation in access to new transit as identifying
variation. These specifications control for initial characteristics of census tracts and capture
changes in informality trends after the transit shock in locations close to the new subway
line. The key identification assumption is that the opening dates of these new commuting
links were unrelated to other local demand or supply-side shocks that affected locations near
the new line. This assumption is supported by the decades-long planning horizon, including
several unexpected and multi-year delays in the opening schedule. I further corroborate this
assumption by documenting no apparent pre-trends among the most affected locations in
the preceding periods. The main finding is that informality rates decrease in locations close
to the new stations. Workers’ informality rates decrease by 2 to 4 percentage points after
the construction of the new line, and firms’ informality rates decrease by 1 to 3 percentage
points. These estimates represent a 6.7% decrease in workers’ informality rates, using the
average informality rate in the baseline year as a benchmark. Similarly, I find that the ratio
of formal to informal residents increases by approximately 7% after the shock in locations
nearby to the new stations.
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As a robustness check of the difference-in-difference specification, I compare the new line
with similar planned metro lines that were not completed over this period for unrelated
reasons using an expansion plan from 1980. Reassuringly, this robustness check yields sim-
ilar estimates to the baseline specification. Another potential concern to identification is a
change in the composition of households in areas nearby to the new stations. To show that
this is not the case, I also estimate the difference-in-difference specification using household
characteristics as dependent variables. I find that the transit shock did not lead to changes
in the composition of households based on observable characteristics.6 In the next chapter
I build a quantitative urban model to quantify and decompose the welfare gains of transit
infrastructure.

This study speaks to different strands of the literature. The first is the economic geog-
raphy and urban economics literature, which has assessed the economic impacts of urban
infrastructure. The second is the macro-development literature, which has studied the role of
allocative efficiency on TFP and the main causes of the informal economy. This latter strand
is related to a large literature in international economics that has estimated the impact of
trade reforms on allocative efficiency in the presence of domestic distortions.

First, a new strand of literature [including (Baum-Snow, 2007; Heblich, Redding, and
Sturm, 2018; Tsivanidis, 2019; Monte, Redding, and Rossi-Hansberg, 2018; Gonzalez-Navarro
and Turner, 2018; Ahlfeldt, Redding, Sturm, and Wolf, 2015)] has explored the impact of
transit infrastructure that facilitates commuting. For example, Tsivanidis (2019) assesses
the welfare and distributional effects of a new Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system in Bogotá,
and Heblich et al. (2018) study the economic consequences of the subway in London. My
paper adds to this literature by examining the effect of transit infrastructure on allocative
efficiency. I depart from standard urban economic models by adding distortions and resource
misallocation, and by showing with a first-order approximation that the presence of the in-
formal sector creates additional first-order effects. My main hypothesis is that, by separating
residence and workplace, transit improvements have an additional effect on allocative effi-
ciency in cities in the developing world by reallocating workers from the informal to the
formal sector.7

This paper also relates to a literature that has emphasized the role of factor misallocation
in lowering aggregate TFP (Banerjee and Duflo, 2005b; Restuccia and Rogerson, 2008b; Hsieh
and Klenow, 2009). These studies have shown that the dispersion in distortions across firms
and sectors generates factor misallocation, and that this is higher in developing countries
than in more advanced economies. In the particular case of Mexico, Busso et al. (2012) show
that if workers reallocate from the informal to the formal sector by eliminating wedges, TFP
increases by approximately 50%. Different studies have aimed to understand the main causes
of the large levels of resource misallocation in developing countries. Some of the primary

6Moreover, the quantitative model accounts for employment and location decisions within the city. Thus, I
consider the change in household characteristics after the transit shock based on unobservables.

7Another paper that studies a distortion in the context of an urban model is Pérez Pérez (2018). He focuses
on a different question, assessing the role played by the minimum wage on aggregate employment and
commuting patterns across US cities.
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explanations consist of regulations, markups, and the wedges caused by the informal sector.
One of my contributions is that following Baqaee and Farhi (2019), I decompose the total
welfare into a “direct” effect and an allocation term that considers the reallocation of workers
across the formal and informal economy.

Third, my work also relates to a strand of the international economics literature that
has studied the gains from trade, taking into consideration the allocative efficiency channel.
This literature was recently reviewed by Atkin and Khandelwal (2019), who discuss the role
of distortions on the aggregate gains from trade. Most of these articles have explored the
response of markups to trade liberalization episodes or changes in infrastructure (Holmes,
Hsu, and Lee, 2014; Edmond, Midrigan, and Xu, 2015; Asturias, Garćıa-Santana, and Ramos,
2016; Arkolakis, Costinot, Donaldson, and Rodŕıguez-Clare, 2019). Similar to my paper,
some studies have analyzed the role of inter-sectoral distortions (Świȩcki, 2017), and the
effect of trade on informality (Dix Carneiro et al., 2018; McCaig and Pavcnik, 2018; McMillan
and McCaig, 2019). For example, McCaig and Pavcnik (2018) assess the impact of the free
trade agreement between the US and Vietnam on informality and aggregate productivity.
While this literature focuses on trade reforms that affect labor demand, my paper examines
the impact of commuting and trade market access measures. For this reason, I can study
the effect of a shock affecting both labor demand and supply.

Finally, other studies, such as Moreno-Monroy and Posada (2018) and Suárez, Murata,
and Campos (2016) have also explored the relationship between commuting and informality.
They argue that the high commuting costs to a formal job faced by a large part of the
population increase informality rates in developing countries. My paper contributes to this
literature by providing causal evidence on the relationship between transit infrastructure and
informality for both workers and residents exploiting the transit shock in Mexico City. My
work also contributes, by measuring the economic impact of these projects on the allocative
efficiency margin through the lens of a quantitative model.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 1.2 introduces the setting of my
study in Mexico City and describes the transit shock. Section 1.3 describes the different
sources of information in the study. Section 1.4 presents the three empirical facts and
the reduced-form evidence of the effect of commuting on informality. Finally, section 1.5
concludes.

1.2 Institutional Context

Transit System

In the second half of the twentieth century, Mexico City had severe public transport problems,
with congested main roads and highways, particularly in the downtown area. In 1967, the
Government decreed the creation of a decentralized public office to build, operate, and run
a rapid transit of subterranean courses for the public transport of Mexico City. Two years
later, on September 4, 1969, the Government inaugurated the first line. Today, the system
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has grown into 12 lines with 195 stations, for a total length of 128.4 miles. The subway is
the largest in Latin America and the second-largest system in North America after the New
York City Subway.

The Plan Maestro 1985-2010 guided the expansion of the subway. It was an instrument
that determined the mobility goals that the transport system needed to satisfy over the long
run. These goals delineated how the subway should be extended, based on best practices
in urban development and operational constraints for the project. The Plan Maestro 1985-
2010 underwent some modifications from what the Government initially had planned. These
modifications responded mainly to changing patterns of demand for transportation in Mexico
City, which forced the Government to redesign some lines. I use this as part of my empirical
strategy, by comparing the unplanned modifications to the subway lines with the original
and unexecuted plans.

In my empirical strategy, I exploit the construction of Line B. This line had the distinct
feature of connecting informal workers in remote areas with jobs in the CBD of Mexico City.
It was inaugurated in 2000 and was initially planned as part of Plan Maestro 1985, which
reduces potential endogeneity concerns between the opening of the new stations and local
demand/supply shocks. The line has approximately 20kms long and includes 21 stations.
It connected the metropolitan area of the city with some adjacent municipalities in Mexico
State, such as Ecatepec de Morelos and Ciudad Nezahualcoyot. These areas are characterized
by high poverty rates, low education, and high informality rates.8 As a result, line B has the
distinct feature of connecting informal workers with formal employment. To date, it is the
fourth line with the highest number of passengers in the network. The total cost of this line
including the net present value of service operations, maintenance, and other overheads was
approximately $2,900 million in 2014 USD dollars, which represents 0.7% of the total GDP
of Mexico City.

Figure 1.4 plots a map of the Mexico City subway system in 2000, highlighting the lines
that I use in my empirical strategy. Line B is the purple line that connects the north-eastern
area, including locations in Mexico State, with the center of the city. I also use Line 12 and
Line C as robustness checks; Line C - the green line- was planned as a feeder line in the
early 2000s, similar to line B. However, the city Government never constructed it. Line 12
-the red line- is the newest subway line in Mexico City and was opened in 2012.

Informality

I use two definitions of informality as in Kanbur (2009); Busso et al. (2012), and Levy
(2018). The first is the standard definition and is based on whether firms comply with labor
regulations. A worker is defined as informal if the firm does not pay social security taxes.9

These workers can be salaried and non-salaried workers. The second definition is a more

8In the appendix, I relate census tract characteristics before the shock to line B to show this result.
9Social security benefits include health care, savings for retirement, social benefits for recreation, and invalidity
allowances.
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restrictive one, as it only considers non-salaried workers of the first group,10 for example,
family members that work in a household business or are self-employed.

As in most developing countries, informality in Mexico is a significant problem. It affects
57% of the total workforce and 78% of firms (INEGI). Figure 1.1 compares informality rates
(following the standard definition) between countries in Latin America and the Caribbean
and the average of the OECD. Informality rates in the entire region are very high. The
mean across the region is 50%, which is a much higher value than the OECD average of,
17%. Relative to other countries in the region, Mexico has one of the highest informality
rates, and the difference is even bigger when we compare Mexico to other countries with a
similar income level, such as Argentina or Colombia.11

The presence of the informal sector and the fact that informal firms avoid paying taxes
create a labor wedge between informal and formal firms. According to recent estimates, a
firm that fully complies with salary regulations is expected to pay 18% of wages as social
security (Busso et al. (2012); Levy (2018)).These wedges create distortions across firms that
ultimately decrease welfare and TFP. Figure 1.2 plots the size and productivity distribution
of different definitions of formal and informal firms in the Mexican context. Informal firms
are smaller and less productive than formal firms. However, due to the presence of labor
wedges -social security taxes-, conditional on productivity, informal firms are too large, while
formal firms are too small relative to a social optimum.12 As a consequence, reallocating
workers from the informal to the formal sector may lead to productivity gains that impact
welfare. Different studies have examined the gains from removing the informal sector in
Mexico, finding that TFP would increase by approximately 50% (Busso et al., 2012). My
project aims to understand one potential channel to solve this problem: namely, connecting
formal employment with the informal labor force.

In section 1.4, I show how informality rates are unequally distributed across the city. On
the one hand, most formal firms are usually located in the center. On the other, informal
workers usually live in the periphery. This paper aims to understand whether urban trans-
portation can reduce informality rates and increase productivity by connecting the informal
labor force with formal employment.

1.3 Data

My primary unit of observation is the urban census tract (Ageb in the Mexican micro-data).
I use a sample of approximately 3,500 census tracts from 116 different neighborhoods and
24 different municipalities, 16 municipalities of which are in Mexico City and 8 of which are
adjacent municipalities from the State of Mexico. For the Economic Census, I observe data

10The second group is a subset of the first group.
11I do not observe the second definition of informality in other countries.
12Busso et al. (2012) and Levy (2018) study the formal vs. informal sector in the Mexican context, and show

that wedges are higher for formal than informal firms.
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for periods before and after the transit shock, which allows me to test for parallel trends in
my main specification.

The first source of information is standard GIS data to identify the location of the trans-
portation network and the new transit subway lines. I also use data of roads and highways
in Mexico City to calculate commuting times for different transportation modes using the
network analysis toolkit from ArcGIS. With this exercise, I can estimate commuting/trade
costs before and after the transit shock.

The second source of data are the Mexican Economic Censuses collected by INEGI. This
is an establishment-level data set that provides standard information such as sales, value
added, number of workers, salaried workers, social security, and other outcomes. This census
is carried out every five years starting in 1994. I am able to define the informal sector at
the establishment level using social security payments following the definitions from section
1.2 (Busso et al., 2012; Levy, 2018). I categorize firms and workers in four different groups
based on labor market regulations. I also calibrate wedges for each location and sector using
wage bill, sales, and social security payments.

The third source of information is the Mexican Population Census. This census is carried
out every ten years, and INEGI provided me with the data since 2000. With this information,
I am able to calculate the number of informal, formal, and total residents in each location. For
some years, the Populations Censuses also report other variables such as household income
or job characteristics the week before the interview. With this data, I observe the number of
informal and formal residents in each location from social security information. Moreover, I
use the Intercensal 2015 survey that provides information on the workplace, residence, and
transportation mode for formal and informal workers at the municipality/locality level. This
data allows me to observe commuting flows in Mexico City for each sector.

I also use the 2017 origin-destination survey collected in the commuting zone area of
Mexico City. I use this data for two purposes. First, I infer trade flows across the city using
trips to restaurants, and other types of shops at different hours of the day. Second, I show
some motivational facts considering commuting patterns, for example, that informal and
low-skilled workers commute less and make fewer trips than their formal counterparts.

Finally, I am complementing my results with standard household survey data from the
ENOE. I calibrate some of the parameters from the model using this data.

1.4 Empirical Facts

I now describe three empirical facts that show a negative relationship between informality
rates and the accessibility of formal jobs in Mexico City: 1) Informal workers are more
sensitive to commuting costs and spend less time commuting; 2) informal workers are located
in areas in which they have poor access to formal employment; and 3) informality rates
decrease with transit improvements that connect informal workers to formal employment.
For the first fact, I compare the average commuting time and workplace decisions between
workers in the informal vs. the formal sector. For the second fact, I compare the location
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of formal/informal jobs and the residence of informal/formal workers. Finally, the third fact
exploits variation over time and across location after the construction of a new subway line
that connected northeastern locations in the state of Mexico with the center of Mexico City.
It shows that locations close to the new subway line experienced a decrease in informality
rates. The identification assumption is that the opening of the new stations is uncorrelated
with local demand/supply shocks that affect informality rates. This seems plausible since
line B was planned several years before. I also show that in terms of observed covariates,
the change in the composition of household is negligible.13

Cross-sectional variation

Fact 1: Informal workers commute less time and work closer to their home relative to
formal workers.

For the first fact, I use the intercensal 2015 survey and exploit cross-sectional variation
comparing the average commuting time, and workplace decisions of informal vs. formal
workers. With this data, I am able to observe the residence and workplace for each individual
at the municipality level. Moreover, it also reports the average commuting time for each
worker. I use the standard definition of informality based on the contractual relationship of
the worker and whether the worker has access to social security. I also restrict the sample to
individuals who worked the week before the interview. I run the following linear probability
model to test whether informal workers spend less time commuting and work closer to their
residence:

yi = β0 + β1Informali + γXi + γl(i) + γn(i) + γm(i) + εi, (1.1)

where yi is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if individual i commutes to a different
municipality than the one he/she resides, whether he/she works in the CBD of Mexico City,
or whether their average commuting time is within some window (i.e., 16 to 30 minutes);
Xi is a vector of individual characteristics that includes: age groups, educational groups, a
gender fixed effect, relationship with the household head fixed effects, and a dummy variable
indicating whether the individual has an African or indigenous background; γl(i) and γn(i)
are origin and destination fixed effects; γm(i) is a transportation mode fixed effect to compare
informal vs. formal workers that use the same transportation; and, εi is the error term of
the regression.

Table 1.1 reports the results for the dummy variables of whether the worker commutes to
another municipality; or whether he/she works in the CBD. The results imply that informal
workers spend less time commuting than formal workers. For instance, the probability of
commuting to a different municipality decreases on average, between 8.0 to 25.0 percentage
points for workers in the informal sector. Similarly, informal workers are less likely to work
in the CBD of Mexico City relative to formal workers between 4.0 to 9.0 percentage points.

13The model in chapter 2 of this dissertation will account for compositional changes in terms of unobserved
idiosyncratic shocks by considering migration decisions within the city.
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In the fourth column, I show that differences in transportation modes are not driving these
effects by including transportation mode fixed effects. This specification compares informal
vs. formal workers that usually use the same mode of transportation, and even though that
the point estimate decreases, the main result holds.

To provide more evidence of this channel, figure 1.6 depicts the point estimate and
confidence interval of a linear probability model. I relate the probability that the average
commuting time of a worker is within some window of time with a dummy variable that
takes a value of 1 if the worker is informal. From the figure, it is clear that informal workers
spend less time on commuting than their formal counterparts. For instance, the first bar
shows that informal workers are more likely to work from their home in 13 p.p. relative to
formal workers. Similarly, they are more likely to spend less than 15 minutes in commuting
time, suggesting that on average, informal workers work closer to their home. On the other
hand, formal workers are more likely to spend more than 30, 60, or 120 minutes commuting
than informal workers. For example, formal workers are more likely in approximately 10 p.p.
to spend more than 60 minutes commuting each day to get to their workplace than informal
workers.

Overall, the results from table 1.1 and figure 1.6 suggest that informal workers spend less
time commuting than their formal counterparts and work closer to their home. The main
point from this finding is that informal workers are more sensitive to commuting costs than
their formal counterparts.

Fact 2: Most formal jobs are located in the central areas of the city, while most informal
workers reside in the outskirts.

The second fact shows that most formal jobs are available in the center and west of the city,
while informal workers reside in less connected areas. As a consequence, workers that can
not bear the high rents from central locations of the city, and live in areas with poor access
to formal jobs prefer to work in an informal business close to their residence.

Figure 1.3 plots a heat map of deciles of workers’ and residents’ informality rates in
Mexico City and adjacent municipalities of the state of Mexico. As shown in figure A.3 of
the appendix, locations with the largest level of economic activity are in the middle-west of
Mexico City.14 From the figure, it is clear that in the middle-west and center of the city,
informality rates are lower than in the east and on the boundaries of the city. This pattern
is similar for the share of informal employment and residents. This suggests that individuals
who live in remote locations usually need to commute to access formal employment, and due
to the long time that it takes, they prefer to work in an informal job close to their residence.

To corroborate this fact, I follow the recent urban literature and build commuter market
access measures (CMAs) and firm market access measures (FMAs) for both the formal and
informal economy across census tracts in Mexico City. These measures correspond to an
index that measure how good is the access to formal or informal jobs in each location.
Following Tsivanidis (2019), I construct these measures by solving the following system of

14Figure A.4 shows that the labor wedge in these locations is higher.
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equations:

CMAns =∑
i

L̃isd
−θs
ni

FMAis

(1.2a)

FMAis =∑
n

Rnsd
−θs
ni

CMAns

, (1.2b)

where the sub-index n and i represent locations. In this case, n corresponds to the residential
census tract, and i to the commercial census tract. The parameter CMA is the commuter
market access measure, and FMA is the firm market access measure, which captures how
good is the access of firms to employment. On the other hand, L̃is is the number of workers in
location i from sector s, and Rns the number of residents. Finally, dni are iceberg commuting
costs of moving from location n to location i, and θs is the commuting elasticity that is specific
to each sector and location.15 I calibrate the commuting costs using the average travel time
across different transportation modes, and estimate the commuting elasticity by running
standard gravity equations. This system of equations has a unique solution.

Figure 1.5 plots a heat-map of the difference between the CMAs of the formal and the
informal economy. This measure captures how good is the access to formal employment
relative to informal employment in each census tract in Mexico City. Similar to figure 1.3,
the heat-map suggests that locations in the outskirts and east of Mexico City have very poor
access to formal employment relative to other places. As a result, many workers end up
working in informal businesses.

When taken together, facts 1 and 2 imply that commuting costs explain to some extent
the large informality rates in cities in developing countries. Hence, transit infrastructure that
connects informal workers with formal employment can generate additional welfare effects by
reallocating workers from the informal to the formal economy. In the next section, I provide
evidence of this channel by showing that line B of the subway induced this reallocation.

Difference-in-Difference Specification

Fact 3: Informality rates decline with transit improvements that improve market access of
formal employment to informal workers.

I now exploit the construction of line B of the subway in Mexico City by estimating a
difference-in-difference specification. I compare locations close to the new subway line with
the rest of Mexico City and test whether areas close to the new line experienced a change in
informality trends after the transit shock controlling for initial characteristics. One feature
of this line is that it connected remote locations in the state of Mexico, close to Ecatepec
de Morelos, with the center of the city. The identification assumption is that the opening
of the new stations is uncorrelated with local demand/supply shocks. The fact that the line

15I explain the estimation of these parameters in chapter 2 of the dissertation.
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was planned decades earlier makes plausible this assumption. Another potential concern is
a change in the composition of residents that prefer to work in the formal sector. I show in
the next section that household characteristics are not correlated with the opening of line B.
Furthermore, in the quantitative framework, I consider this channel by allowing migration
within the city. For this exercise, I use both workers’ and residents’ informality rates as
dependent variables.

First, I use the Economic Censuses and estimate the following specification to test
whether areas close to the new subway lines experienced changes in workers’ informality
rates:

yi,t = ∑
τ≠1994

βτTi + δi + δs(i),t + γtXi + εi,t, (1.3)

where yi,t is one of the outcomes of interest of census tract i at moment t. I estimate
equation 1.3 for different outcomes that are: the share of informal workers, the share of
informal firms, and the log of the number of workers in the informal and the formal sector;
Ti is one of four different treatment variables: the log distance in meters, the log distance in
walking minutes using the network of roads, a dummy variable indicating whether the closest
station is within the 10th percentile of the euclidean distance, and a dummy variable whether
the closest station is within a range of 25 minutes; δi are census tract fixed effects, and δs(i),t
are state-time or municipality-time specific trends,16 γt ⋅Xi are census tract characteristics-
time-specific trends that includes distance controls such as: the area in square kilometers,
distance to other stations of public transit, and a central business district dummy variable.
εi,t, is the error term of the regression. The coefficients of interests are the parameters βτ ,
and the baseline year is 1994. Since the line was built in 2000, the placebo for parallel trends
corresponds to 1999. I compute the standard errors with clusters at the census tract level.

Figure 1.7 and table 1.2 report the point estimates for the main outcome, the share of
informal workers. I find that workers’ informality rates decrease in locations near line B
after the transit shock. I also find evidence of parallel trends since the point estimate is
small and not significant in 1999. On average, informality rates decrease between 2.0 to 4.0
percentage points in locations that experienced the shock. The results are similar using the
standard definition of informality or a stricter definition of informality that considers only
informal and non-salaried workers that do not have an actual contract with the establishment.
Moreover, these effects are robust to the use of the Euclidean distance, the walking distance
using the network of roads, or dummy variables indicating whether locations are close to the
new stations within some range (i.e., 2000 meters or 25 minutes). Furthermore, in columns
five to eight, I include municipality-time fixed effects and the results hold, suggesting that
even after comparing locations within the same municipality, census tracts closer to new
stations experienced a change in the trend of informality rates after the shock. Finally, in
the appendix, I report the results restricting the sample to census tracts with a centroid

16For the municipality fixed effects specifications, I group locations in the state of Mexico in four different
groups: North-West, North-East, Middle-West, and Middle-East for a total of 20 municipalities.
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that is farther than 500 meters from one of the new stations (table A.4). The results are
similar to the ones in which I include the entire set of locations. I also show that the results
are similar if the dummy variable is constructed using a walking range of 20 minutes (figure
A.6). Overall, the results suggest that informality rates decrease approximately between 5.0
to 8.0 percent after the transit shock, using as a baseline the mean of the outcome in 1999,
the period before the construction of line B.

Table A.3 in the appendix reports the results for the share of informal firms. The results
are similar to the ones for the share of informal workers. In particular, after the transit shock,
informality rates decrease between 1 to 2.5 pp., which corresponds to a decrease between 2
to 3 percent on informality rates using as a baseline the mean in 1999. There are some issues
with parallel trends since there are some small effects for 1999. Finally, when I decompose
these effects by studying the response of the total number of informal and formal workers
in table A.5 and A.6, I find that these locations experienced a decrease in the number of
informal workers of approximately 1.0 to 1.3 percent, and an increase in the formal labor
force of approximately 0.9 percent in 2009.

The previous results show a negative relationship between workers’ informality rates and
public transit that facilitates commuting. I now test for changes in informality trends in
terms of the number of people that live in locations that experienced the transit shock. I
use data on the Population Censuses and estimate the following specification relating the
change between 2000 and 2010 of the ratio between formal and informal residents with the
transit shock:

∆ (lnLiF − lnLiI) = βTi + γXi + δs(i) + εi, (1.4)

where Lis is the number of individuals that live in i and sector s, and the other parameters
represent the same variables as in equation 1.3. This equation relates the log of the ratio
between formal and informal workers with the transit shock. Equation 1.4 corresponds to
a structural relationship that I will derive in section 2.3 from the model. This equation
will allow me to estimate a labor supply elasticity parameter that governs the reallocation
from the informal to the formal economy. I estimate equation 1.4 for the pool of workers
and for different groups based on skills. One caveat of this specification is that I can not
test for parallel trends due to data constraints because I do not observe the location of
informal/formal residents before the 2000 Census.

Table 1.3 reports the results for different specifications of equation 1.4, while figure 1.8
depicts the point estimates of my preferred specification for the pool of workers, low-skilled,
and high-skilled workers. Overall, the results imply that locations close to the new subway
line experienced a decrease in the trend of residents’ informality rates. In particular, the
ratio of formal to informal individuals increased between 3.0% to 7.6% after the shock. These
results are robust to different specifications, for example, to the use of different definitions of
the treatment variable, or to include different sets of fixed effects or controls. In addition, in
panel C and panel D, I control for the change in the composition of workers in terms of skills,
and report the results only considering low-skilled workers. The estimates are very similar
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to the ones found for the entire pool of workers. For instance, the ratio between formal and
informal low-skilled workers increased on average between 4.0% to 7.5%. The results imply
that workers reallocate to the formal sector.

In the next two sections, I test the robustness of my results using an expansion plan
from 1980 and show that in terms of observed covariates, there is a negligible change in the
composition of households, which is a potential concern of my identification strategy.

Robustness Checks

For the robustness checks, I compare locations close to line B of the subway with locations
near subway expansions that the Government planned to build in the 1980s or actually built
years later. In particular, panel b of figure 1.4 plots a map of Mexico City highlighting the
three lines that I will compare in this section: Line B, which is the infrastructure project
that I’m studying; line C, a feeder line similar to line B that was planned to connect part of
the state of Mexico and the North-West with the center of Mexico City, but was never built;
and, line 12, which is the latest subway line that was opened in 2012.

I estimate the same difference-in-difference specification from equations 1.3 and 1.4. The
only difference is that the treatment variable corresponds to a dummy variable indicating
whether the centroid of the census tract is within some buffer zone of line B (i.e, 1,500
meters), and similarly, the control group are locations within some buffer zone of line C
and/or line 12. I run these regressions for three different buffers: 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000
meters.

Figure 1.9 depicts the main result from this exercise. I plot the coefficients for the most
restricted definition of workers’ informality. The main finding is that there is a negative
relationship between informality rates and transit improvements when comparing locations
that experienced the shock with census tracts close to lines that were planned in the 1980s.
For instance, informality rates in terms of workers decrease on average between 4.0 to 11.0
percentage points, which is a larger effect that the one found previously. This effect cor-
responds to a decrease by approximately 15%, using as a baseline the control group before
the shock. In most of the specifications, I also find parallel trends, suggesting that after the
shock treated locations experienced the change in informality trends.

In addition, figure 1.10 depicts the point estimates for the log of the ratio between formal
and informal workers from equation 1.4. I find a similar pattern to the previous results.
The log of the ratio between formal and informal workers increases approximately 10% when
comparing treated locations with census tracts close to the other two lines. As shown, in
the graph, this finding is robust to the use of different buffer zones and is very stable.

Overall, the main findings are similar if I compare informality trends of the treatment
units with all census tracts in Mexico City as in the previous section, or if the comparison is
with a more restricted sample of locations close to lines that the Mexico City’s Government
planned to construct in the 1980s, but that were not built in my period of analysis.
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Households’ Composition

A potential concern to the identification strategy from the previous section is that locations
close to the new subway line might experience a change in the composition of households.17

For example, high-skilled workers that would prefer to work in the formal sector might
migrate to these census tracts, and as a result, there is a decrease in informality rates that
explain my findings. Ideally, I would deal with this issue is by using a panel of workers before
and after the shock that follows the same worker over time. Unfortunately, this panel does
not exist in Mexico.

I deal with this threat by comparing household characteristics before and after the shock.
The goal is to show that at least in terms of observable covariates, there was no change in
households’ composition. For that purpose, I run the same specification from equation 1.4
with household characteristics such as the high-skill share on the left-hand side.

Table 1.4 reports the results. I find that on average, household characteristics in locations
close to line B didn’t vary with the shock relative to other areas in Mexico City. For example,
the point estimates for the share of high-skilled workers or the share of students are negative,
but not significant. This finding implies that at least in terms of observable characteristics,
there is not a change in the composition of households due to the transit shock that can bias
my estimates. Hence, my results are not driven by a re-composition of workers that prefer
the formal sector.

This result is similar to what other papers have found in the Mexican context. For
example, Gonzalez-Navarro and Quintana-Domeque (2016) exploits a random allocation of
street asphalting in peripheral neighborhoods in Veracruz. The authors follow individuals
for two years and find a negligible reallocation of households across locations in the city.

1.5 Conclusion

This chapter has assessed the effects of transit infrastructure on informality in cities in
developing countries. Informality is one of the biggest sources of factor misallocation. Firms
that face different tax schedules generate variation in marginal products of labor across
plants, which ultimately lowers aggregate productivity. The paper has shown three empirical
facts that are in line with the hypothesis that the high commuting costs explain to some
extent the large informality rates in cities in the developing world.

First, I show that informal workers tend to spend less time commuting and work closer
to their residence than their formal counterparts conditional on different covariates, such
as education, gender, etc. One interpretation of this result is that informal jobs are easier
to substitute across locations within a city because they are more similar than formal jobs.
This pattern will be essential for the geography of the economic model in the second chapter.

17In the model, I am allowing for changes in terms of un-observed characteristics since it considers migration
within the city. However, the model only assumes one type of worker. Because of this, I also analyze changes
in households’ composition.
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The second fact implies that due to the high commuting costs to transit within a city,
most of the individuals in Mexico City have very bad access to formal employment relative
to informal jobs before 2000. This pattern mainly affected poor and unwealthy locations in
the outskirts of the city. I corroborate this fact by plotting two heat-maps. First, I showed
that informality rates in terms of both jobs and residents are higher in the city’s outskirts.
Second, I construct indices that measure the accessibility to formal employment and show
that peripheral areas in the east have poor access to formal jobs.

Finally, to provide causal evidence of this channel. I exploit the construction of Line B
of the subway in Mexico City. This line has two main features. First, it connected very
poor and remote locations with central areas, and second, there were multiple delays in the
openings of new stations. Then, I run a series of difference-in-difference specifications and
find that informality rates decrease due to the construction of the new subway line. For
instance, informality rates fall by four percentage points in treated areas relative to other
places from Mexico City. I also compare line B with other planned lines and the findings
are similar. These results imply that transit infrastructure may have first-order effects on
allocation.

In the next chapter, I build a quantitative urban model to measure the welfare effects of
this line. The model will add inter-sectoral distortions to recent theoretical work in the urban
literature and will consider the direct effects of transit infrastructure, but also the allocative
efficiency margin due to the reallocation of workers to the formal economy. Using the model,
I run different counterfactuals to estimate the welfare impact of urban interventions.
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Figures

Figure 1.1: Informality Rates-Latin America and the Caribbean
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Notes: This figure plots informality rates across countries from Latin America and the Caribbean. The
data source is the online appendix from Ulyssea (2018) that uses data from SEDLAC, an initiative from
the World Bank and Universidad Nacional de la Plata. Informal workers are defined as those without social
security. The orange line represents the average informality rate of countries from the OECD. The figure
shows that informality rates in LAC are very high, and even within the region, Mexico is one of the countries
with the highest informality rates.
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Figure 1.2: Firm size and Productivity Distribution-Economic Census 1999
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Notes: This figure plots the firm size and productivity distribution for the four different categories of firms:
1) Legal and informal 2) Illegal and informal, 3) Mixed, and 4) Legal and formal. I use the 2004 economic
census. Panel (a) plots the firm size distribution and panel (b) the productivity distribution. Firm size is
measured as the number of workers, and productivity as the logarithm of sales per worker.
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Figure 1.3: Spatial distribution of informality

(a) Informal workers

(b) Informal Residents

Notes: This figure plots a map of Mexico City with the spatial distribution of informality rates. Panel (a)
plots a heat map of workers’ informality rates by deciles in 1999. Panel (b) plots a heat map of residents’
informality rates by deciles in 2000. The main takeaway of this map is that in the middle-west and center
of the city informality rates are lower than on the boundaries and east of Mexico City. As a result, informal
workers that live in the outskirts have poor access to most of the formal employment, which is located in
the center of the city.
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Figure 1.4: Transit System

(a) Line B (b) Other lines

Notes: This figure plots a map of Mexico City with the transportation system. Panel (a) highlights the transit line -Line B- that I exploit
in my main specification. On the other hand, panel (b) highlights the two lines that I use as a control group for the robustness checks.
According to the transit expansion plan from 1980, line c -green line- was planned as a feeder line in the early 2000s, similar to line B.
However, the Government of the city never constructed it. And line 12 -red line- is the latest subway line in Mexico City and was opened
in 2012. The other lines correspond to the other subway lines of the actual system.
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Figure 1.5: Differences in CMA between the formal and the informal sector before the transit shock

Notes: This figure plots a heat map of Mexico City with the spatial distribution of the difference in CMA between the formal and the
informal sector before the transit shock. I construct ventiles across locations by taking the difference between the formal and informal sector
of CMA before the shock. Each color represents one of the quantile categories. Blue colors represent very poor access to formal employment
relative to informal employment, while red color represents a very good access. From the figure, census tracts close to the new line had very
bad access to formal employment relative to other locations before the shock.
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Figure 1.6: Commuting Time- Informal vs. Formal

Notes: This figure plots the point estimate and 95th percentile confidence interval of a regression that
relates the probability of commuting within some window of time with an informal dummy variable. The
first bar reports the results for the category of non-commuting, the second bar if the worker spends on
average between 1 to 15 minutes, the second bar between 16 to 30 minutes, the fourth bar between 30 to 60
minutes, the fifth bar between 60 to 120 minutes, and the sixth bar more than 120 minutes. Standard errors
are computed with clusters at the municipality level.
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Figure 1.7: Difference in Difference Results-Workers’ Informality Share

(a) Informal workers

(b) Informal and non-salaried workers

Notes: This figure depicts the point estimates and 90th percentile confidence interval from the difference in
difference specification relating workers’ informality rates with the transit shock. The treatment group are
census tracts with centroids within a walking range of 25 minutes to stations of line B. The control group are
census tracts in Mexico City. Panel (a) reports the results for the share of informal workers, and panel (b)
for the share of informal and non-salaried workers. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level.
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Figure 1.8: Difference in Difference Results-Residents’ Informality Share

Notes: This figure depicts the point estimate and 90th percentile confidence interval of a regression that
relates the change over time in the log of the ratio between formal and informal residents with the transit
shock. The treatment variable takes a value of 1 for census tracts with a centroid within a 25 minutes walking
range. The first three bars show the results of a regression including distance and population controls with
state fixed effects, and the second three bars report the results with municipality fixed effects. Standard
errors are clustered at the census tract level. The dark-blue bar reports the results for the pool of workers,
the middle-blue bar for low-skilled workers and the light-blue bar for high skilled workers. Line B increased
the ratio of formal to informal residents on approximately 7% when I compare treated areas vs. the rest of
Mexico City.
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Figure 1.9: Robustness checks-Workers’ Informality Share

(a) Buffer: 1500 meters (b) Buffer: 2000 meters

(c) Buffer: 2500 meters (d) Buffer: 3000 meters

Notes: This figure depicts the point estimates and 95th percentile confidence interval from the difference-
in-difference specification using different buffers and different control groups. The treatment group is defined
as census tracts that are within a buffer to the new stations. The control group are census tracts within a
buffer to lines that the Government planned to build in 1980, but that were not constructed in my period of
study. The outcome variable is the share of informal and non-salaried workers and the specification includes
state-time fixed effects. Panel (a) reports the results for a buffer of 1500 meters, panel (b) for 2000 meters,
panel (c) for 2500 meters, and panel (d) for 3000 meters. The blue line pools together as a control group
the locations close to line C and line 12, the orange lines locations close to line C, and the green line are
locations close to line 12. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level.
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Figure 1.10: Robustness Checks-Residents’ Informality Share

Notes: This figure depicts the point estimate and 95th percentile confidence interval of a regression that
relates the change over time in the log of the ratio between formal and informal residents with the transit
shock. The treatment variable takes a value of 1 for census tracts whith a centroid within a buffer zone of
the new subway line. The control group are locations within a buffer zone of line C or line 12. These were
subway lines that the Government planned to build in the 1980s, but it didn’t construct in my period of
analysis. I use different buffer zones: 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 meters. The first bar shows the results
for 1500 meters, the second bar for 2000 meters, the third bar for 2500 meters, and the fourth bar for 3000
meters. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level.
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Tables

Table 1.1: Informality and Commuting Patterns

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Probability of working in the same municipality of residence

Outcome: Workplace municipality Workplace municipality Workplace municipality Workplace municipality Workplace municipality

informal -0.265*** -0.231*** -0.231*** -0.132*** -0.079***
(0.009) (0.008) (0.008) (0.006) (0.008)

Observations 577,041 577,039 577,039 517,354 516,931
R-squared 0.069 0.098 0.123 0.215 0.465

Panel B: Probability of working in the CBD of Mexico City

Outcome: Workplace-CBD Workplace-CBD Workplace-CBD Workplace-CBD Workplace-CBD

informal -0.086*** -0.056** -0.059*** -0.037*** -
(0.026) (0.024) (0.018) (0.011) -

Observations 577,041 577,039 577,039 517,354 -
R-squared 0.007 0.042 0.468 0.444 -

Individual Characteristics X X X X
Origin fixed effects X X X
Transportation Mode fixed effects X X
Destination fixed effects X

Notes: This table reports the results of a linear probability model relating the probability of working in the same municipality as the one
in which the worker resides, and the probability of working in the CBD with a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the worker is
informal. Panel A reports the results for working in the same municipality, and panel B whether the individual works in the CBD. Standard
errors are clustered at the residence municipality level and reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table 1.2: Difference-in-Difference- Share of Informal Workers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Outcome: Informal Informal Inf.-non salary Inf.-non salary Informal Informal Inf.-non salary Inf.-non salary

Panel A: Continuous Treatment Measure

-ln distancei x 1999 0.003 0.004 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 -0.002 -0.001
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

-ln distancei x 1999 -0.005 -0.004 -0.010** -0.010** -0.014** -0.014** -0.016*** -0.017***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006)

-ln distancei x 2004 -0.013** -0.012** -0.013** -0.011** -0.018*** -0.019*** -0.015** -0.016**
(0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007)

Observations 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402
R-squared 0.870 0.870 0.851 0.851 0.873 0.873 0.854 0.854

Panel B: Treatment Measure using the dummy variable

Ti x 1999 0.001 -0.005 -0.001 -0.008 -0.000 -0.008 -0.005 -0.015
(0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.008) (0.011) (0.010) (0.010) (0.009)

Ti x 2004 -0.017 -0.022* -0.022** -0.030*** -0.031** -0.038*** -0.028** -0.038***
(0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.010) (0.013) (0.012) (0.011) (0.011)

Ti x 2009 -0.030** -0.032** -0.029** -0.032*** -0.036** -0.038*** -0.025* -0.030**
(0.013) (0.013) (0.012) (0.012) (0.014) (0.014) (0.013) (0.013)

Observations 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402
R-squared 0.870 0.870 0.851 0.851 0.873 0.873 0.854 0.854
Mean outcome before the shock 0.599 0.599 0.432 0.432 0.599 0.599 0.432 0.432

Distance Measure Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes
Distance Controls X X X X X X X X
State-Time FE X X X X
Municipality-Time FE X X X X

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating changes in the share of informal workers in each location with the line B of
the subway. Panel A reports the results for the continuous treatment measures, and panel B for the dummy variables. In the first four
columns, I include state-time fixed effects, and in the fifth column to the eighth column municipality-time fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered at the census tract level and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table 1.3: Difference-in-Difference - Share of Informal Residents

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Outcome: ∆(lnLF − lnLI) ∆(lnLF − lnLI) ∆(lnLF − lnLI) ∆(lnLF − lnLI) ∆(lnLF − lnLI) ∆(lnLF − lnLI) ∆(lnLF − lnLI) ∆(lnLF − lnLI)

Panel A: Continuous treatment measure-Pool of residents

- ln distance 0.038*** 0.053*** 0.042*** 0.057*** 0.017** 0.034*** 0.020** 0.038***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Observations 3,206 3,205 3,206 3,205 3,206 3,205 3,206 3,205
R-squared 0.161 0.246 0.161 0.247 0.225 0.296 0.225 0.297

Panel B: Treatment dummy variable-Pool of residents

Ti 0.034** 0.070*** 0.034** 0.070*** 0.032* 0.076*** 0.031* 0.076***
(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.017) (0.016) (0.017) (0.016)

Observations 3,206 3,205 3,206 3,205 3,206 3,205 3,206 3,205
R-squared 0.156 0.239 0.156 0.239 0.225 0.296 0.225 0.296

Panel C: Continuous treatment measure-Low skilled residents

- ln distance 0.044*** 0.054*** 0.047*** 0.057*** 0.017** 0.035*** 0.021** 0.039***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.008)

Observations 3,207 3,205 3,207 3,205 3,207 3,205 3,207 3,205
R-squared 0.137 0.229 0.137 0.229 0.198 0.279 0.198 0.279

Panel D: Treatment dummy variable-Low skilled residents

Ti 0.043*** 0.071*** 0.042** 0.070*** 0.031* 0.075*** 0.030* 0.074***
(0.016) (0.015) (0.016) (0.016) (0.018) (0.016) (0.018) (0.016)

Observations 3,207 3,205 3,207 3,205 3,207 3,205 3,207 3,205
R-squared 0.131 0.221 0.131 0.221 0.197 0.278 0.197 0.278

Distance Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes
Distance+Productivity Controls X X X X X X X X
Population Controls X X X X
State FE X X X X
Municipality FE X X X X

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating changes in the share of informal residents in each location with the line B
of the subway. Panel A reports the results for the continuous treatment measures and the pool of residents, panel B for the treatment
dummy variables and the pool of residents, panel C for the continuous treatment measure and low-skilled workers, and panel D for the
treatment dummy variables and low skilled workers. In the first four columns, I include state-time fixed effects, and in the fifth column
to the eight column municipality-time fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level and reported in parentheses.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table 1.4: Change in covariates after the transit shock

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Outcome High skill share High skill share Student share Student share

Ti -0.002 -0.003 -0.006 -0.005
(0.003) (0.006) (0.004) (0.006)

Observations 3,214 3,214 3,212 3,212
R-squared 0.164 0.236 0.316 0.332

State FE X X
Municipality FE X X
Controls X X X X

Notes: This table reports the results of a difference-in-difference specification relating changes in household
composition with the transit shock. The first two columns present the results for the share of high-skilled
workers, and the second two columns for the share of students. Odd columns include state fixed effects, and
even columns municipality fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level and reported
in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Chapter 2

Quantitative Urban Model with
Distortions1

2.1 Introduction

One of the main sources of misallocation in the developing world is the presence of the
informal economy. In the previous chapter, I show that there is a negative relationship
between the accessibility to formal jobs and the high commuting costs to transit within cities
in the developing world. For instance, the last set of findings imply that line B of the subway
decreased informality rates in jobs and residents by approximately four percentage points in
the areas close to the new stations relative to other places in Mexico City. Previous literature
that has estimated the welfare effects of urban transit improvements has not considered the
reallocation of workers to the formal economy. In this chapter, I use a quantitative model to
measure and decompose the welfare gains from these projects into two effects: the standard
impact and the allocative efficiency margin.

I build a general equilibrium framework with multiple sectors and wedges that captures
the three facts from the empirical analysis. The model allows me to quantify the aggregate
effects of new infrastructure, considering the additional impact on factor allocation. Fol-
lowing Baqaee and Farhi (2019), I provide a formula that decomposes the welfare effects of
any trade/commuting costs shock into two different components: a “direct” effect term and
an allocation term. The new margin depends on two components: factor misallocation and
agglomeration externalities that differ between the two sectors. In the standard framework,
in which the economy is efficient, I show that the main result from Hulten (1978) holds.
The welfare gains from transit developments can be measured through the classic cost-time-
saving approach (Train and McFadden, 1978; Hulten, 1978).2 However, when the economy is
inefficient, the sufficient statistic is expanded with two additional terms that account for the

1The conclusions and opinions expressed in this research project are only those of the author, and they do
not reflect the official statistics and views from SNIEG and INEGI.

2The objective of this formula is provide the main intuition of the allocation channel. Since this is a 1st-order
approximation, the assumption for this formula to capture actual changes in welfare is that the reduction in
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allocation mechanism. Intuitively, the sign of this additional impact will depend on whether
the shock reallocates workers to sector-locations with larger wedges or to sectors with bigger
agglomeration forces.3 The logic is similar to that in Hsieh and Klenow (2009) and Baqaee
and Farhi (2019): sector-locations with larger wedges are too small as a share of the economy
since this equilibrium is not a first-best allocation. Then, if a shock reallocates workers to
firms bearing higher distortions, the aggregate welfare gains are larger.

I calibrate the model using structural relationships. The key parameter to estimate is
the labor supply elasticity across sectors, which governs the reallocation of workers from
the informal to the formal sector. I follow Tsivanidis (2019) and calculate measures of
market access for residents and firms by sector. I recover this key elasticity by running a
triple difference estimator that associates changes in factor allocation between the formal
and informal economy with changes in market access, exploiting variation across locations
after the transit shock. The estimates for the parameter that I find, around 1.5, are lower
than those found in the previous literature, but they are consistent with the theoretical
assumptions of the model. Intuitively, if a transit shock connects workers to better formal
jobs relative to informal jobs, workers reallocate from the informal to the formal sector,
generating additional welfare gains through a margin of allocative efficiency.

I also estimate other key parameters of the model, such as the trade and commuting
elasticities for both sectors. For this exercise, I use additional microdata from the 2015
Intercensal survey and the 2017 Origin-Destination survey. I use trips to work and shops
to build commuting flows and trade flows across municipalities and different transportation
modes in Mexico City. I estimate commuting elasticities and trade elasticities by running
gravity equations relating trade/commuting flows to the average time spent to move across
locations in the city. Intuitively and consistent with the reduced-form evidence, I find that
the commuting elasticity for the informal sector is larger. This implies that informal workers
are more sensitive to commuting costs than their formal counterparts. One interpretation
of this finding is that informal jobs are easier to substitute across different locations within
a city. Moreover, I also find that the trade elasticity in the informal sector is higher than in
the formal sector, suggesting that agglomeration forces are larger for formal employment.

Next, I quantify and decompose the welfare gains from the transit shock by varying
trade/commuting costs in the GE model. I find that the allocation margin drives a significant
fraction of the total gains. I am able to construct commuting and trade flows from an
initial equilibrium using the market access measures described above and recovering scale
parameters of the model. I compute the counterfactual using the estimates of the key
elasticities, the initial equilibrium conditions, and exact hat algebra as in Dekle, Eaton,
and Kortum (2008) (DEK). The results suggest that the new subway line increased welfare
between 1.3 and 1.6 percent. I find that the direct effects explain approximately 83% of
the total gains, while the reallocation of workers from informal to formal firms explain 14%.

commuting costs is infinitesimal. For this reason, I compute the counterfactuals using percentage changes.
3The third term arises in the presence of agglomeration externalities and trade imbalances as in Fajgelbaum
and Gaubert (2019). In the case of the efficient economy, I am assuming trade balances. In the inefficient
economy, the labor wedges create trade imbalances, and the third term shows up.
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The remaining 3% of gains are driven by the agglomeration externality component when
the strength of agglomeration forces differs across sectors.4 The counterfactual analysis also
suggests that the reductions in commuting costs and trade cost account for a similar fraction
of the total gains.

In terms of the cost-benefit analysis, the allocative efficiency margin increases net welfare
by a considerable proportion. According to official documents from the Government of
Mexico City, the net present value of the total cost of a subway line with 20 km and 20
stations is approximately 0.85% of the total GDP of Mexico City. Since line B increases
welfare by 1.58%, this represents a net gain of $1.85 USD per every dollar spent on the
infrastructure. This gain would have been only $1.55 without considering the allocative
efficiency margin in a perfectly efficient economy. As a result, the reallocation of workers
from the informal to the formal sector substantially increases the average real income net of
the total cost of the project. The real income gain per dollar spent on the new infrastructure
increases by 20% relative to a perfectly efficient economy that does not take into account
workers’ reallocation from the informal to the formal economy.

I run other counterfactuals in which I simulate other types of policies that the government
can implement to reduce informality rates. The results suggest that transit infrastructure
can be an effective policy tool to reduce informality by connecting informal workers with
formal jobs. For example, to reduce informality rates by 2% at the aggregate level, which
is the result of the difference-in-difference specification, the government needs to reduce the
entry formal fixed cost more than 25% or increase the entry informal fixed cost more than
30%.

The findings of this project suggest that in terms of future research is important to
consider the allocative efficiency margin in the optimal allocation of infrastructure. Recent
papers such as Fajgelbaum and Schaal (2017) and Balboni (2019) have estimated the infras-
tructure misallocation in spatial general equilibrium models. My results suggest that when
a social-planner decides where to allocate infrastructure, there are also first-order effects
driven by the resource misallocation component, which are important to take into account.
My findings imply that connecting remote locations, in which more workers are informal,
with high-efficient locations can increase aggregate welfare more than connecting similar
places where the composition of workers is similar.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the quantitative model
and shows with a first-order approximation the different components that affect welfare after
a transit shock. Section 2.3 explains the methodology to recover and estimate the different
parameters of the model. Section 2.4 run different simulations of policy interventions such
as the construction of line B of the subway and an increase in formal or informal fixed costs
to open a business. Finally, section 2.5 concludes.

4I compute two counterfactuals. The first one allows workers to migrate within the city. The second one
holds constant the population in each census tract. In the case in which workers do not migrate, the welfare
gains are only 1.27%. The direct effects explain 75% of the gains, the resource misallocation margin 17%,
and the differences in agglomeration externalities between the two sectors the remaining 8%.
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2.2 Model

In this section, I present a quantitative model to assess the aggregate welfare effects from
transit improvements that considers first-order effects on allocation. The model is based on
recent work by Tsivanidis (2019), Monte et al. (2018), Heblich et al. (2018), and Ahlfeldt
et al. (2015). Relative to their work, my model extends these models by adding inter-sectoral
wedges and resource misallocation.

The main theoretical result is a formula from a first-order approximation, that decom-
poses the total change in welfare after a transit shock into three different components: a
“direct” effect term, and an allocation term that can also be decomposed into two compo-
nents: a resource misallocation effect, and an agglomeration externality term when these
forces differ between the two sectors. This formula is similar to the general case from Baqaee
and Farhi (2019) in GE models on changes in productivity that follows the seminal paper
by Hulten (1978).

In the model, I assume that there are three groups of agents in the economy: workers
denoted by L, house owners represented by H, and commercial floor space owners denoted
by Z.5

Preferences

There is a mass of N locations in the economy that are indexed by n and i. There is a
mass of LL workers that operate in 2 sectors indexed by s ∈ I,F , where I and F represent
the informal and formal sector respectively. The utility function takes a standard Cobb-
Douglass form. Consumers obtain utility from a composite consumption good and housing.
The utility function of worker ω is

Unisω = (
Cnisω
α

)

α

(
Hnisω

1 − α
)

1−α
⋅ d−1
ni ⋅ εnisω,

where C represents consumption, H housing, the parameter α represents the expenditure
share on the consumption good, dni is an iceberg commuting cost to move from location n
to i, and ε is an idyosincratic shock of worker ω. After solving the maximization problem,
the indirect utility of worker ω living in location n, and working in sector s and location i is

Vnisω =
wisd−1

ni εnisω(1 + t̄)

Pα
n r

1−α
n

, (2.1)

where wis is the wage per efficiency unit in location i, and sector s, Pn is the price index of
the consumption good, rn is the rent for housing, and t̄ is a proportional rebate from the

5The main interest of the paper is efficiency. In the appendix, I generalize the results to consider different
group of workers such as high and low skilled. Intuitively, the results are isomorphic if preferences for the
formal and informal sector come from the scale parameters of the Fréchet shocks, or if the commuting and
labor supply elasticities differ between the two groups, and low-skilled workers have preferences to work in
the informal sector.
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government after collecting taxes. The term εnisω is an idiosyncratic utility shock that is
drawn from a nested Fréchet or extreme value type II distribution H(⋅),6

H(ε⃗) = exp

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−∑
n

Bn

⎛

⎝
∑
s

(∑
i

ε−θsnis)

κ
θs ⎞

⎠

η
κ
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, with η < κ < θs ∀s.

Each worker receives a one-time shock and makes three decisions, one for each nest: 1) where
to reside, 2) the sector to work, and 3) the workplace. The parameters η, κ, and θs measure
productivity dispersion across locations, sectors, and workplaces respectively and capture
the notion of comparative advantage in terms of migration, and productivity for sectors and
locations.7 On the other hand, the parameters Bn capture specific amenities that attract
residents for each location n. I assume that these parameters are fixed over time.

I allow that the third parameter θs differs across sectors to capture the fact that pro-
ductivity differences across locations are larger in the formal sector. This parameter also
represents the labor supply elasticity with respect to commuting cost conditional on working
in sector s. I expect that in the estimation θF < θI , which implies that workers in the in-
formal sector are more sensitive to commuting costs, and thus, prefer to work close to their
residence as documented in section 1.4.

From the properties of the Fréchet distribution, the probability of living in location n
and working in (i, s) is

λnisL =
⎛

⎝

BnP
−αη
n r

−(1−α)η
n W η

n
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, (2.2)

where W κ
n = ∑s′W

κ
ns′∣n is a wage index from location n, and W θs

ns∣n = ∑i′ w
θs
is d

−θs
ni is a wage

index from location n and sector s. This probability can be decomposed into three terms
as in Monte et al. (2018). First, the probability of living in n; second, the probability of
working in s conditional on living in n; and third, the probability of working in i conditional
on living in n and operating in sector s. Note that ∑i λnis∣ns = 1, ∑s λns∣n = 1, and ∑n λn = 1.

Using again the properties of the Frechet distribution, I equate the expected ex-ante
utility of a worker to the following constant:

6I am assuming that the idiosyncratic shock is to utility, but another possibility is to assume that the shock
is to earning. From a welfare point of view this assumption does not have implications. In the appendix, I
consider a version of the model with Fréchet shocks to earnings.

7Different articles have assumed a similar structure to analyze the allocation of workers across sectors. For
example, Lagakos and Waugh (2013) study selection in the agricultural sector in developing countries using
this kind of shock; Hsieh, Hurst, Jones, and Klenow (2019) study the allocation of talent in the last 50 years
across different occupations in the US, and Galle, Rodŕıguez-Clare, and Yi (2017) study the distributional
implications of trade given that workers have idiosyncratic productivities for sectors.
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ŪL ≡ E[maxUnisεnis] = (∑
n′
P −αη
n′ r

−(1−α)η
n′ W η

n′)

1
η

γη, (2.3)

where γη is a constant term.8 Then, the total amount of labor L̃is hired by (i, s) is equal to
the amount supplied by all locations and is given by:

L̃is =∑
n

λnis ⋅ L̄L. (2.4)

Thus, the average income received by workers that reside in n is ȳn ≡ ∑i,s λniswis. I now
explain in more detail the assumptions and market structure of the composite good.

Production of the composite good

Preferences for the composite good take a standard CES form of different varieties x across
sectors and locations. It is described by a two-nested CES structure. In the first nest,
consumers choose between sectors, and in the second nest, they choose between varieties j
within each sector:9

Cn = (∑
s

C
ξ−1
ξ

ns )

ξ
ξ−1

, Cns = (∑
i
∫
j
x
σs−1
σs
nisj dj)

σs
σs−1

,

where the parameter ξ captures the elasticity of substitution across sectors and the param-
eters σs capture the elasticity of substitution across varieties within sectors. Note that the
lower nest parameter varies across sectors, then, as a consequence agglomeration external-
ities differ between the two sectors generating an additional allocation effect. In principle,
we should expect that σF < σI to capture that trade flows in the informal sector are more
sensitive to trade costs and that agglomeration externalities are larger in the formal sector.
I will estimate these parameters by estimating gravity equations. The price index Pn in
location n, and the price indices for each sector Pns take the usual CES functional form:

Pn = (∑
s

P 1−ξ
ns )

1
1−ξ
, Pns = (∑

i
∫
j
p1−σs
nisj dj)

1
1−σs

, (2.5)

where pnisj is the price charged by firm j in (i, s) to consumers in n.
I model the production of each good and the market structure as in the new economic

geography literature (Krugman, 1991; Helpman, 1995). Firms compete monopolistically.
To produce a variety a firm must incur both a constant variable cost and a fixed cost.

8The term γη = Γ(1 − 1/η) and Γ(⋅) is the gamma function. This is the usual constant that arises after
integrating the pdf from the Frechet distribution.

9The CES preferences can be micro-founded using extreme value type distributions as in the literature that
has studied the demand of heterogeneous consumers for a set of differentiated goods (Anderson and de Palma,
1992).
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Both costs use labor and commercial floor space with the same factor intensity across firms,
which implies that the production function is homothetic. The variable cost varies with the
productivity from location i and sector s, and it is represented by Ais. The total cost of
producing xij units of variety j in location i and sector s is:

Γisj = (Fs +
xisj
Ais

) (wis[1 + tisL])
β(qi[1 + tisZ])

1−β, (2.6)

where wis is the wage per efficiency unit in (i, s), qi is the price of commercial floor space,
and Fs is a fixed cost that varies by sector to capture that the number of firms in the
informal sector is larger. In the case of commercial floor space, both sectors face the same
price. Finally, I am adding exogenous wedges represented by tisL and tisZ . These parameters
represent taxes and subsidies in each sector and location (i.e., payroll taxes), and they imply
that the marginal revenue of labor is not equalized across firms deviating from the optimum.
Informal firms avoid paying these taxes generating dispersion in TFPR and then lowering
TFP.

Profit maximization implies that the equilibrium price is the standard constant mark-up
in trade models over marginal cost. Firms also face iceberg trade costs τni to sell goods. In
the empirical analysis, I assume that these trade costs also change after the transit shock.
The price charged by firms in i to location n is

pnisj = (
σs

σs − 1
)
τni(wis[1 + tisL])β(qi[1 + tisZ])1−β

Ais
. (2.7)

The zero profit condition implies that the equilibrium output of each variety is constant
across firms that operate in the same location and sector and is given by

xisj = x̄is = AisFs(σs − 1), (2.8)

Aggregate payments to labor and commercial floor space, including taxes, are constant shares
of the total revenue in location i and sector s. These shares are captured by β and 1 − β
respectively:10

wis(1 + tisL)L̃is = βYis, qi(1 + tisZ)Z̃is = (1 − β)Yis. (2.9)

From these expressions, I can construct the labor demand.

Expenditure shares

The assumption of CES preferences implies a standard gravity relationship for bilateral trade
flows in goods between locations for each sector. Using the CES demand, the price indices
from equation 2.5, and the fact that all firms from (i, s) charge the same price, the share of
location n’s expenditure on goods produced in (i, s) is:

10Total revenue Yis = ∑n απnsπni∣sXn, where Xn is the expenditure from location n.
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πnis =
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, (2.10)

where Mis is the total number of firms in location i and sector s, πns is the share of expendi-
ture in goods from sector s, and πnis∣s is the expenditure share on goods from i conditional
on consuming goods from sector s. Finally, since all firms within the same location and
sector choose the same amount of labor and commercial floor space units, the total number
of firms in each location i and sector s in equilibrium is a function of the aggregate amount
of labor and commercial floor space:11

Mis =
β̃L̃βisZ̃

1−β
is

σsFs
, (2.11)

where β̃ ≡ β−β(1−β)−(1−β) is a constant term. The fact that consumers have a love of variety
(LOV) and that there is free-entry imply that there are agglomeration forces for each sector.
As mentioned above, these agglomeration forces have the elasticity 1

σs−1 . Since the elasticity
within the second nest varies by sector, agglomeration externalities generate an additional
first order effect as in Bartelme, Costinot, Donaldson, and Rodŕıguez-Clare (2019).

Housing and commercial floor space

I assume that there are two additional industries: H̃, and Z̃ that produce residential housing
and commercial floor space respectively. Both of these sectors are non-tradable goods (τniH̃ =

τniZ̃ →∞ ∀n ≠ i) and operate under perfect competition in all locations. The only factors
of production of these sectors are the group of agents H, and Z. The former supplies units
to residential housing, and the latter to commercial floor space. The production function for
both sectors is linear in labor and given by:

H̃i = L̃iH (2.12a)

Z̃i = L̃iZ . (2.12b)

There is no commuting for both groups, therefore, they only supply units where they
live, which means that dniH = dniS →∞ ∀n ≠ i. The indirect utility of worker ω from group
ν where ν ∈ {H,Z} to live in location n is:

Ūnνω ≡
Bnwnν ⋅ εnνω
Pα
n ⋅ r

1−α
n

, (2.13)

11This model is akin to the perfectly competitive case in which there is a single firm in all locations and sectors,
there is perfect competition and there are agglomeration externalities for each sector and location described

by Ais = Ãis ⋅ L̃βγsis S̃
(1−β)γs
is , where γs = 1

σs−1
.
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where ενω is an idiosyncratic shock drawn from a Frechet distribution with dispersion pa-
rameter ην , and location parameter Tiν , wnν is the wage per efficiency unit of group ν in
location n. I assume that ην → 1, where ν ∈ {H̃, S̃}, this assumption replicates the specific
factor case. Then, the supply of residential and commercial floor space is perfectly inelastic
and is fixed. Finally, from the production function of housing and the assumption of perfect
competition, the price of housing in location n is rn = wnH , and the price of floor space,
qi = wiZ .

Using equation 2.9, which relates payments to labor and commercial floor space in terms
of total revenue from (i, s), the equilibrium condition to clear the market of commercial floor
space in each location i is:

qiZ̃i =∑
s

(1 − β)(1 + tisL)wisL̃is
β(1 + tisZ)

, (2.14)

this equation equates the supply of commercial floor space described by the left hand side to
the demand by firms that is described by the right hand side. Similarly,the housing market
clearing condition is:

rnH̃n = (1 − α)Xn, (2.15)

where Xn is total expenditure from location n, which I will explain later. This expression
equates the total supply of housing to total demand.

Government Budget Constraint

As mentioned above, the government collects taxes and gives a rebate to households captured
by t̄. I assume that the rebate is proportional to household income instead of a lump-sum
so that the government does not distort migration decisions. This rebate is given by the
following expression:

∑
i,s

(tisLwisL̃is + tisZqiZ̃is) = t̄ ⋅∑
n

Xn. (2.16)

This equation equates the income of the government from the left-hand side to total expen-
diture on the right-hand side. I proceed to close the model by finding an expression of total
expenditure in each location.

Goods and labor market clearing

I now derive the equilibrium conditions for goods market-clearing. I first analyze the expres-
sion for total expenditure from location n, and then, total revenue from (i, s).

From equation 2.4, the total labor income received by agents of type g ∈ {L,H,Z} in
location n is ∑i,swisL̃nisg. Then, taking into account the proportional rebate from the
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government to households, the total expenditure from location n is given by the following
expression:

Xn = (ȳnLn + qnZn + rnHn) (1 + t̄). (2.17)

On the other hand, the labor demand comes from consumer preferences and the production
function. By the properties of the CES preferences, total revenue of location i and sector s,
Yis, is given by:

Yis = α∑
n

πnisXn. (2.18)

Finally, equating labor demand and labor supply, the goods market clearing condition to
close the model is:

wis(1 + tisL)L̃is = αβ∑
n

πnisXn. (2.19)

This equilibrium condition implies that total payments to workers including taxes is
equal to a fraction β of total revenue, where total revenue is function of expenditures from
all locations.

Note that taxes tisL, tisZ , and the proportional rebate t̄ create trade imbalances since
aggregate expenditure is no longer equal to aggregate income in each location n.

Equilibrium

The general equilibrium of the model is described by the following vector of endogenous
variables:

x = {wis, qi, rn, ȳn,Wns, Pis, L̃is, Z̃is, Ln},

and a constant Ū given a set of exogenous parameters:

A = {dni, τni,Ais,Bn, L̄, L̄H , L̄Z , Z̃i, H̃i, tisL, tisZ , Fs, θs, κ, η, σs, ξ, α, β},

that solve the following system of equations: workplace and sector choice probabilities from
equation 2.2; residence choice probabilities from equation 2.2; price indices from equations 2.5
and 2.7; total expenditure from equation 2.17; goods market clearing described by equation
2.19; commercial floor space market clearing described by equation 2.14; housing market
clearing described by equation 2.15; labor market clearing; and the government budget
constraint from equation 2.16.

To assure that the equilibrium is unique, I assume the standard conditions for uniqueness
in this class of GE models (Allen, Arkolakis, and Li, 2015). Agglomeration forces should be
lower than congestion forces. The parametric condition is:

(1 − α) >
1

σs − 1
∀s.
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I proceed to analyze the effect of transit shocks on welfare using a first-order approxima-
tion.

Welfare Decomposition

To aggregate welfare at the city level, I assume a social planner that takes a utilitarian
perspective. Then, the aggregate welfare function is:

Ū = (ωLŪL + ωHŪH + ωSŪS) , (2.20)

where ωg represents the weights that replicate the efficient allocation of the economy.12 This
equation suggests that aggregate welfare is a weighted average of the ex-ante utility of the
three different types of agents in the economy.

Let’s define L as an allocation of factors of production given a set of exogenous parameters
A. Specify U(A,L) as the welfare function Ū achieved by the allocation L. I’m interested
in the effect of shocks on aggregate welfare assuming that the initial equilibrium is perfectly
efficient. By a first order approximation, the total change in welfare of any trade/commuting
shock is:

d ln Ū =
∂ ln Ū

∂ lnA
d lnA

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
“Direct” effect

+
∂ ln Ū

∂L
dL

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Allocation/Agglomeration

. (2.21)

Equation 2.21 suggests that the effect of any shock can be decomposed in two different terms:
a direct effect term that considers just changes in exogenous parameters as iceberg commut-
ing costs dni or trade costs τni, and a first-order allocation term. This second term captures
allocation from two different forces: wedges and differences in agglomeration externalities
between the two sectors.13 14

Under the assumptions of the model described above, the explicit solution for this ex-
pression is:

“Direct” effect = −αβ ∑
n,i,s

λnisL ⋅ d lndni − α ∑
n,i,s

(βλnL + (1 − β)λnZ)πnis ⋅ d ln τni (2.22a)

Allocation = α
⎛
⎝
β ∑
n,i,s

( tisL − t̄
1 + t̄

)λnisL ⋅ d ln L̃nis + (1 − β)∑
n,s

( tnsZ − t̄
1 + t̄

)λnsZ ⋅ d ln Z̃ns
⎞
⎠

(2.22b)

Agglomeration =∑
i,s

β

σs − 1
(1 + tisL

1 + t̄
)dL̃is +∑

i,s

(1 − β)
σs − 1

(1 + tisZ
1 + t̄

)dZ̃is. (2.22c)

12For the parametric case of my model, these weights solve the following expressions: ωLŪL
Ū

= αβ, ωZ ŪZ
Ū

=
α(1 − β), and ωH ŪH

Ū
= (1 − α).

13The agglomeration externality component captures distortions from differences in markups or differences in
preferences for love of variety across the two sectors.

14This formula applies in the general class of urban models for any wedge. For example, variable market power
across firms in product or labor markets. In the appendix, I show this result for any kind of wedge.
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The first term corresponds to a Hulten (1978) or “direct” effect term that comes from
an envelope argument. It suggests that under the case of perfectly efficient economies, the
cost-time saving approach captures the welfare effect of any trade/commuting shock. For
instance, to measure the welfare gains from a transit improvement, it is sufficient to know
the share of people who live in location n, and the share of people that commute to i.15

This is the cost-saving formula used by Train and McFadden (1978) to evaluate reductions
in commuting costs. This implies that if the goal is to understand the aggregate gains, in
the case in which the shock to commuting costs is very small, all the nominal effects of prices
such as wages and labor cancel out.

The second term captures changes in allocative efficiency. It suggests that if workers
reallocate to sectors-locations with higher wedges, there is an increase in welfare. Hence,
changes in commuting costs may have an additional first-order impact in the presence of
distortions. Intuitively, the sign depends on whether workers reallocate to firms with larger
wedges. Firms that pay higher taxes have higher values of TFPR, while firms that do not
pay taxes have very low values. Thus, if workers move to the firms with higher TFPR, the
dispersion of TFPR decreases improving allocation.

Finally, the last term represents agglomeration forces. This component only arises in the
presence of externalities that differ between the two sectors as in BCDR or trade imbalances
as in FG. This term captures the effect of these externalities on aggregate TFP and welfare.
In my case, agglomeration externalities differ between the two sectors, and wedges and
transfers create trade imbalances, so the third term also shows up in the formula. This
component depends on two forces: differences in agglomeration externalities, and the wedge.
Intuitively, if workers reallocate to the sector with bigger externalities, there are larger
increases in welfare. For the wedge, the argument is similar to the second term. Conditional
on productivity, firms that are paying higher taxes are very small due to trade imbalances,
then reallocating workers to these firms increases welfare.

I show the derivation of this formula in section B.3 of the appendix. I also generalized
this result for different groups of workers and a general utility and production function by
solving the social planner problem in section B.3. The only assumptions for this derivation
are that the utility function, production function, the consumption good aggregator, and the
efficiency units aggregator are homogeneous of degree one.16

Most of the literature which primarily interest has been to measure the welfare gains from
transit infrastructure has focused on the first term and direct effects, assuming that there
are no wedges in the economy and that it operates under perfect competition. I contribute
to this literature by analyzing the effect of transit improvements on the second and third
margin. The main hypothesis is that transit improvements have an additional impact on
efficiency by reallocating workers to the formal sector, which is the sector with larger wedges

15In his seminal work, Hulten (1978) considers productivity shocks and show that to measure its effect on
GDP, it is sufficient to know the share of sector s on value added, or the so-called Domar weights.

16In addition, in section B.3 of the appendix, I show a formula for this welfare decomposition using percentage
changes based on Holmes et al. (2014) and Asturias et al. (2016).
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and higher agglomeration externalities. Since this formula applies for the case in which the
change in commuting/trade costs is infinitesimal, for the counterfactual analysis, I estimate
and decompose the change in welfare using percentage changes and exact hat algebra.

In the next section, I proceed to estimate the main parameters of the model and to
quantify the effect of the second and third terms after the construction of the line B of the
subway.

2.3 Empirical Strategy and Estimation

In this section, I describe the main empirical strategy and estimation of the main parame-
ters. This section is divided in four parts: parametrization of commuting and trade costs;
estimation of trade and commuting elasticities; estimation of the labor supply elasticity
across sectors -κ-, which is the parameter that governs the reallocation from the informal to
the formal sector; and model inversion to recover the fundamentals of the economy such as
technological and amenity parameters.

Trade and Commuting Costs

For the counterfactual analysis, I parametrize commuting costs as in the urban economics
literature (Ahlfeldt et al., 2015; Heblich et al., 2018; Tsivanidis, 2019). I assume that both
iceberg commuting and trade costs are parametrized using the following expressions:

dni = exp(δdtimeni), (2.23a)

τni = exp(δτ timeni) (2.23b)

where timeni is the average travel time in minutes across different transportation modes of
moving from location n to location i. The main objects of interest are the parameters δd, and
δτ that transform travel times to iceberg costs. I estimate these parameters from a Nested
Logit specification using the 2017 Origin-Destination survey. I use trips to from their home
to their work and vice-versa to estimate δd, and trips to restaurants, outlets, and retail shops
to obtain the parameter δτ .

The estimation is based on the following choice model. A worker ω is choosing between
different transportation modes to travel from n to i. These transportation modes are grouped
into different nests denoted by G, for example public or private nests. Denote the set of
transportation modes in g, as Υg. The indirect utility of choosing transportation model
m ∈ Υg ⊂ G is:

Vnimω = δtimenim + γm + ψnigω + (1 − λg)εnimω,

where Vnimω is the indirect utility of worker ω if he/she chooses transportation mode m to
travel from n fo i. This is the classic framework that Berry (1994b) studies. The parameter
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δ measures the sensitivity of the decision of the worker/consumer to the average time she
spends on moving across locations. The parameter γm captures preferences for transportation
mode m relative to a baseline mode; in my case, I normalize γwalking to zero. For example,
γcar captures preferences for car relative to walking, this can include the price of a car, or
the stress of driving in a complicated city such as Mexico City. The variable ψ is common
to all transportation modes for worker/consumer ω within group g and has a distribution
function that depends on λ ∈ (0,1). This latter parameter measures the correlation of errors
within each nest. If this parameter is zero we are in the standard logit case. Finally, εnimω
is an idyosincratic shock of worker ω of choosing m. The error term of this equation is
ψnigω + (1 − λg)εnimω which is drawn from an Extreme Value type I distribution.

Table 2.1 shows the main result after estimating the nested logit specification. The first
column reports the results for commuting, and the second column reports the results for
trade trips. I obtain a value for δd of 0.010, which is consistent with previous findings from
the literature (Ahlfeldt et al., 2015). The point estimate for δτ is 0.012, which, while a
bit large, is similar to what Tsivanidis (2019) finds in the case for commuting in Bogotá, a
similar context to Mexico City. On the other hand, in terms of preferences, when people go
to work, the most preferred transportation mode is car, while if they travel to restaurants
or retail shops, they have more preferences to walk. The last two rows report the average
iceberg commuting and trade costs across locations in Mexico City before and after the
transit shock. On average, after line B of the subway opens, commuting costs drops by
9.00%, and trade costs drops by 11.13%

Commuting and Trade Elasticities

Commuting Elasticities: To estimate the commuting elasticities, I use the Intercensal
2015 survey. In this survey, workers report the municipality of their residence and workplace,
and I am also able to define formal and informal workers using employment and social
security information. From the model, it is easy to derive the following gravity equation
relating commuting flows across municipalities and iceberg costs:

lnλnism∣nsm = βs
®
δd⋅θs

⋅timenim + γism + γnsm + εnism, (2.24)

where the subindex m corresponds to one of four different transportation modes: car, metro
or metrobus, bus, and walking; λnism∣ns is the share of workers that commute to location i
from location n working in sector s using the transportation mode m; timenim is the average
commuting time across municipalities n, i using m; γnsm are origin-transportation-sector
fixed effects, γism are destination-transportation-sector fixed effects, and εnism captures the
measurement error observed in the data of this gravity equation.

The goal is to recover the parameters θs after knowing βs and δd described in the pre-
vious section. The parameter θs captures how sensitive workers are to commute in the
formal/informal sector. From the evidence in section 1.4, the expected result is that θI > θF ,
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suggesting that informal workers respond more to commuting costs than formal workers since
they work closer to their home. I estimate this equation via the Poisson regression by pseudo
maximum likelihood (PPML) to include the zero commuting flows between municipalities.
Given the set of fixed effects, the identification comes from comparing the workplace decision
of workers that use the same transportation mode and live (work) in the same municipality
and sector, but work (live) in different places.

Panel A in table 2.2 reports the results. As expected, there is a negative relationship
between commuting flows and the average commuting times. I find that the commuting
elasticity in the formal sector is 3.3, and in the informal sector it is approximately 4.4.
These values are consistent with the theoretical assumptions, and they confirm that informal
workers are more sensitive to commuting costs than formal workers.

Trade Elasticities: To estimate the trade elasticities, I use the 2017 OD survey focusing on
data on trips to different establishments. I restrict the sample to trips to restaurants, retail
shops, and factory -outlets. I assume that people move across the city and spend their income
on different consumption goods. To estimate a different trade elasticity for the informal and
formal sector, I use the fact that most of informal establishments in Mexico correspond
to restaurants and retail shops, while most of formal establishments are manufacturers, as
figure 2.1 shows (Levy, 2018). Similar to the commuting case, I estimate the following gravity
equation relating trade flows π′s across municipalities -trips- with iceberg trade costs:

lnπnism∣sm = βs
®

δτ ⋅(σs−1)

⋅timenim + γism + γnsm + εnism, (2.25)

where the different parameters represent the same variables as in equation 2.24. In this case,
the identification comes from comparing trips to locations that use the same transportation
mode and which origin (destination) is the same, but in which individuals are moving to
(from) a different municipality. I estimate this equation via PPML to include zero trips
across locations. The goal is to recover the parameters σs. These parameters represent the
elasticity of substitution across varieties and capture the trade elasticity for each sector.
They measure how sensitive trade flows are to trade costs when people move across the
city to buy different goods. In addition, according to the monopolistic model, they also
represent agglomeration externalities given by 1

σs−1 . These forces show up in the model
because consumers have preferences for “Love of Variety” and free-entry. As in BCDR, I
allow these externalities to differ by sector, generating additional welfare effects from workers’
reallocation. One expected result is that σI > σF indicating that agglomeration forces are
larger in the formal sector. The intuition for this result is that informal varieties are more
substitutable than formal ones, and as a consequence, agglomeration forces in the informal
sector are lower.

Panel B in table 2.2 describes the main results for this exercise. As in all gravity equations,
trade flows decrease with commuting times. The estimate of σ for both sectors is low, but
it is consistent with the results from the previous literature. In particular, the elasticity of
substitution in the informal sector is 5.2, and in the formal sector it is 4.0, suggesting that
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agglomeration externalities are 0.24 in the informal sector, and 0.33 in the formal sector.
One caveat from these findings is that these externalities are relatively large compared to
the previous findings in the literature which is around 0.1-0.2. However, both numbers are
still reasonable, especially in the developing world.17 In the next section, I estimate the
key parameter of the model, the labor supply elasticity across sectors using a log-linear
relationship.

Labor Supply Elasticity-Sectors

In this section, I estimate the main equation from the model to recover κ. This parameter
corresponds to the labor supply elasticity across sectors that governs the reallocation of
workers from the informal to the formal economy. I build market access measures following
Tsivanidis (2019). According to the model, these measures represent the wage index for each
sector. Hence, they capture whether workers obtained better access to formal jobs relative
to informal jobs after the transit shock.

For this exercise, I calculate travel times across the different census tracts in Mexico city
with and without line B of the subway using the network analysis toolkit from Arcmap. I
compute travel times for three different transportation modes: car, walking, and the public
transit system. I calibrate speeds for different types of roads and the public system using
random trips from Google Maps. Table C1 describes the values obtained for each category
and each mode of the transportation system.18

With the commuting times at hand and following the recent literature, I define the
commuter market access (CMA) for location n and sector s as

CMAns ≡∑
i

wθsis d
−θs
ni .

This is an index of the accessibility of jobs in location n to employment in sector s. It
captures whether workers that live in n have good access to jobs from sector s. Following
Tsivanidis (2019) and Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016), I can solve the following system of
equations to compute MA measures for both firms and commuters specific to each sector
and location:

CMAns =∑
i

L̃isd
−θs
ni

FMAis

(2.26a)

FMAis =∑
n

Lnsd
−θs
ni

CMAns

, (2.26b)

17Tsivanidis (2019) find that agglomeration forces in Bogota, Colombia are 0.21 which is a larger value than
previous findings.

18Section C1 in the appendix explains the procedure.
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where L̃is represents the total amount of labor hired by location i and sector s; Lns corre-
sponds to the total number of workers that reside in location n and work in sector s; and,
FMAis is a firm market access measure that captures whether firms in i have good access
to workers from sector s. Tsivanidis (2019) estimates these measures for Bogotá and shows
that with data of commuting costs, and the number of residents and workers in each sector
and location, the system of equation 2.26b has a unique solution.19

The intuition of this system of equations follows the same logic as the case with only one
sector. These measures capture whether residents from location n have good access to jobs
from sector s, and similarly whether firms from location i have good access to labor in the
sector in which workers operate. Figure 2.2 plots ventiles of the change in CMA for both
sectors after the transit shock, holding constant the number of workers and residents. It is
clear that locations close to the new subway line improved their market access to both formal
and informal employment relative to other census tracts in Mexico City. Additionally, figure
2.3 plots the change in CMA, taking the difference between the formal and informal sector
and considering differences in the commuting elasticity across sectors. The figure shows
that census tracts near line B experienced a larger increase in market access in the formal
sector. As a consequence, workers in these census tracts obtained better access to formal
jobs relative to the informal sector reallocating to firms with higher TFPR.

I exploit this variation to estimate the labor supply elasticity parameter across sectors.
From the structure of the model, I derive a log-linear relationship between the commuter
market access measures and the wage indices for each sector. In particular, W θs

ns = CMAns.
Then, from equation 2.2, and similar to the reduced-form results from section 1.4, I can
estimate the following labor supply equation that relates changes in the ratio between formal
and informal residents with the change in CMA measures over time and across sectors:

∆ lnLnF,t −∆ lnLnI,t = κ(
1

θF
∆ ln CMAnF,t −

1

θI
∆ ln CMAnI,t) + βXn + γs(n) + εnt, (2.27)

where ∆ corresponds to the difference between 2000 and 2010; LnF,t, and LnI,t is the total
number of residents that live in location n and work in the formal and informal sector
respectively; γs(n) is a municipality or state fixed effect. I include a vector of controls Xn

to capture specific trends that vary with initial characteristics. To recover κ, equation 2.27
is akin to a triple difference estimator. The first difference corresponds to time variation
before and after the transit improvements, the second difference exploits heterogeneity of
the treatment across locations, and the third difference uses variation in the market access
measures across sectors. Equation 2.27 is a labor supply relationship and implies that people
reallocate to the formal sector as they obtain better access to formal jobs relative to informal
employment. As figure 2.3 shows, Line B improved the access to formal jobs for residents

19Another way to prove the existence and uniqueness of this system of equations is to apply the theorem from
Allen et al. (2015). The largest eigenvalue of this system of equations is 1. Thus, there is at most one strictly
positive to solution, up to scale to this system of equations.
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close to line B. My main hypothesis is precisely that locations near line B of the subway
experienced an improvement in access to formal jobs relative to formal jobs.

One caveat with the estimation of equation 2.27 is that the change in CMA may capture
other shocks in the economy that shifts the allocation of labor across sectors and locations.
These shocks can change the decision of workers to operate in the formal or informal sector
generating correlation between the change in CMA and the error term. This generates a
bias in the estimation of κ. To deal with this problem, I estimate equation 2.27 by two
stage least squares using two instruments. The first instrument is the change in the CMA
measures holding the number of residents and workers fixed. The idea is to capture changes
in commuting costs and clean the estimation from other shocks in the economy by holding
L̃is, and Lns constant. The second instrument corresponds to the dummy variables from
equation 1.4, in particular whether the centroid of the census tract is within a 25 minutes
walking range. Similar to the previous instrument, the goal is to capture changes in the
CMA explained only by the transit shock of line B.

Table 2.3 reports the results for the labor supply elasticity across sectors. I obtained
estimates of κ between 1.1 and 1.7. These estimates are consistent with the model and the
commuting elasticities. The first two columns show the results for the OLS and the other four
columns for the IV using each instrument separately. In my preferred specification, which is
the one in column 6, that includes municipality fixed effects and uses as an instrument the
dummy variable, I obtained an estimate of 1.70. Comparing the estimates from the 2SLS
and OLS, it suggests that there were other shocks in the economy that created a downward
bias for κ moving workers from the informal to the formal sector and generating a negative
correlation between the change in the CMA measures and the error term. 20 Relative to
previous literature such as -Galle et al. (2017), Lagakos and Waugh (2013), and Berger,
Herkenhoff, and Mongey (2019)- that has also focused on estimating labor supply elasticities
across sectors, my estimates are a bit lower, but they are consistent with the theoretical
assumptions. For the counterfactuals, I will use an estimate of κ = 1.5 by taking an average
across specifications.

The point estimate of κ implies that while any shock that improves wages in the formal
sector relative to the informal sector net of commuting costs reallocates workers, the re-
sponses are actually very small. A value of κ = 1 replicates the specific factor model in which
workers do not move across sectors. As a result, only big commuting shock that improve
market access in the formal sector can generate significant additional welfare gains through
the allocative efficiency channel, which is the mechanism that my paper studies.

Labor Wedges

Labor wedges are a crucial parameter for the quantitative analysis. I follow the popular
approach from Hsieh and Klenow (2009) and use the inverse of the wage bill share to calibrate

20I didn’t instrument the change in CMA with the two instruments since both of them capture changes in
commuting cost because of the transit shock.
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labor distortions.21 Other papers such as Busso et al. (2012) and Levy (2018) that have
explored the role of resource misallocation in Mexico also use the same method. From the
profit maximization condition, the inverse of the labor share paid by each firm is

(
wislis
pisyis

)

−1

=
σ

(σ − 1)β
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

1
1+t̄L

(1 + tisL)

where wislis is the wage bill, and pisyis are total sales or value-added. I can observe the
left-hand side of this equation for each firm in the Economic Census, and use the average
labor share β in each industry to calibrate labor wedges. To aggregate from the firm level
to the census-tract-sector cell, I take the median of the inverse of the wage bill share across
firms in each cell.

Figure 2.5 plots the labor wedge distribution across locations for each sector in the
baseline year. The estimates between the formal and informal sector are very similar to
the ones found by Busso et al. (2012). Formal firms face larger distortions. On average,
the wedge in the formal sector is approximately 1.6 times the wedge in the informal sector.
Furthermore, figure A.4 in the appendix shows the spatial distribution of labor wedges after
constructing ventiles across locations. In places in the center of the city, where there is
more economic activity and formal firms locate, wedges are larger. This calibration implies
that conditional on productivity, formal (informal) firms are too small (big) relative to the
perfectly efficient allocation.

Other Parameters

I calibrate other parameters of the model using simple moments of the data or take them
directly from the previous literature. I calibrate the expenditure share on housing using
the ENOE and find, on average, a value of α = 0.61. Similarly, for the labor share, I use
data from the Economic Census in 1999 and find a value of β = 0.70. To calculate the
total amount of housing H̃ and commercial floor space Z̃ in each location, I use the area in
square kilometers of buildings in each census tracts from Open Street Maps weighted by the
total number of employees and residents. To calibrate the fixed costs, I use the log-linear
relationship between the total number of firms and workforce in each sector from the model
finding FI = 0.15, and FF = 1.2. Section B.1 in the appendix specifies the details for this
estimation. This result is consistent with the fact that for a firm, it is more difficult to
produce in the formal sector. In addition, I use the estimate of the elasticity of substitution
across sectors ξ = 1.24 from Edmond et al. (2015), which is similar to the estimates of other
papers (Asturias et al., 2016). Also, I compute the counterfactuals using a value of η = 1.50
which is the lowest value of the migration elasticity that Tsivanidis (2019) finds for Bogotá,

21Another option to calibrate the labor wedge is to use social security information. However, this is more
complicated since these payments may capture other forms of salary, and social security payments may not
represent different types of wedges between the informal and the formal sector such as output taxes.
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which is a similar context to Mexico City. This value is consistent with the assumption that
η ≤ κ from the theoretical framework and the value of κ that I found in the previous section.

Model Inversion

In this section, I recover the fundamental parameters Bns, which capture differences in
amenities that attract residents to each location and sector; and the parameters Ais, which
represent differences in productivity across location. The argument is that knowing the key
elasticities, the number of workers and residents in each location and sectors, and the distri-
bution of wages, I can identify the entire model from section 2.2. Knowing these parameters,
I can then compute trade flows and commuting flows and solve the counterfactuals using
initial equilibrium conditions and the elasticities from previous sections.

I proceed in three steps. In the first step, I use CMA measures to recover relative
differences in amenities across sectors for each location. The second step uses FMA measures
to recover the wage distribution across locations for each sector, and in the third step, I
recover the productivity levels Ais by solving the model and holding constant the number
of residents constant. Finally, I can obtain the initial commuting and trade flows and use
hat algebra for the counterfactuals, and recover the parameters Bn by solving the migration
conditions equating the predictions of the model with the data.

Step 1: I parametrize the amenity parameters Bns, without loss of generality assuming that
BnF = BnI ×bnF . From the CMA measures derived in the previous section, I can identify bnF
from the following relationship:

LnF ∣n

LnI ∣n
=

bnFCMA
κ
θF

nF

bnFCMA
κ
θF

nF +CMA
κ
θI

nI

.

This expression implies that the share of residents that work in the formal sector relative to
the informal sector in location n is a function of the amenity parameters bnF that represent
the relative preferences of workers between the formal and informal sector, and the CMA
measures that are a wage index in each sector. Using the variation in the ratio that is not
explained by the CMA measures allow me to identify the terms bnF by perfectly fitting the
rate of formal to informal workers from the model with the data in each location.

Step 2: I can obtain the spatial and sectoral wage distribution from FMA measures and
the total number of workers. According to the definitions of market access:

L̃is = w
θ
isFMAis.

By inverting this expression in terms of wis, I can recover the entire distribution of wages.
While I observe wages from the Economic Censuses, it is better to use wages derived from the
previous expression for three main reasons. First, the data on salaries from the census data
do not correspond to wages per efficiency unit of labor as in the model. These wages capture
other variables such as differences in education or hours of work that can vary across sectors
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and locations, and as a result, may generate biases in the wage distribution. Second, labor
payments in the data only reflect the monetary compensation of labor, and do not capture
other ways in which employers can pay their workforce. And third, one characteristic of
informal firms is that they do not report the salary of workers since they pay them with
cash “under the table”. Figure 2.4 plots the distribution of log wages across locations for
each sector derived from the previous equation. The model replicates very well the fact that
formal firms pay higher wages per efficiency unit of labor than informal firms. According to
these estimates the average wage premium in the formal sector is approximately 55%.

Step 3: With data on wages, holding constant the number of residents in each location,
and knowing the key elasticities, and the other parameters of the model, I can obtain the
productivity parameters Ais.

The argument in this step is the following: after knowing the wage distribution and the
number of residents in each location, I compute commuting flows using workplace and sector
choice probabilities from equation 2.2. With these elements in hand, I can build the total
number of labor efficiency units supplied for each location. On the other hand, to compute
the labor demand, and recover the productivity parameters Ais, I solve the goods equilibrium
condition from equation 2.19. As a result, I can compute trade flows for each sector across
the city and solve for the counterfactuals using exact hat algebra as in Dekle et al. (2008).
In section B.3 of the appendix, I provide the equilibrium conditions of the model with exact
hat algebra.

2.4 Counterfactual Analysis

This section describes the counterfactual analysis. To compute the welfare effects of line B,
I use the estimates of the key elasticities, and the commuting times with and without line
B. Then, I solve for the GE equilibrium before and after the shock.

I compute two different counterfactuals. The first one assumes that there is no migration
within the city and only solves the goods market clearing condition. The second ones takes
into account the migration channel. I assume that the city is closed, so the total number
of workers L̄ is constant. I calculate changes in welfare and total output using percentage
changes. To decompose the welfare effects into the three terms, I compute the equilibrium
with and without the labor wedge, and for the agglomeration channel, assuming a different
value of σs in the two sectors.

Table 2.4 reports the results and figure 2.6 plots the results. Panel A holds the number
of residents constant, while panel B takes into consideration the migration margin. Overall,
the results between the two panels are similar. On average, line B of the subway increased
welfare by 1.0%-1.3%. Changes in commuting costs explain approximately 60% of this effect,
while changes in trade costs only 40%. In terms of the welfare decomposition, I find that
in the case in which there is no migration the “direct” effect term represents approximately
75% of the total gains, the reallocation of workers to the formal sector explains 17%, and the
agglomeration externality component drives the remaining 8%. As a result, the allocation
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mechanisms generated 33.3% additional gains than the standard case under the perfectly
efficient economy. On the other hand, in the case in which I allow for migration in the model,
the direct effect a larger fraction of the total gains, 85%; the change in factor allocation
explains 11%, and differences in agglomeration externalities between the two sectors 4%.

Relative to the previous literature, and considering the size of my shock, these estimates
are a bit larger. Nevertheless, these studies only considered changes in commuting costs and
the direct effect. In my counterfactual, I’m analyzing changes in trade costs and the new
allocation margin which explain that the welfare effects are bigger.

The cost-benefit analysis of the project implies that in the case of no-migration there was
an increase of 0.30% in real income net of cost in Mexico City after the transit shock, and
in the case of migration of 0.62%. I obtained this number by taking the difference between
the change in welfare and the total cost. In table 2.5, I report the total cost of the project in
net present value and their different components. According to official documents from the
Government, the total cost of line B in 2000 was approximately USD 2,900 million dollars
in 2014 taking into consideration the net present value of maintenance, operation services,
and other overheads. This represented approximately 0.72% of the total GDP of Mexico
City in 2000. Then, in the benchmark case (migration) line B generated an increase of
approximately USD $144 per capita net of cost at 2014 USD prices. This change would have
been only $103 without considering the allocation mechanism. As a result, line B generated
an additional increase in total welfare per every dollar spent of approximately 15%.22 For
instance, if the city constructs a line or a road with a similar demand, but in places in which
most of the workers are formal, the changes in welfare are significantly smaller.

The main takeaway from this analysis is that when policymakers assess the economic
impact of transit infrastructure, it is critical that they consider other mechanisms that may
affect welfare beyond common factors such as transportation demand, which is the typical
approach in the cost-benefit analysis of infrastructure. For example, when governments
decide where to allocate future infrastructure, they should not only focus on connecting poor
areas with efficient locations for distributional implications, but also for efficiency reasons.
As this study shows, connecting informal workers with formal employment may generate
additional welfare gains by reducing resource misallocation, especially in the developing
world. According to my results, there is a substantial increase in welfare if governments
improve market access in the formal sector to informal workers.

Other policies

In this section, I consider the effectiveness of other policies that the government can imple-
ment to reduce informality. In particular, I study two different types of policies. The first

22This number is obtained in the following way: In the perfectly efficient economy, the total gains are: 1.17%
of the GDP, then the benefit per every dollar spent on the project is 1.62 (1.17/0.72). On the other hand,
under the inefficient economy, the benefit is 1.34%, this represents that the benefit per every dollar spent
on transit infrastructure is 1.86 (1.34/0.72). Thus, there was an increase of 14.8% relative to the perfectly
efficient economy.
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type consists of reductions in the entry fixed costs of formal firms. These policies are akin
to make it easier for entrepreneurs to start a formal business in Mexico City (i.e., reducing
bureaucracy). On the other hand, the second type of policy considers an increase in the entry
fixed cost of informal firms. These policies can be thought of as an increase in government
regulations that make it more difficult for informal firms to enter the market.

According to the reduced form estimates, line B of the subway led to a decrease in
informality rates by 6.1% for both jobs and residents in locations close to the new stations
relative to other places in Mexico City. Figure 2.7 plots the effectiveness of different policies
that change the entry fixed cost for both formal and informal firms. Panel a plots the results
for different rates decreasing the formal fixed cost, and panel b simulates an increase in the
informal entry fixed cost for different rates.

There are three main takeaways from this analysis. First, according to the model, it is
more effective to reduce the entry fixed cost of formal firms relative to increasing the entry
fixed cost of informal firms. For example, to decrease informality rates by 6% at the aggregate
level, the government can lower the formal fixed cost by 50%, but it needs to increase the
informal fixed cost by more than two times. This suggests that it is more effective to focus
on policies that benefit formal firms than harm informal firms. Second, as the target of the
Government increases, it becomes more effective to reduce the formal fixed costs relative
to increasing the informal fixed cost. This second result comes from the fact that the first
type of policies are concave in the rate in which the government reduces the formal fixed
cost, while the second type is convex in the increase rate of the informal fixed cost. This
means that as the objective target to reduce informality increases, reducing the formal fixed
costs becomes more effective while increasing the informal fixed cost more ineffective. Third,
the results suggest that transit infrastructure that connects informal workers with formal
employment can be a useful tool to reduce informality rates. For example, if the government
wants to generate similar results at the aggregate level, it needs to reduce the formal fixed
cost by half or increase the informal fixed cost more than twice. Overall, these results imply
that transit lines can be an excellent tool to reduce informality rates by giving better access
to formal jobs to workers that live in remote areas compared to other types of policies that
the government may implement.

2.5 Conclusion

This paper has examined the welfare gains from transit improvements in developing countries,
taking into account the allocation margin. The mechanism that it studies is whether workers
reallocate from the informal to the formal sector. Informality rates are very high in the
developing world. The presence of the informal economy creates wedges that lowers aggregate
productivity. I find that transit infrastructure that facilitates commuting in the developing
world may generate additional welfare gains by improving the market access of the informal
labor force to formal employment.

From an empirical perspective, the paper exploits a transit shock in Mexico City that
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connected poor and remote areas with the center of the city. The main finding is that
informality rates in terms of both workers and residents decrease approximately by 4.0
percentage points in locations that experienced the shock. This result implies that workers
reallocated to firms with higher TFPR, thereby increasing welfare to a larger extent than
the predictions under a perfectly efficient economy. Intuitively, formal firms are too small
relative to the efficient equilibrium, then, if a shock reallocate worker to these firms, the
welfare impact is larger.

On the theoretical side, the paper departs from the standard efficient case in urban models
that has studied the economic impact of transit infrastructure. The model extends the classic
framework by adding wedges and resource misallocation. The theoretical contribution is to
provide a formula that decomposes the welfare gains of any trade/commuting shock into a
direct effect, a resource misallocation term, and an agglomeration externality component. I
estimate the key elasticities by using variation in commuting and trade flows across census-
tracts in the cross section, and by exploiting the change in informality rates using the transit
shock. The paper quantifies the gains from transit infrastructure findi/ng that allocative
efficiency drives approximately 15%-25% of the total gains.

The results from this study are informative to policy-makers in several aspects. First, it
is critical that when authorities analyze the cost-benefit and opportunity cost of a project,
they take into consideration other first-order effects that are not just driven by direct effects
through the classic approach of transportation demand. These projects can have an addi-
tional economic impact through an allocation margin. For example, they should consider
whether the population that resides in potential connected areas work in the informal or
formal economy. The paper shows that even if a government is not concerned about dis-
tributional aspects, connecting poor areas with high efficient locations can generate larger
welfare gains than transit developments that link locations with a similar composition of
workers through this new margin.

Moreover, the results are informative in other public policy issues in urban areas. Pro-
grams that segregate informal workers and poor individuals in cities in developing countries
combined with the high commuting costs can increase the extent of resource misallocation,
lowering both aggregate efficiency and TFP. Hence, Governments must make decisions based
on an analysis that considers all the components that may affect aggregate welfare.
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Figures

Figure 2.1: Informal/formal sector by industry
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Notes: This figure plots the share of employment by industry between the formal and informal sector. The
information comes from the book by Levy (2018), who uses the 2014 Mexican Economic Censuses. In his
book, like this study, the author defines the informal and formal sector using the contractual relationship
between the firm and the worker. An establishments is informal if it only hires non-salaried workers or if it
does not provide social security to their workforce.
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Figure 2.2: Change in CMA for each sector

(a) ∆ CMA Formal Sector (b) ∆ CMA Informal Sector

Notes: This figure plots a map of Mexico City at the census tract level with the spatial distribution of the change in CMA after the transit
shock for each sector. I construct ventiles for the change in CMA across locations before and after the transit shock. Each color represents
one quantile category. Blue colors represent a very small change, while red color a very large change. Panel (a) plots a heat map for the
formal sector, and panel (b) for the informal sector. From the figure, it is clear that locations that experienced the shock and are close to
the new stations got better access to both formal and informal employment.
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Figure 2.3: Change in CMA across sectors

Notes: This figure plots a heat map of Mexico City with the spatial distribution of the change in CMA across sectors after the transit
shock. I construct ventiles across locations by taking the difference between the formal and informal sector of CMA before and after the
shock. Each color represents one of the quantile categories. Blue colors represent a very small change, while red color a very large change.
From the figure, census tracts close to the new line got better access to formal employment relative to the informal sector. Thus, workers
reallocate to the formal sector.
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of Wages by Sector

Notes: This figure plots the wage distribution obtained from the market access measures and the number of
workers in each census tract. According to the definition of firm market access, wθsis = LisFMA−1

is . The blue
line depicts the wage distribution for the formal sector, and the red line for the informal sector. The model
replicates that the formal sector pays a wage premium. This value is approximately 55% by comparing the
wage median between the formal and informal sector.
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of Labor Wedges by Sector

Notes: This figure plots the distribution of the labor wedge by sector across the different census tracts. I
follow Hsieh and Klenow (2009) to calculate the labor wedge for each sector-location cell using the inverse
of the labor share. In particular the distortion is computed using the following relations wisLis

pisyis
. The blue

line depicts the labor wedge distribution for the formal sector, and the red line for the informal sector. The
figure suggests that conditional on productivity, formal firms are too small relative to a perfectly efficient
allocation since these firms have higher levels of total factor revenue productivity (TFPR). The marginal
revenue product of labor does not equalize across firms.
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Figure 2.6: Counterfactual results

(a) No migration

(b) Migration

Notes: This figure plots the counterfactual results. Panel (a) shows the results for the counterfactual with
no migration, and panel (b) for the counterfactual in which there is migration. The blue bar represents the
gains explained by the allocative efficiency margin, the red bar the gains explained by the agglomeration
channel, the yellow bar represents the direct effects, and the purple bar the total gains.
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Figure 2.7: Counterfactual results-Fixed costs

(a) Decrease formal costs

(b) Increase informal costs

Notes: This figure plots the counterfactual results for changes in the entry fixed cost for both formal and
informal firms. Panel (a) shows the results for a counterfactual reducing formal fixed costs, and panel (b)
for a counterfactual increasing informal fixed costs. The objective of the government is to reduce informality
rates by 6%, which is the point estimate of the difference-in-difference specification.
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Tables

Table 2.1: Nested Logit - Iceberg Costs

(1) (2)
Costs: Commuting Trade

Trips to Workplace Trips to Shops

Minutes -0.010*** -0.012***
(0.001) (0.001)

Bus -0.037*** -0.058***
(0.004) (0.002)

Metro -0.082*** -0.151***
(0.004) (0.002)

Metrobus -0.115*** -0.212***
(0.004) (0.001)

Car 0.531*** -0.067***
(0.012) (0.002)

λ public 0.247*** 0.514***
(0.022) (0.013)

Observations 34,640 163,280
Trips 6,928 32,656

Iceberg cost before (mean) 8.661 14.874
Iceberg cost after (mean) 7.881 13.218

Notes: This table reports the results of a nested logit using the 2017 OD survey considering only trips that
use one transportation mode. The first column reports the results to estimate commuting costs considering
only trips from work to home or viceversa between 6am to 10am, and between 5pm to 9pm. The second
column reports the results to estimate trade costs using trips to retail shops, outlets, and restaurants. I
restrict the sample to trips after 1pm.
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Table 2.2: Gravity equations-Commuting and Trade

(1) (2)
Formal sector Informal sector

Panel A: commuting

Outcome lnλniF lnλniI

Minutes -0.033*** -0.044***
(0.002) (0.003)

Observations 2,304 2,304
R-squared 0.806 0.804
Implied θ 3.33 4.44

Panel B: Trade
Outcome lnπniF lnπniI

Minutes -0.037*** -0.050***
(0.003) (0.004)

Observations 2,304 2,304
R-squared 0.707 0.792
Implied σ 4.08 5.17

Origin -Transportation mode FE X X
Destination -Transportation mode FE X X

Notes: This table reports the results of a gravity equation relating commuting and trade flows at the
municipality level with the average time for four different transportation modes: car, bus, metro or metrobus
(brt), and walking. I estimate this regression via the PPML method to include the zeros. The first column
presents the results for the formal sector the second column for the informal sector. Standard errors are
clustered at the municipality of origin level and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table 2.3: Estimation of Labor Supply across sectors

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
OLS OLS IV1 IV1 IV2 IV2

Outcome: ∆t,s lnLs ∆t,s lnLs ∆t,s lnLs ∆t,s lnLs ∆t,s lnLs ∆t,s lnLs

κ 0.064 -0.256*** 1.068*** 1.324*** 1.135*** 1.702***
(0.044) (0.059) (0.138) (0.188) (0.270) (0.414)

Observations 3,205 3,205 3,205 3,205 3,205 3,205
Adjusted R-squared 0.234 0.291 0.246 0.298 0.236 0.289

FS1 FS1 FS2 FS2
Outcome: ∆t,s CMA ∆t,s CMA ∆t,s CMA ∆t,s CMA

∆t,sCMA First-Order 1.455*** 1.180***
(0.092) (0.081)

Ti 0.061*** 0.043***
(0.005) (0.005)

Observations 3,205 3,205 3,205 3,205
Adjusted R-squared 0.515 0.827 0.490 0.812

F-stat 250.53 213.66 133.31 90.92

Controls X X X X X X
State FE X X X
Municipality FE X X X

Notes: This table reports the results of the estimation of the labor supply elasticity to recover the parameter
κ, which governs the reallocation from the informal to the formal sector. The dependent variable is the change
in the log ratio between formal and informal workers. The independent variable is the change in CMA across
sectors. The first two columns show the results for the OLS. The third and fourth column displays the
results of a two-stage least square estimation using as an instrument the change in CMA across sectors and
holding constant the number of workers and residents. The fifth and sixth column display the results of a
two-stage least square estimation using as an instrument a dummy variable indicator of whether the centroid
of the census tract is within a 25 minute walking range. The odd columns include state fixed effects, and
the even columns include municipality fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level
and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table 2.4: Counterfactual Results X̂ =X ′/X

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: Percentage change in welfare

No Migration Migration

%∆ Welfare ∆dni ∆τni ∆dni,∆τni ∆dni ∆τni ∆dni,∆τni

Total change 0.63% 0.52% 1.24% 0.72% 0.78% 1.58%
Decomposition

Pure Effect 85.11% 61.78% 75.00% 92.13% 73.28% 82.78%
Allocation 8.67% 30.56% 18.82% 5.03% 23.18% 14.34%
Agglomeration 6.22% 7.66% 6.18% 2.84% 3.54% 2.88%

%∆ Output ∆dni ∆τni ∆dni,∆τni ∆dni ∆τni ∆dni,∆τni

Total change 0.85% 0.80% 1.76% 0.57% 0.51% 1.18%
Decomposition

Pure Effect 91.24% 73.50% 83.39% 87.60% 66.00% 77.34%
Allocation 4.66% 22.09% 12.90% 8.30% 27.99% 17.93%
Agglomeration 4.10% 4.41% 3.71% 4.11% 6.01% 4.73%

Notes: This table reports the counterfactual results for the line B of the subway. The first and fourth column considers only change in
commuting costs, the second and fifth column changes in trade costs, and the third and sixth column considers changes in both type of
iceberg costs. The first three columns presents the results for the counterfactual with no migration, and the second three columns for the
counterfactual in which I allow for migration in the model. Panel A reports the results for welfare and panel B for output. The first row
describes the results considering the total change. While, the other rows decompose the total change into the different components. The
second row shows the percentage explained by the direct effect, the third row by the allocative efficiency margin, and the fourth row by the
agglomeration externality component.
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Table 2.5: Total Cost of Line B

Component Total USD millions - 2014 % of Mexico City GDP

Panel A: Infrastructure

Investment Infrastructure 975.23 0.240%
Depreciation Cost 46.89 0.012%
Externality Cost 49.61 0.012%

Panel B: Machinery Cost

Commercial Machinery 966.23 0.238%
Non-Commercial Machinery 717.01 0.177%

Panel C: Labor Cost
High-Skilled 388.46 0.096%
Low Skilled 100.91 0.025%

Panel D: Operation Fixed Costs

Labor 32.64 0.008%
Intermediate Inputs 8.59 0.002%
Machinery 7.53 0.002%
Services 1.02 0.000%

Panel E: Maintenance Fixed Costs
Labor 9.39 0.002%
Intermediate Inputs 0.52 0.000%
Machinery 2.96 0.001%
Services 6.79 0.002%

Total 3313.78 0.817%

Notes: This table reports the costs of the project in 2014 USD prices for each of the different components.
Panel A reports the total investment cost, panel B the cost of machinery, panel C the labor cost, and panel D
and E the total operational and maintenance cost in the long run. This cost was calculated using a discount
rate of 12% and an average inflation rate of 3%. I used an exchange rate of 13 Mexican pesos per USD in
2014.
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2.6 Transitional Section to Chapter 3

The evidence presented so far shows that there is a negative relationship between informality
rates and the accessibility to jobs in developing countries. For instance, the main findings
from chapter 1 suggest that transit improvements reduce informality rates, and as a conse-
quence, improve the allocation of labor across neighborhoods in Mexico City. On the other
hand, chapter 2 develops a quantitative framework to quantify the welfare gains of transit
infrastructure, considering the additional effects from the allocation margin. However, in
developing countries, there can be other sources of misallocation beyond differences in tax
rates across firms. The next chapter studies other causes of misallocation in the developing
world. In particular, variable market power in Colombia.

Any distortion that generates heterogeneity in marginal products of labor across firms
decreases allocative efficiency and aggregate productivity. One of the leading causes of
misallocation is variable market power. In recent years economists are very concerned about
the rise of market power in both products and labor markets since it increases inequality
and decreases aggregate efficiency. In the next chapter, we turn the attention to this issue
by studying both markets in Colombia. The goal of the project is twofold. First, we are
interested in measuring the extent of imperfect competition in both markets. For instance,
we construct a combined measure of market power and separate it by estimating firms’
specific labor supply elasticities. Second, we measure the relative gains of removing labor
vs. product market distortions in aggregate productivity. Our analysis is informative to
policymakers in several aspects since it suggests in which markets antitrust interventions
may be more effective in increasing productivity.
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Chapter 3

Measuring Imperfect Competition in
Product and Labor Markets: An
Empirical Analysis using Firm-level
Production Data

The estimation of market power has been of long interest in economics. On the one hand,
industrial organization and trade economists have developed different methods to measure
markups since they provide relevant information on different market outcomes. For example,
DeLoecker and Eeckhout (2017) show that the increase in average markups in the last three
decades in the US can account for a number of secular trends that include the decrease in
the labor share. On the other hand, recent studies in labor economics have made efforts to
estimate labor market power since ignoring the existence of employer market power could lead
to incorrect conclusions on the driving force behind changes in wage inequality (Manning,
2003a); and a monopsony model rationalizes different facts found by the employer-employee
literature. For example, the fact that wages of workers with similar skills vary across firms
(Card, Cardoso, Heining, and Kline, 2018).1

However, the question of whether labor markets and product markets are imperfectly
competitive has been typically approached separately for each market. While a large body
of literature estimates markups, empirical evidence on markdowns is more scant. There are
two main reasons for this. First, the standard neo-classical model assumes that firms do not
have market power in labor and, therefore, a worker’s wage only depends on its own ability.
Second, it is hard to find quasi-experimental evidence at the firm level to estimate residual
labor supply elasticities.2 This paper aims to approach this question from an integrated
perspective and measure the extent of market power of firms in both product and labor
markets using production-level data.

1We interpret “monopsony” or “oligopsony” as employers having wage-setting power.
2Nevertheless, interest in labor market power has grown in recent years. For example, see Kline, Petkova,
Williams, and Zidar (2017), Garin and Silverio (2017), and Azar, Marinescu, and Steinbaum (2017).
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Although combined market power is the relevant metric for resource misallocation, dis-
entangling product and labor market power matters for at least two reasons. First, it is
important for policy concerned about efficiency to understand whether market power is on
the product or labor side. This can indeed be an important step toward determining which
frictions governments should prioritize. Second, there are different implications for inequal-
ity depending on the source of market power. For example, labor market power exacerbates
wage inequality, since workers with similar characteristics get different salaries depending
on which firm do they work. Therefore, the estimates of markdowns would be relevant for
policy aimed at decreasing wage inequality. Alternatively, the estimates of markups would
be informative for consumption inequality. This is because consumers with different prefer-
ences and product shares in their consumption basket may face different price indexes and,
as a result, changes in markups affect individuals differently.3

The most standard technique in the literature to estimate markups from the production
side is the method developed by DeLoecker and Warzynski (2012) - henceforth DW, based
on the formula by Hall (1988). In this paper, we reinterpret this formula as a combined
measure of market power for any variable input, including labor. We are able to separate
this combined measure of market power into markups and markdowns by estimating the
elasticity of labor supply to the firm directly. We also show how our methodology can be
used to decompose the misallocation due to product vs. labor market power using the model
from Hsieh and Klenow (2009) - henceforth HK.

In the first part of the paper, we present a simple model with cost-minimizing firms that
have market power in both product and input markets. This model extends the method
of DW by assuming that firms face an upward-sloping labor supply curve as in Card et al.
(2018)- henceforth CCHK. From the first order condition with respect to any variable input,
such as labor, we derive an equation that guides our empirical analysis. The equation
establishes a theoretical relation between unobserved plant-level markups and markdowns,
the observed participation of the variable input in total revenue, and the output elasticity
of the variable input.

The equation states that the ratio of product markups to labor markdowns (left-hand
side) is equal to the ratio of the output elasticity of labor and the share of labor cost in total
output (right-hand side). We define the ratio of markups to markdowns as the combined
measure of market power in both markets. Intuitively, the right-hand side of the equation
suggests that firms exert more market power when they get relatively more output out of the
labor input than the cost it represents to the plant. This could be explained by firms setting
prices above the marginal cost (markup) and/or firms setting wages below the marginal
revenue product of labor (markdown).

In the second part, we propose different strategies to estimate the elements of our main
equation which, ultimately, allow us to calculate market power. We start by estimating the

3A new literature in economics studies this and emphasizes the role that non-homothetic preferences play for
consumption inequality. For more on this topic, the reader can look at Faber and Fally (2017) and Jaravel
(2016).
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output elasticity of labor using standard production function techniques. The ratio of this
parameter and the share of labor cost in total output, which is observable in any production
data, allows us to compute the combined measure of market power.

Our next step is to separate overall market power into a markup and a markdown. To this
end, we develop an empirical strategy to estimate markdowns using firm-level production
data. We follow the Roy-type model developed by CCHK in which workers have heteroge-
neous preferences for different workplaces and firms compete oligopsonistically. From the
model, we get a reduced-form equation for the relationship between labor and wages that
we use to estimate the labor supply elasticity to the individual firm. Since this equation is
endogenous by nature, we identify the coefficient of wages using intermediate inputs as an
instrumental variable.

Ideally, one would like to instrument wages per efficiency units with productivity shocks
at the firm level. However, since TFP shocks are not observable, we adopt an old idea from
the production function literature in which materials work as a proxy for TFP shocks. Our
exclusion restriction is that a positive correlation between changes in TFP and changes in
the use of intermediate inputs within firms shifts the labor demand curve but not the labor
supply curve to the firm.4 With the labor supply elasticities in hand, we are able to pin down
markdowns through the standard formula that connects these two concepts. Finally, using
the combined measure of market power and markdowns we can back out markups through
the main equation.

In the third part of the paper, we characterize firms and industry heterogeneity in terms
of markups and markdowns. We study whether firms with higher markups also exert higher
or lower monopsony power. Additionally, we explore the systematic relationship of markups
and markdowns with plant characteristics, namely, total factor productivity (TFP), plant
size, and exporter status.

Finally, we show how our framework can be used by providing an application relevant
to the misallocation literature. Recent research has emphasized the role of market power
dispersion on the functioning of input markets. In particular, Banerjee and Duflo (2005a),
Restuccia and Rogerson (2008a), and HK suggest that the dispersion in firms’ marginal
revenue works as a sufficient statistic for the functioning on input markets, such as labor,
capital, or intermediate inputs, and it may have important implications for resource misallo-
cation. One of the factors that determines marginal revenue dispersion is market power (i.e.,
the fact that firms in the same industry exert different levels of market power). Therefore,
in our application, we proceed to measure the relative TFP gains of eliminating variable
market power in product vs. labor markets using the analytical structure developed by HK.

For the empirical analysis, we use the panel of Colombian manufacturing plants, EAM,
spanning the period 2002-2014. Our results confirm that product and labor markets (in the
manufacturing sector) are not perfectly competitive, but the variation of combined market

4Although we believe that our strategy performs well in general, there are some potential threats to our
exclusion restriction that cannot be ruled out, such as factors simultaneously affecting the use of materials
and shifting the labor supply curve to the firm.
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power across industries seems to be driven by markups. That is, manufacturing firms exert
more market power in product than in labor markets. On average, manufacturing plants set
prices 78% higher than marginal costs, and pay wages 11% lower than the marginal revenue
product of labor.

We find a negative correlation between product and labor market power and more elastic
labor supply curves for unskilled workers. For the last two results, we provide additional ev-
idence for the mechanisms that could be at play.5 Similarly, we obtain a positive correlation
between product market power and productivity, size, and exporter status, and a negative
correlation of these measures with labor market power. We provide some potential explana-
tions of these patterns based on a theory pioneered by Manning (2010) about firm sorting,
labor market power, and spatial economics. Regarding resource misallocation, we show that
the relative TFP gain of reducing the dispersion of markups is more important than reducing
the dispersion of markdowns. In our exercise, TFP increases approximately 20% when we
remove market power dispersion; 26% when we only remove markup dispersion, and 2.5%
when we only remove markdown dispersion.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a short summary
of the related literature. In section 2, we present our empirical strategy based on DW and
CCHK. We divide this section into two parts. First, we explain the methodology for the
production function estimation and, in the second part, our empirical strategy to estimate
labor supply elasticities at the firm level. Both methodologies rely on the fact that the use
of intermediate inputs is a good proxy for productivity shocks. Section 3 describes the data
for our empirical application. Section 4 reports our main results and characterizes firms
and sectors according to product and labor market power. We also quantify the negative
relationship between market power dispersion in both markets and aggregate TFP following
HK. Finally, section 6 concludes.

3.1 Related Literature and Contribution

This paper combines classic ideas from the theory of monopoly and monopsony (Robinson,
1933) with recent methods from industrial organization and labor economics to estimate
production functions and market power. In particular, our work is closely related to all
the literature that extended the seminal work of Hall (1988) in different directions. On the
product market side, we build on recent work by DW and DeLoecker, Goldberg, Khandelwal,
and Pavcnik (2016) who estimate the relationship between prices and marginal costs using
plant-level production data in an environment in which firms exert market power and are
heterogeneous.

On the labor market side, this article fits into the relatively scarce literature that has
attempted to measure labor market power (e.g., see Manning (2010) and Ashenfelter, Farber,

5For example, the higher labor supply elasticity for unskilled workers could be rationalized by the presence of
a minimum wage. In the cost minimization problem one can include an additional restriction that accounts
for the minimum wage that will be more binding for firms with a higher composition of unskilled workers.
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and Ransom (2010) for recent reviews; and Kline et al. (2017) and Garin and Silverio (2017)
for new identification strategies). It is also related to a new literature that considers imperfect
labor markets to explain the relationship between the dispersion of firms’ productivity and
wage inequality (Card et al., 2018), as well as labor market concentration (Azar et al., 2017)
and wage stagnation in the U.S. (Naidu, Posner, and Weyl, 2018).

Our work also speaks to recent research that addresses product and labor market imper-
fections simultaneously based on Hall’s approach. Crépon, Desplatz, and Mairesse (2005)
and Dobbelaere and Mairesse (2013) estimate production functions using GMM methods
and lagged values of factor inputs as instruments. In particular, Dobbelaere and Mairesse
(2013) estimate a parameter of joint market imperfections from the difference between out-
put elasticities of labor and materials and their revenue shares. The authors also classify
industries into different regimes based on the degree of market power in product and la-
bor markets. In addition, Dobbelaere and Kiyota (2018) explore the relationship between
a firm’s internationalization status and the degree of market imperfection in product and
labor markets.

Other papers also use Hall’s approach to study market power using expenditure in inputs
instead of labor. For example, Morlacco (2018) studies the aggregate implications of market
power in intermediate inputs for French manufacturing firms. Similarly, Ganapati, Shapiro,
and Walker (2016) use input expenditures to estimate markups and measure the incidence
of input taxes on the relative welfare of manufacturing producers and consumers in the U.S.

Our study differentiates from previous work in meaningful ways. First, we estimate pro-
duction functions using the method of Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2015) which addresses
endogeneity issues derived from unobserved productivity and input choices. Second, and
unlike previous studies, we estimate a labor supply Roy model using materials as an instru-
mental variable, which lets us identify the elasticity of labor supply to the individual firm
directly. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that estimates the elasticity of
labor supply to the individual firm using a BLP-type approach and intermediate inputs as
an instrumental variable for wages, a strategy that can be easily applied in other countries as
well. Hence, by combining tools from IO and the Labor literature, we estimate two equations
in an over-identified setting, which imposes more discipline to the empirical analysis relative
to other papers. Lastly, we connect the literature of markups, markdowns, and resource
misallocation by measuring the relative gains in TFP of eliminating variable market power
in product vs labor markets.

The proposed framework allows us to pin down policy-relevant parameters and elastici-
ties that enable a better understanding of market outcomes, such as the extent of imperfect
competition and its role on TFP and resource misallocation across industries. As such, the
results from this research exhibit great promise of informing policy debates. Policymakers
could target regulations and other policies aimed at competition and antitrust, trade, con-
sumer, and employment protection. For example, in industries with higher labor market
power, policies like minimum wages could reduce the markdown gap by limiting the rents
that could be extracted from the workforce.
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3.2 Empirical Strategy

To estimate the extent of market power in product and labor markets, we derive a combined
measure that consists of markups and markdowns at the firm level. To this end, we assume
cost-minimizing firms free of any adjustment cost with the following production technology:

Qit = Qit(X
1
it, ...,X

V −1
it , Lit,Kit, ωit), (3.1)

where Xv
it corresponds to the quantity of a variable input, V is the number of variable inputs,

Lit corresponds to labor, Kit to capital stock, and ωit is a TFP measure. Let’s assume that
firm i has market power in product markets and in labor markets as well, and that labor is
an additional variable input. In other words, firm i behaves as a monopoly in the market of
the good that it produces, and as a monopsony in the labor market. Then, the Langragian
associated to the cost minimization problem is:

L(X1
it, ...,X

V −1
it , Lit,Kit, ωit) =

V −1

∑
v=1

P v
itX

v
it +wit(Lit)Lit + ritKit + λit(Qit −Qit(⋅)),

where P v
it corresponds to the input price, rit to the capital cost, and wit to the wage that

the firm pays which can differ across firms. The first order condition of this minimization
problem with respect to any variable input is:

wit (1 +
1

εLwit
) = λit

∂Qit(⋅)

∂Lit
, (3.2)

where εLwit denotes the elasticity of labor supply to the firm, and therefore, the term between
parentheses is the inverse of the markdown, MDit. The interpretation of this term is as
follows: if wages at firm i increase by 1%, the share of workers that are willing to work at
this firm increases by εLwit %. By an envelope theorem argument, λit is the marginal cost of
producing one unit of output. Rearranging terms and using the fact that we can express
the marginal cost as the ratio between prices and markups (λit =

Pit
MUit

), then we arrive to a
combined measure of market power, MPit:

MPit ≡
MUit
MDit

=
θLit
αLit
, (3.3)

where the parameter θLit corresponds to the output elasticity with respect to labor, and αLit to
the wage bill share on total revenue or value added. This is the key equation that guides our
empirical analysis. Note also that equation (3.3) can be generalized for any variable input
Xv
it as:

MP v
it =

MUit
MDv

it

=
θvit
αvit
, (3.4)

where αvit is the share of a variable factor v in total revenue (e.g., blue-collar workers) and
θvit is the output-elasticity of factor v. Markdown is defined as the gap between wage and
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marginal revenue product of labor, and markup is the gap between price and marginal cost.
From the first order condition of the firm’s profit maximization problem we can also express
markups and markdowns as:

MUit ≡
pit
mcit

=
∣εpit∣

∣εpit∣ − 1
MDit ≡

wit
MRPLit

=
εLwit

εLwit + 1
, (3.5)

where εpit is the product-demand elasticity and εLwit is the elasticity of labor supply to the
firm.6 The first equation is a rearrangement of the Lerner index, while the second equation
is the counterpart for monopsonies.

The degree of market power can be deduced as soon as αvit and θvit are pinned down. Note
that αvit is typically observed in any production data and θvit is a parameter that requires
estimation. In addition, there is an identification problem since market power is coming from
two different sources. One way of separating them is to estimate either εpit and/or εLwit . Our
strategy consists of estimating market power using standard production function techniques
as in DeLoecker and Warzynski (2012), then to estimate the labor supply elasticity to the
individual firm to compute markdowns, and finally back out markups.

Several recent papers have estimated firm-level markups by focusing on the right hand
side of equation (3.4), implicitly assuming perfect competition in labor markets (e.g., see
DeLoecker et al. (2016)).7 In that special case, workers are paid their marginal product of
labor and markdowns are equal to one. When labor markets are not competitive, however,
the right hand side of equation (3.4) identifies market power in both product and labor
markets.

In this paper we argue that for policy concerned about efficiency and inequality, it is
important to separate both measures. For instance, we can imagine a situation in which
a producer is selling a commodity in a context where international prices are given and
who is operating in a labor market with frictions. In this case, the markup is close to one
(the price is close to the marginal cost) and the markdown will be lower than one (workers
are paid a wage below their marginal revenue product). Hence, the source of imperfect
competition comes from the labor market and not from the market of goods. With our
proposed framework we can separate combined market power into markups and markdowns
at the firm and industry level.

6Based on this equation, the more inelastic the labor supply curve to the employer, the wider the gap between
the marginal product of labor and the wage. This gap is also known as the “rate of exploitation” (Hicks,
1932).

7In appendix D of DeLoecker et al. (2016), the authors consider imperfect competition in input markets as
well. They argue that their estimates of the effect of the trade reform liberalization in India on markups is
unlikely since they include firm-product fixed effects and show evidence that there are not differential effects
of the trade reform across initial firm sizes or if a firm belongs to a large business group. In other words,
they argue that it is unlikely that input supply elasticities change with the trade liberalization episode so
that their point estimates do not change in a world with markdowns.
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Production function estimation

The estimation and identification of θvit has received a lot of attention in the IO literature.
One way of getting consistent output elasticities is to estimate production functions using
“proxy methods” developed by Olley and Pakes (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) and
Ackerberg et al. (2015).8 This method is also used by DeLoecker and Warzynski (2012) who
estimate markups at the firm level. We adopt the same approach as Ackerberg et al. (2015)
(ACF, hereafter) to estimate the output elasticity with respect to labor which is the key
parameter that allows to pin down our combined measure of market power.

Since the approach we adopt is a standard technique to estimate production functions,
we refer the reader to Appendix C.2 for more details on the 2-step method to estimate the
output elasticity of variable inputs. In practice, the implementation of this method requires
parametric assumptions on the functional form of the production function (equation 3.1).
We follow DeLoecker and Warzynski (2012) and consider a Cobb-Douglas and a Translog
specification:

yit = βllit + βkkit + ωit + ηit (3.6)

yit = βllit + βlll
2
it + βkkit + βkkk

2
it + βlklitkit + ωit + ηit (3.7)

where y is log-output (value added), l is log-labor, and k is log-capital. For a Cobb-Douglas
technology, the output elasticity of labor is given by θLit = βl and is constant across plants
and time. In the Translog case, this elasticity is θLit = βl + 2βlllit + βlkkit and varies across
plants and time. To get more variation in our measure of market power we estimate these
functions by 2-digit industries.

To decompose aggregate market power into markups and markdowns we adopt a discrete
choice method of the IO literature based on Berry (1994a) and Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes
(1995) -henceforth BLP- that allows to pin down price-demand elasticities or labor-supply
elasticities. However, since it is easier to define a labor market than a product market,
our identification hinges on the estimation of residual labor supply elasticities. We define a
labor market as region-sector-year cell. We based our theoretical framework on the model
developed by CCHK, which is similar to Roy models that assume idiosyncratic logistic shocks.
In the next section we explain our empirical strategy to estimate labor supply elasticities in
more detail.9

8OLS estimates are typically biased since observed inputs are chosen as a function of unobserved determinants
of production. The idea of the “proxy methods” is to assume that an input (e.g., material) is a strictly
increasing function of a scalar, firm-level, unobserved productivity shock (conditional on capital stock). One
can then invert this input demand function, and thus control for the unobserved productivity shock by
conditioning on a nonparametric representation of that inverse function (i.e., a nonparametric function of
capital stock and materials).

9It is important to note that our model is over-identified, in the sense that it is possible to follow alternative
strategies to estimate the same objects of interest. For instance, for single product firms, we could regress
quantities on prices instrumenting the price with TFP shocks to identify the product-demand elasticity and
pin down the markup. Then using our main equation we can back out the markdown. However, since we
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Labor supply elasticity

We pin down markdowns by estimating labor supply elasticities to the individual firm.10

Then, we can identify the markup using our main equation (3.4). To this end, we will
use demand estimation techniques from the IO literature, yet the application is on labor
markets instead of product markets. Let’s assume that for any worker n, the indirect utility
of working at firm i is given by:

Unit = xitγ + βwit + ψi + eit + εnit (3.8)

where wit is the wage that firm i offers, ψi is a firm fixed effect, xit are firm-specific char-
acteristics that affect the decision of the worker, and εnit captures idiosyncratic preferences
for working at firm i that we assume are independent draws from a type I Extreme Value
distribution. By the properties of the exponential distribution family, the probability of
working at firm i in period t (or equivalently the labor share of firm i) is given by:

sit =
exp(xitγ + βwit + ψi + eit)

∑k exp(xktγ + βwkt + ψk + ekt)
(3.9)

We can construct labor shares for each firm at the industry-level from our data. Moreover,
taking logs at both side of equation (3.9), we estimate the following equation:

ln sit = xitγ + βwit + ψi + γm(i,t) + eit (3.10)

where γm(i,t) is a market fixed effect defined as a region-industry-year cell. Note that we get
rid off the denominator in (3.9) by including market fixed effects. A simple OLS regression of
equation (3.10) leads to a biased β because the wage that firm i posts is correlated with the
error term. For example, firm specific shocks such as better amenities affect both the error
term and the wage that firm i posts. Therefore, to identify the coefficient of interest, β, we
rely on IV regressions and instrument wit with the log of intermediate inputs or materials mit.
Figure 3.1 provides a simple representation of the mechanism of our identification strategy.

We consider that materials is a good instrument for wages for two reasons. First, in the
production function estimation literature materials is widely used as a proxy for productiv-
ity (Levinsohn and Petrin, 2003) and, second, our exclusion restriction implies that after
controlling for firm fixed effects, a higher usage of materials does not shift the labor supply
curve, an assumption we believe to be plausible in practice.11 Finally, the elasticity of the

are using firm-level production data, it is much easier to define a labor market than a product market.
The reason is that we would need customs data to determine competition in product markets, in which
foreign firms compete with domestic firms. Hence, in principle, we only estimate labor supply elasticities. In
addition, we can use other instruments as well, namely, the classic BLP instruments such as leave-out mean
prices, inputs, or wages in each industry.

10Note that this elasticity is different from the macro labor supply elasticity based on labor market models in
which workers decide between leisure, consumption, and hours of work.

11The greatest threat to our exclusion restriction is that some labor supply shocks could also affect the use of
intermediate inputs at the firm level.
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labor supply to the individual firm implied by the model is:

∂sit
∂wit

wit
sit

= βwit(1 − sit) (3.11)

A more sophisticated and flexible strategy would be to estimate Random Coefficient logit
models of labor supply to get variation of the labor supply elasticity at the firm level using
the empirical methodology from BLP. However, we believe that our preliminary results
are consistent with the Bargaining literature in labor markets. Finally, note that equation
(3.10) can be estimated separately for different types of workers (e.g., by skill groups). In
the empirical section, we explore the heterogeneity by high-skilled and low-skilled workers.

3.3 Data

The empirical analysis relies on plant-level production data from Colombia’s Annual Man-
ufacturing Survey (EAM) collected by DANE, the Colombian statistical agency. The EAM
is a uniquely rich census of manufacturing plants with 10 or more employees. It provides
standard plant survey information plus much more rare data on physical quantities and
unit values of manufactured products and used inputs.12 We observe approximately 5,000-
7,000 plants in each year, producing in and purchasing from approximately 4,000 distinct
eight-digit product codes (comparable to the 6-digit codes of the Harmonized System).

In the analysis we narrow the attention to the period 2002-2012. The definition of the
variables used in the analysis follows closely a series of papers that have used the EAM cen-
sus in the past (e.g., Eslava, Haltiwanger, Kugler, and Kugler (2013)). Employment includes
both paid and unpaid production and administrative workers. Labor costs include wages,
salaries, bonuses and any supplemental labor costs. To consider differences in quality or
productivity, labor is computed in efficiency units, where physical units are normalized by
the ratio between the plant average wage and the average industry wage. We use perpetual
inventory methods to construct plants’ stock of capital. Intermediate inputs include materi-
als, electricity, fuels, and other expenditures. All variables are deflated using industry-level
deflators.13

In constructing the final working data file, we also follow the cleaning procedures adopted
by Kugler and Verhoogen (2012) for the same data. Namely, we drop plants reported to be
cooperatives, publicly owned, or owned by a religious organization; we also drop plants that

12The more standard variables are: sales, value added, input use, investment, employment and wage bill
of professional production workers, non-professional production workers, and administrative workers; and
broader information such as ownership structure, foreign capital participation, year in which activities began,
geographic location, and industry affiliation at the four-digit level of the ISIC Revision 3.

13The use of industry-level deflators raises the issue of the possibility that prices may vary across plants. We
correct for this issue by following Eslava et al. (2013) who use plant-level output (input) prices from the
survey to construct physical quantities of output (inputs).
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have missing values on the key variables;14 we drop any plant-year observation for which a
key variable differed by more than a factor of 6 with respect to the median of the plant in
the whole period of analysis; we winsorize the key variables within each year to the values
of percentile 1 and 99.15

Table 3.1 reports basic summary statistics. The final sample includes 80,329 plant-year
observations. Plants employ an average of 75 workers and there is large variation across
plants-years. The share of skilled workers is on average 37 percent and the share of unskilled
workers is 63 percent. On average, the wage per worker is twice as large for skilled than
unskilled workers.16 The table also shows that materials is a pretty important component of
the production structure followed by capital and electricity. Note also that about 33 percent
of the plants are single-product and 67 percent are multi-product manufacturing an average
of 4 products. Over the period of analysis, 24 percent of the plants exported at least once,
and 18 percent of the plants imported inputs for their production process.

Table 3.2 shows some variation of our main variables by 2-digit ISIC industries. The
largest 2-digit industry is Food and Beverages, followed by Clothing, Chemicals, and Plastic
products. They account about 50 percent of employment in manufacturing and observations
in the sample (Columns 3 and 4 of Table 3.2). The average share of labor costs on value
added is 0.471 (this is αLit in equation 3.3). These values suggest that a plausible empirical
measure of market power will require output-labor elasticities from the production function
estimation to be larger than 0.471. In other words, under perfect competition in product
and labor markets θLit should be equal to 0.471. Note also that the variation presented in
columns (4) and (5) could partly reflect differences in technology and labor market frictions
across industries, which suggests that we need to allow for differences in production function
parameters as part of the procedure to estimate our measure of market power. Therefore,
in our analysis we report results estimating heterogeneous coefficients by industry.

3.4 Results

In this section we describe the empirical results. First, we estimate production functions to
construct our combined measure of market power. Second, we estimate the elasticity of labor
supply to the individual firm and compute plant-level markdowns. Finally, we use the two
strategies to back out markups and correlate all these measures with plant characteristics.

14The key variables are: gross output, number of workers, wage bill, wage per worker, capital, and intermediate
inputs.

15The results are robust to a variety of different bounds for the winsorizing procedure and a different strategies
to deal with outliers as well.

16Skilled workers are administrative and professional production workers, and unskilled workers are production
workers without a professional degree.
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Output elasticities and market power

In this section we report the estimates of combined market power in product and labor
markets. As highlighted in equation (3.4), the key ingredient to compute this measure is
the output elasticity of labor. Table 3.3 displays estimates of the output elasticities of labor
and capital. Column (1) shows OLS estimates as a benchmark, column (2) absorbs some
unobserved heterogeneity through plant fixed effects, and column (3) presents the estimates
using the ACF method. The ACF is our most preferred specification and the one we use to
compute market power. In the Cobb-Douglas case (Panel A) the output elasticities are the
input coefficients in the production function, and thus constant across plants. In column (3),
the labor coefficient is 0.9, while the capital coefficient is 0.2. In the Translog case (Panel B)
the output elasticity varies across plants and we report the average and standard deviation.
The average output elasticities are very close to the Cobb-Douglas case.17 The last row of
each panel reports the average returns to scale which are slightly higher than 1.18

With these estimates in hand and data on labor costs and value added, we compute the
product-labor market power for each plant. Table 3.4 displays summary statistics of the
distribution of market power across firms. In the Cobb-Douglas specification, the average is
2.24 and the median is 2.02. There is also considerable variation across firms. The results are
very similar for the Translog specification. The correlation between market power computed
based on the Cobb-Douglas and Translog coefficients is high at 0.938. We will report all our
results using the Cobb-Douglas market power. In Table 3.5 we show average market power
by 2-digit industries. Our estimates suggest that Paper, Publishing, Food and beverages,
Basic metals, Electrical machinery are the least competitive industries. Figure 3.3 shows that
dispersion across firms is high and that the distribution is highly skewed, with a large mass
of firms on the left-end of the distribution and a long tail on the right of the distribution.

In terms of the literature, our estimates are comparable to recent research that measured
market power using the method proposed by DeLoecker and Warzynski (2012). These papers
assume perfect competition in labor markets and thus interpret this measure as a price-cost
markup. For instance, DeLoecker and Warzynski (2012) obtain median markups in the
range of 1.17-1.28 for Slovenian manufacturing firms, with substantial variation across firms.
DeLoecker et al. (2016) estimate higher markups for Indian manufacturing firms. They find
mean and median markups of 2.70 and 1.34 for a Translog specification, with considerable
variation across sectors and across firms within sectors. DeLoecker and Eeckhout (2017)
use balance sheet data for U.S. firms and find an average markup of 1.18 in 1980 and 1.67
in 2014. The variation is also quite large and goes from 1.15 (WalMart) to 2.71 (Google).
Garcia-Marin and Voigtlander (2015) find mean and median markups of 1.486 and 1.248 for
Chilean manufacturing firms that vary between 0.5 and 5.6. And using the same Chilean
data Lamorgese, Linarello, and Warzynski (2014) find average markups by sector between

17Note that the number of observations is lower in the ACF method. This is because the 2-step GMM uses
the lag of labor as an instrument and therefore we lose the observations from the base year.

18A similar result is reported in the paper by DeLoecker et al. (2016) where 68 percent of the sample exhibits
increasing returns to scale.
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1.32 and 1.88.
Given our relatively high estimates of market power, the next natural question is whether

this result is driven by imperfect competition in product or labor markets. In the following
sections we disentangle these two sources by estimating labor supply elasticities to pin-down
markdowns and, finally, back out markups.

Labor supply elasticities

In this section, we turn to the estimation of equations (3.10) and (3.11) that are used to
derive plant-level markdowns (tables 3.6 to 3.8). The exercise is done for three different
instruments: materials (panel A), electricity (panel B), and number of used inputs (panel
C). We interpret the variation introduced by these variables as proxies for productivity shocks
that shift the labor demand and therefore allow us to identify labor supply elasticities to the
individual firm. Intuitively, when a firm receives a positive shock, the use of intermediate
inputs increases, the labor demand shifts up, and the number of workers hired by the firm
increases (Figure 3.1). Our exclusion restriction implies that after controlling for firm fixed
effects workers do not supply labor to firms based on the use of intermediate inputs. In
addition, labor supply shocks are not correlated with the use of intermediate inputs.

Table 3.6 shows the results when we use total number of workers hired by each firm as
our dependent variable. The first stage of the IV estimation suggests that there is a strong,
positive, and similar-in-magnitude correlation between wage per worker and materials (panel
A) and electricity (panel B), but it is weaker in the case of the number of inputs (panel C).19.
In the second stage, we use the variation from these instruments to identify the coefficient
of interest β from Equation (3.10). The results are presented in columns (5) and (6). When
we only include market fixed effects, the three IV estimates give a positive and statistically
significant effect. Reassuringly, the three specifications provide very similar coefficients. If
we also add firm fixed effects to control for unobserved heterogeneity, then the coefficients
become larger but are still similar in magnitude.20

In Tables 3.7 and 3.8 we explore the heterogeneity of labor supply by separating the
analysis into skilled and unskilled workers.21 In both cases, columns (1) and (2) confirm
that there is a strong and positive first stage. The coefficients and F-statistics suggest a
stronger first stage for skilled workers. In the second stage, we find much larger labor supply
coefficients for unskilled workers. In both tables, the results vary little when we use materials
or electricity as an instrumental variable.

19This could be due to the fact that the number of inputs captures an extensive margin response in the use of
intermediate inputs and when we include firm fixed effects the variation might not be enough to identify the
coefficient of interest. This problem is not present in the case of expenditure in materials since this measure
captures an intensive margin response.

20The estimation that uses the number of inputs as an instrument is meaningless because there is no first
stage.

21We define unskilled workers as production workers without a professional degree, and skilled workers as the
sum of production workers with a professional degree and administrative workers.
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Overall, the IV regressions from Tables 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 show that our instruments
perform very well. We also believe that our identification assumption seems plausible since
it is not clear why workers would supply labor to a firm that uses more materials in response
to a productivity shock. Hence, since the three instruments provide very similar results, in
the rest of the paper we focus the attention to the labor supply estimates that use materials
as an instrumental variable.22

Finally, we translate these estimates into labor supply elasticities to the individual firm
using equation (3.11). Table 3.9 reports some summary statistics and Figure 3.4 presents the
distribution of labor supply elasticities across plants. For the pool of workers, we find median
elasticities of 2.74 and 7.62 for specifications with market FE and firm FE, respectively, with
relatively little variation across sectors. However, There is more variation when we split the
analysis into skilled and unskilled workers. The last four columns of table 3.9 suggest that
labor supply is relatively more elastic for unskilled workers in the manufacturing sector. This
result strikes us as remarkable since, a priori, one would expect frictions in labor markets
to affect unskilled workers more strongly. One explanation could be found in the theory of
monopsony and minimum wages, as we discuss in the following subsection.

Our estimates of the wage elasticities of labor supply to the firm are an order of magnitude
higher than other papers but still reject the assumption of perfect competition in labor
markets. The previous literature can be divided into two strands. A small literature has
used natural experiments in specific labor markets following a reduced-form approach. Falch
(2010) finds an elasticity of 1.4 for school teachers in Norway. Staiger, Spetz, and Phibbs
(2010) find an elasticity of 0.1 for nurses in the U.S.23 Another set of papers use a more
structural approach based on the dynamic monopsony model of Manning (2003b). Ransom
and Sims (2010) find an elasticity of about 3.7 for public school teachers in Missouri. Ransom
and Oaxaca (2010) analyze a grocery retailer in the U.S. and their estimates range from 1.5
to 3.0 (1.5-2.5 for women and 2.4-3 for men). Hirsch, Schank, and Schnabel (2010) estimate
elasticities in the range of 2-4 across a wide range of jobs and employers using linked employer-
employee data from Germany. Bachmann and Frings (2017) report elasticities in the range
of 1.3-3.3 for manufacturing firms in Germany. Webber (2015) estimates an average labor
supply elasticity to U.S. manufacturing firms of 1.82. In that paper, manufacturing is the
sector that enjoys the least wage-setting power.

Finally, two recent papers estimate labor supply elasticities using quasi-experimental
evidence: Kline et al. (2017) use patents applications to estimate labor supply elasticities
finding that workers capture 29 cents of every dollar of patent-induced operating surplus;
and Garin and Silverio (2017) uses exogenous shocks to exports in Portugal, finding that the
rent shared by firms to workers was reduced in 1.5% after the great recession.

22We choose the estimates that use materials because they are more precise (lower standard errors) compared
to electricity and number of used inputs.

23This result is at odds with Matsudaira (2014) who finds a perfectly elastic labor supply curve for low-wage
nurse aides.
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Labor supply elasticity and the minimum wage in Colombia

As highlighted above, our estimates suggest that the labor supply is relatively more elastic
for lower-skilled workers in Colombia, a result that is at odds with what one would a priori
expect. In this subsection, we argue that this result could indeed be rationalized by the
presence of a binding minimum wage. We also provide empirical evidence consistent with
this hypothesis.

The key observation for our argument is that, under the standard monopsonistic model
of labor supply, the introduction of a binding minimum wage policy generates more (or per-
fectly) elastic labor supply curves in some range of workers’ wages which, in turn, attenuates
the coefficient estimated in equation (3.10). We illustrate this point in Figures 3.5 and 3.6,
where we plot the dynamics of our empirical strategy for a firm in the case where the min-
imum wage is binding and non binding, respectively. When the minimum wage is binding
(Figure 3.5), the labor supply elasticity that we estimate corresponds to the slope of the
orange segment connecting the equilibrium points B and C. However, when the minimum
wage is non binding (Figure 3.6), the labor supply elasticity that we estimate corresponds
to the slope of the blue segment using equilibrium points A and B. In the former case, the
estimated labor supply curve is flatter (i.e., more elastic).24

The combination of the previous observation and the fact that minimum wages are typ-
ically more binding for lower-skilled workers, suggest that the estimated labor supply curve
will be more elastic for this group of workers. We next argue that this seems to be the case
in the manufacturing sector in Colombia. To that end, we briefly describe the minimum
wage in Colombia and we provide some evidence consistent with our hypothesis.

Colombia has a uniform minimum wage that is adjusted on a yearly basis by a centralized
bargaining process between representatives of labor unions, businesses, and the government.
By law, the minimum wage should be raised to reflect the central bank inflation target for the
year plus productivity changes. Since 1999, the Constitution further stipulates that yearly
adjustments in the minimum wage should at least match past year’s inflation. As a result,
the minimum wage has increased 21% in real terms between 1998 and 2010 (Joumard and
Londono-Vélez, 2013). Compared to other economies, the minimum wage is set relatively
high in Colombia. In 2011, the minimum wage stood at 71% of the average wage, one of
the highest in the world, up from 58% in 2007. Moreover, the minimum wage is particularly
binding in the poorest, low-productivity regions, where its level is above median and average
income and where informality is also most prevalent (Joumard and Londono-Vélez, 2013).

Related to our analysis, the minimum wage also seems to bind more strongly for lower-
skilled workers in the manufacturing sector. In Figure 3.7, we plot the distribution of average

24Labor unions are another type of institution that could affect the labor supply curve in a similar way as the
minimum wage. In a monopsonistic market, labor unions’ bargaining for higher wages can create a horizontal
labor supply curve and, as a result, capture rents from employers. Although the Colombian labor legislation
recognizes unions as a part of the labor relations system, its role in wage-setting matters is nowadays minimal
and essentially restricted to collective bargaining at the firm-level (Agudelo and Sala, 2015). Moreover, union
density in Colombia is around 4% and the coverage of collective bargaining agreements is less than 2%. Thus,
we believe that this channel is less likely to be driving our results.
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monthly (log) wage per worker reported by plants in the EAM survey over the period of
analysis. Each panel shows the year-specific distribution of lower-skilled production workers,
higher-skilled production workers, and administrative non-production workers. The vertical
dashed lines denote one and two (log) minimum wages of the corresponding year. In the case
of lower-skilled workers, the wage distribution is less dispersed and closer to the minimum
wage, compared to the distribution of higher-skilled and administrative workers which is
shifted to the right and much more disperse. Moreover, a big mass of lower-skilled workers
falls between one and two minimum wages. Hence, we believe that in a counterfactual world
without minimum wages this distribution would be more disperse and skewed to the left. We
interpret this result as suggestive evidence that, in the manufacturing sector, the minimum
wage mainly affects lower-skilled workers.

Finally, we develop an empirical test to formalize our hypothesis that labor supply elas-
ticities should be higher for firms more constrained by a minimum wage policy. Our test is
based on the estimation of the following equation:

ln sit = β0 + β1 lnwit + β2 lnwit ⋅ 1{Bindingit} + γm(i,t) + εit (3.12)

where 1{Bindingit} is an indicator function that takes the value of 1 if the minimum wage
binds for firm i at year t, and 0 otherwise. Since we do not observe individual wages, we
construct the following measure to categorize firms affected by the minimum wage: rit =
wmint /wit, where wmint is the statutory monthly minimum wage in Colombia and wit is the
average wage per worker. This ratio takes the value of 1 for firms paying the minimum
wage to their workforce. As this ratio increases from 0 to 1, it is more likely that a firm is
constrained by a minimum wage policy. Without loss of generality, we fix the control group
of non-constrained firms to those with rit < 40% (so that 1{Bindingit} = 0). Alternatively,
we define the group of affected firms as those with the ratio above a moving threshold δ
(so that 1{Bindingit} = 1). For example, rit ≥ 60%. We then estimate equation (3.12) for
different values of δ ∈ {60%, 65%, 70%, 75%,80%,85%,90%}.

If our hypothesis is right, then the coefficient β2 should be positive and increasing over
the range of δ. That is, the labor supply becomes relatively more elastic for firms for which
the minimum wage binds more strongly relative to firms unaffected by the policy (those with
rit < 40%).25

Figure 3.8 summarizes the results of our exercise by plotting the estimated coefficient
β2 across the different thresholds δ. For reference, the horizontal orange line denotes the
labor supply elasticity for the group of firms unaffected by the minimum wage (i.e., the
coefficient β1 from equation (3.12)). It is observed that, consistent with our hypothesis, the
point estimate is positive and increasing as we get closer to 100%. For instance, when the
threshold is 60%, the point estimate takes a value of 7.8, which means that the labor supply
is 7.8 percentage points more elastic for firms with rit ≥ 60% than firms with rit < 40%.
When the threshold is 90%, the point estimate takes a value above 20, corresponding to a
highly elastic labor supply curve.

25This exercise is robust to different thresholds different than 40%.
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Our result suggests that firms more constrained by a minimum wage face more elastic
labor supply curves, as predicted by a very simple theory of imperfect labor markets and
minimum wages (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). Taken together, Figures 3.7 and 3.8 suggest that
minimum wage policies provide a compelling explanation to our finding that labor supply
elasticities are higher for lower-skilled workers. This result has also important policy im-
plications for the labor market. Leaving aside unemployment effects, the minimum wage
could indeed be working as a price floor that limits the wage-setting power of firms against
lower-skilled production workers in the manufacturing sector.

Furthermore, a binding minimum wage also limits the incidence of payroll taxes as em-
ployers cannot pass-through labor costs to employees as lower wages (Lee and Saez, 2012).
In this context, other labor market policies, such as payroll tax cuts, can be pretty effective
in boosting formal employment as shown by Kugler, Kugler, and Prada (2017), who explore
the effects of a payroll tax cut implemented in Colombia at the end of 2012. Moreover, Lee
and Saez (2012) show theoretically that under a binding minimum wage, a payroll tax cut
for low-skilled workers is a Pareto improving policy.26

Finally, it is important to note that when the minimum wage wminit is binding, the affected
firms take the wage as given, and our measure of market power will only reflect pure markups.
That is, the first order condition (3.2) from our minimization problem simplifies to wminit =

λit×∂Qit(.)/∂Lit, and rearranging terms we get to MUit = θLit/α
L
it.

27 In this case, the minimum
wage limits labor market power and the only source of market power that employers can
exploit is the one in product markets. In the next section we proceed to disentangle our
combined measure of market power into product and labor market power.

Plant-level markdowns and markups

The point estimates from the previous section suggest that there is a non-negligible degree
of market power in labor markets. Using equation (3.5) we can translate the labor sup-
ply elasticities into markdowns, MDit = εLwit /(εLwit + 1). Column (3) in Table 3.10 reports a
median markdown of 0.89 for the pool of workers. This estimate suggests that manufactur-
ing workers are paid a wage that is 11 percent lower than their marginal revenue product
(MRPL). Column (4) and (5) show substantial heterogeneity of markdowns across worker
types. Unskilled workers are paid 90% of MRPL, and skilled workers 77% of MRPL. Al-
though wage setting typically takes place at the sectoral level, we do not find too much
variation of elasticities across industries.28.

26These authors argue that even in a world with competitive labor markets, a minimum wage could be a
welfare-improving policy if the government values redistribution from high- to low-wage workers and there is
“efficient rationing”. That is, the workers who involuntarily lose their low-skilled jobs due to the minimum
wage are those with the least surplus from working in the low-skilled sector.

27This is another strategy that we could use to disentangle the degree of market power in product and labor
markets, and is subject of future research.

28This result may be driven by the fact that we estimate labor coefficients that do not vary across sectors
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Finally, from equation (3.4) we can back out markups as MUit =MPit×MDit. Table 3.10
column (2) displays a median markup of 1.78 for the Cobb-Douglas specification. This esti-
mate suggests that in the Colombian manufacturing sector prices are 78 percent higher than
marginal cost. There is also more variation in markups across industries than markdowns.
Although both markets exhibit imperfect competition, it seems that the source of variation
across industries is determined by the ease of firms to set prices above marginal costs. In
the rest of this section we study the relationship between product and labor market power,
and provide potential channels based on the literature of agglomeration that may explain
our results.

Figure 3.9 shows a non-parametric relationship between markups and markdowns for
different specifications. We conclude that there is a positive relationship between markups
and markdowns implying that firms who exert more market power in product markets share
more rents with their workers. In other words, there is a negative relationship between prod-
uct and labor market power. At first, this result can be surprising, since one would expect a
positive relationship of market power in both markets. However, there are potential expla-
nations for this pattern based on the literature of productivity and agglomeration (Manning,
2010).

For instance, low productive firms survive more in environments in which they exert
more market power in product or labor markets. Thus, low productive firms sort into small
markets in which there are more labor frictions and it is harder for workers to move across
firms. In other words, workers enjoy better amenities and have more job opportunities in
larger markets in which firms have less market power to set wages. This hypothesis is tested
by Manning (2010) who finds that firms located in small villages are less productive and face
more inelastic labor supply curves.

Figure 3.10 relates our measures of market power with labor market size finding that
there is a positive relationship between markdowns and market size. As stated by Manning,
“all labour markets are monopsonistic but less so in agglomerations”. Moreover, panel B of
figure 3.10 shows a positive relationship between markups and market size which confirms
the point emphasized by the agglomeration literature. Basically, that larger firms sort into
more productive locations obtaining gains from the external Marshallian forces in big cities
but at the expense of some market power. Therefore, this hypothesis could rationalize our
finding of a negative correlation between market power in product vs. labor markets.

Market power and plant characteristics

We now turn to explore correlations between market power and plant characteristics.29 We
also take a step forward compared to what other people have done before and we further
decompose these correlations into markups and markdowns. We run reduced-form regressions

29This correlation exercise is frequently done in the IO and trade literature, see for instance DeLoecker and
Warzynski (2012). We acknowledge that the correlations presented in this section are not necessarily causal
and that they may be explained by time-varying unobserved heterogeneity across firms. However, we still
find this exercise interesting and informative.
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of the following form:

lnµjit = γ1Xjit + φj + φt + εit (3.13)

where µ can be either plant-level market power, markup, or markdown, X is a set of plant
characteristics that vary across specifications as described below, φj are industry fixed effects,
φt are year fixed effects that control for aggregate shocks, and ε is a random error term.
We consider the following set of plant characteristics: plant size, total factor productivity,
value added per worker, exporter status, importer status, and the ratio between skilled and
unskilled workers. Table C.1 reports the results for this exercise. Column (1) displays the
γ1 point estimates for the combined measure of market power, column (2) for markups, and
column (3) for markdowns.30

The results show a positive correlation between our combined measure of market power
and plant size. For example, market power increases by 0.6% as sales increase by 10%. We
proceed to decompose this result into markups and markdowns finding a positive correlation
between firm size and product market power and a negative relationship with labor market
power. For instance, for a 10% increase in sales, markups increase by 1% and markdowns
increase by 0.1%. For the other firm characteristics, we obtain similar results: there is
a positive correlation between our combined measure of market power and markups with
value added per worker, and exporter and importer status. However, there is a negative
correlation between these measures and labor market power. In the next section, we explore
the relationship of market power with market concentration and total factor productivity.

3.5 Market power, concentration, and productivity

Market power and concentration

This section correlates our market power measures with indexes of industry concentration.
We construct Herfindahl indexes at the 3 digit ISIC level for each year using the eight biggest
firms within industries in terms of sales. Intuitively, if more productive firms charge higher
markups and markets are more concentrated with the presence of superstar firms, there
should be a positive relationship between aggregate market power and the Herfindahl index.

We test this hypothesis in Figure 3.11 by plotting the Herfindahl index on the y-axis
against our three measures of market power in the x-axis.31 Panel (a) shows a positive
relationship between market concentration and aggregate market power at the industry level.
In particular, a 1% increase in average market power is associated with a 0.63 p.p. increase
in the Herfindahl index. Panel (b) also displays a positive relationship between average
markups within industries and concentration. A 1% increase in markups is associated with

30Note that a higher markdown associates with lower labor market power.
31The unit of observation corresponds to ISIC 3 digit industries. We plot the mean for each industry across

the period of analysis 2002-2012.
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a 0.60 p.p. increase in the Herfindahl index. Finally, panel (c) reports a weak positive (but
not significant) correlation between market concentration and average markdowns.

Hence, the results suggest that the positive association between market concentration
and aggregate market power is entirely explained by markups. One potential explanation
is that industries more concentrated are dominated by superstar firms that charge higher
markups in the product market and do not extract rents from their workers differently than
less concentrated industries.

Market power and productivity

This section correlates market power measures with total factor productivity and explores
the implications of market power distortion on resource misallocation. We start by testing
the hypothesis that market power correlates positively with total factor productivity across
and within industries. We use value added per worker as a proxy for the productivity of
firms.

In Figure 3.12 we analyze the relationship between market power and productivity. In
panel (a) we exploit the variation across 3-digit industries. There is a positive relation-
ship between the average market power and productivity. For instance, a 1% increase in
average market power is associated with a 1.3% increase in productivity. In panel (b) we
exploit the variation across firms within sectors and find a similar result, namely, that higher
levels of market power are positively correlated with higher levels of productivity in every
manufacturing sector.

In Figures 3.13 and 3.14 we break the previous results by markups and markdowns,
respectively. In the case of markups, we find a similar result: a positive correlation between
market power in product markets and productivity across sectors, and across firms within the
same sector. However, in the case of labor market power there is a negative relationship with
productivity across sectors and across firms within the same sector. The results suggest that
more productive firms and industries charge higher markups and set markdowns closer to
1. One explanation could be that, when a firm is more productive, marginal costs are lower
and by charging similar prices than their competitors they end up having higher markups.
At the same time, this higher product market power allows them to pay a fairer share to
their workforce and, thus, wages are closer to the marginal revenue product of labor.

Resource misallocation

In this section, we provide an application of our framework by exploring the relationship
between market power and allocative efficiency. Recent research has emphasized the role of
market power dispersion on the functioning of input markets. In particular, Banerjee and
Duflo (2005a) and Hsieh and Klenow (2009) suggest that the dispersion in firms’ marginal
revenue works as a sufficient statistic for the functioning on input markets such as labor,
capital, or intermediate inputs, and it may have important implications for resource mis-
allocation and aggregate outcomes. One of the factors that determines marginal revenue
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dispersion is variable market power (i.e., the fact that firms in the same industry exert
different levels of market power).

The main idea is that firms with higher market power than the average within the same
sector produce less than the socially efficient output, while firms with lower market power
produce more than the social optimum. In this sense, the measure that matters for the
functioning of markets is the dispersion of market power rather than the level and this
variation can come from two sources: markups or markdowns. Therefore, the goal of our
application is to measure the relative TFP gains of eliminating variable market power in
product markets vs. labor markets.

To that end, we estimate the implications of variable market power on TFP using the
approach developed by HK. Although the analysis is similar to their paper, in the sense that
variable market power is a distortion, our goal is not to measure the increase in TFP in
a world with no economic distortions as they do.32 The idea, instead, consists of estimat-
ing the relative (static) TFP gains of eliminating variable markups vs. removing variable
markdowns.33 In other words, the goal is to compare three different counterfactuals: 1) No
market power distortion, 2) No markup distortion; and 3) No markdown distortion, such
that we can decompose the total effect into markups and markdowns.

We start by assuming that aggregate sector output is a CES composite good, and each
good is produced using two inputs: labor and capital. In the case in which markups are
constant across firms and in the absence of other economic distortions, the marginal revenue
product of labor, MRPL, and capital, MRPK, should be equalized across firms.34 This
implies that “revenue productivity” defined as price times total factor productivity should not
vary across firms within the same industry. However, in the presence of economic distortions,
such as variable market power, MRPL or MRPK may differ across firms, diminishing TFP.
HK provide an expression for TFP at the sector level that depends on economic distortions.
We rewrite this expression in the case of variable market power in product and input markets.
TFP in sector s can be written as:35

TFPs ≡
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(3.14)

where s denotes a sector and i is a subindex for firms. The parameter Ms corresponds to
the number of firms in sector s, Asi captures productivity of firm i, σ is the elasticity of
substitution across varieties within the same industry, and TFPRsi ≡ Psi ⋅Asi is a parameter
that captures revenue productivity and, at the social optimum, is equal for all the firms
within the same industry. In our framework of variable markups and markdowns, we can

32The analysis is similar in the sense that the variation that we use comes from wiLi/PiYi, which is the same
variation that HK use to pin down economic distortions. We thank Marcela Eslava for pointing this out to
us.

33By static we mean holding entry, technology, and innovation constant.
34This is an implication from the FOC of the firm optimization problem and factor price equalization.
35In appendix D we derive all the expressions based on HK model.
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express total revenue productivity at the firm level using the following equation:

TFPRsi ∝
MUsi

MD
θL,s
si

(3.15)

where MDsi corresponds to the markdown charged by firm i and MUsi to the markup.
Taking into account the effect of markups and markdowns on average TFPR, we can rewrite
equation (3.14) as:
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HK showed that in the case of no distortions, TFPs is maximized. For instance, consider
the case in which firms’ productivity and market power is log normally distributed. Then,
we can express total factor productivity as:

log TFPs = κ −
σ
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(3.17)

In the presence of variable market power, TFP decreases due to resource misallocation.
From equation (3.17), it is easy to see that if there is more market power dispersion, the
effect of resource misallocation on TFP is higher. Our goal is to estimate the relative gains
of reducing market power dispersion in product vs. labor markets. To that end, we run
three different counterfactuals:

1. Counterfactual with no market power dispersion

2. Counterfactual with no markup dispersion

3. Counterfactual with no markdown dispersion

This exercise relates to other studies that assessed the implications of different distortions
on resource misallocation in the Colombian context. For example, Eslava, Haltiwanger,
Kugler, and Kugler (2010) find that completely removing capital and labor adjustment
frictions would yield a substantial increase in aggregate productivity in Colombia for the
period 1982-1998. The increase in productivity arises because plants adjust labor and capital
more efficiently, increasing the market share of more efficient plants and reducing the share of
less efficient plants. Our paper contributes to this literature by considering another measure
that reflects resource misallocation, the dispersion of market power.

Table C.2 shows the results of our exercise. The unit of observation corresponds to 3-digit
ISIC sectors. The first row reports summary statistics of eliminating the dispersion in the
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combined measure of market power within sectors in Colombia.36 On average, if we remove
all variable market power TFP increases by 19.71% across sectors, the maximum increase is
49.3%, and the minimum is 6.8%.

Likewise, the second row reports the results when we eliminate the dispersion of product
market power within industries. On average, there is an increase of 26.3% in TFP across 3-
digit ISIC industries. The reason why the gains are higher in eliminating markup distortions
than market power distortions is due to the negative correlation between market power
in product vs. labor markets. Finally, in the third row, we run the counterfactual of
removing variable labor market power. On average, TFP increases by 2.5% across sectors.
These results can be aggregated to the Colombian economy using a Cobb-Douglas or CES
aggregator. We conclude that dispersion in product markets is more important than labor
markets for TFP and that the negative correlation between markups and markdowns correct
some of the economic distortions in the economy, for instance, the aggregate TFP increases
by 7%.

To sum up, Figure 3.15 presents the distribution of TFP across sectors for the observed
data (blue solid line) and the case in which we eliminate economic distortions (red dashed
line). From this graph we conclude that eliminating variable market power, especially in
product markets, may lead to significant increases in productivity. In a recent paper, Baqaee
and Farhi (2017) ran a similar counterfactual for the US finding that TFP may increase by
40% after eliminating markup dispersion.

3.6 Final Remarks

In this paper, we propose a simple methodology to disentangle firms’ market power in product
and labor markets based on the method developed by DeLoecker and Warzynski (2012), a
labor supply choice model, and plant level production data. In a nutshell, we first obtain
a combined measure of market power at the plant level using production function “proxy”
methods. Then we separate this metric into markups and markdowns by estimating labor
supply elasticities to the individual firm instrumenting wages with the use of intermediate
inputs. With these estimates in hand, we pin down markdowns, and then back out markups.

Our results confirm that product and labor markets (in the manufacturing sector) are not
perfectly competitive, but the variation of combined market power across industries seems
to be driven by the ease of firms to set prices above marginal costs. On average, manufac-
turing plants set prices 78% higher than marginal costs, and pay wages 11% lower than the
marginal revenue product of labor. We also find a negative correlation between product and
labor market power and more elastic labor supply curves for lower-skilled workers. For the
last two results, we provide additional evidence for the mechanisms that could be at play.
For example, we can rationalize the higher labor supply elasticity for lower-skilled workers
by the presence of a minimum wage that binds more strongly for this group of workers. We

36This is the same counterfactual ran by HK, but instead of calling it markup variation, they assume that
firms within the same sector face different tax schedules.
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also show that markups and markdowns are systematically related to industry and plant
characteristics. There is a positive correlation between product market power and produc-
tivity, size, and exporter status, and a negative correlation between these measures and
labor market power. We provide some potential explanations of these patterns based on the
agglomeration literature on firm sorting, labor market power, and spatial economics.

We also show the utility of our framework with an application relevant to the misallo-
cation literature where we measure the relative gains of removing market power dispersion
using the approach developed by HK. We find that eliminating markup dispersion has more
important implications on TFP than reducing markdown dispersion. Similarly, the negative
correlation between market power in product vs. labor markets attenuates the economic
distortion that market power has on TFP.
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Figures

Figure 3.1: Identification of the labor supply to the firm
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Notes: This figure illustrates the spirit of our identification strategy to estimate the slope of the labor
supply to the individual firm. Namely, the firm receives a productivity shock that leads to an increase in
the consumption of intermediate inputs, which in turn increases the demand for workers. This shift in the
labor demand identifies the slope of the labor supply.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of labor supply elasticity to the individual firm
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of market power

Note: this figure shows the distribution of market power across firms for both production functions: Cobb-
Douglas and Translog.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of labor supply elasticity to the individual firm
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Notes: This figure shows the distribution of labor supply elasticities across firms for the pool of workers,
skilled and unskilled workers. The median elasticity is 2.74 for pooled workers, 1.86 for skilled workers, and
4.00 for unskilled workers.
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Figure 3.5: Binding Minimum Wage
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Notes: This figure shows the dynamics of our identification strategy in the presence of a minimum wage. In
this case the minimum wage is binding and, thus, the labor supply elasticity that we estimate corresponds
to the slope of the orange line using equilibrium points B and C. As a result, the estimated labor supply is
more elastic.
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Figure 3.6: Non Binding Minimum Wage
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Notes: This figure shows the dynamics of our identification strategy in the presence of a minimum wage. In
this case the minimum wage is not binding and, thus, the labor supply elasticity that we estimate corresponds
to the slope of the blue line.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of average monthly (log) wage per worker in the manufacturing
sector in Colombia, 2004-2012
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Note: this figure plots the distribution of average monthly (log) wage per worker reported by plants in the
EAM survey over the period 2004-2012. Each panel shows the year-specific distribution of low-skilled pro-
duction workers, high-skilled production workers, and administrative non-production workers. The vertical
dashed lines denote one and two (log) minimum wages of the corresponding year.
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Figure 3.8: Labor supply elasticity and the minimum wage
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Notes: This figure plots the estimated coefficient β2 from equation (3.12) for different values of the ratio
between the minimum wage and the average wage per worker. The coefficient captures the difference in the
elasticity of labor supply between firms affected (with a ratio above the threshold) and not affected by the
minimum wage (with a ratio below 40%). The horizontal orange line denotes the labor supply elasticity for
the firms not affected by the minimum wage, i.e. the coefficient β1 from equation (3.12). The number of
plant-year observations in the affected group is presented between brackets above each dot. The figure shows
that as firms get closer to a binding minimum wage, the labor supply becomes more elastic (compared to
firms with a ratio below 40%).
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Figure 3.9: Correlation between Markups and Markdowns
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Notes: this figure shows the correlation between markups and markdowns. MU-CD stands for markups
estimated using the output elasticity of labor from the Cobb-Douglas specification. MU-TL stands for
markups estimated using the output elasticity of labor from the Translog specification.
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Figure 3.10: Market Power and Market Size
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Notes: This figure relates the measures of market power with labor market size computed as the log of
number of workers in 3 digit isic-sector-region-year cells. The figure documents that there is a positive
relationship between markdowns and market size, this means that labor market power is higher in smaller
places. On the other hand, there is a positive relationship between markups and market size.
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Figure 3.11: Market Power and Market Concentration
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Notes: this figure relates market concentration to our measures of market power: combined market power
(top), markups (middle), and markdowns (bottom). Market concentration is measured by the Herfindahl
index using the eight largest firms in each industry.
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Figure 3.12: Productivity and Market Power
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Notes: this figure relates log market power (x-axis) with log productivity (y-axis). Productivity is measured
by value added per worker. In panel (a) we report results taking averages at the 3 digit ISIC level and
exploiting variation across industries. In panel (b) we first take the average of both variables across years
for each firm and then plot the resulting relationship within the same sector.
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Figure 3.13: Productivity and Markups
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Notes: this figure relates log markups (x-axis) with log productivity (y-axis). Productivity is measured by
value added per worker. In panel (a) we report results taking averages at the 3 digit ISIC level and exploiting
variation across industries. In panel (b) we first take the average of both variables across years for each firm
and then plot the resulting relationship within the same sector.
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Figure 3.14: Productivity and Markdowns
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Notes: this figure relates log markdowns (x-axis) with log productivity (y-axis). Productivity is measured
by value added per worker. In panel (a) we report results taking averages at the 3 digit ISIC level and
exploiting variation across industries. In panel (b) we first take the average of both variables across years
for each firm and then plot the resulting relationship within the same sector.
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Figure 3.15: Distribution of total factor productivity (TFP) with variable Market Power
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Notes: this figure shows the distribution of total factor productivity (TFP) under variable (solid) and
constant (dashed) market power. These distributions are constructed using equation (3.16). In the case of
variable market power, we use the estimated measures of markups and markdowns. In the case of constant
market power, we set these measures equal to the average of each industry.
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Tables

Table 3.1: Summary Statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. 10th Perc. 50th Perc. 90th Perc N
Labor force 74.74 135.58 8 27 178 80329
Skilled 26.39 51.29 2 8 66 80329
Unskilled 46.59 87.73 4 16 43 80329
Share Skilled 37.09% 0.22 11.76% 33.33% 68.00% 80329
Wage per worker 16.73 9.89 8.53 14.01 27.45 80329
Wage per skilled worker 23.24 19.36 7.48 18.39 44.52 80329
Wage per unskilled worker 13.44 11.06 8.14 11.77 19.35 80329
Materials (Share in total Revenue) 55.07% 0.19 29.78% 54.96% 81.33% 80329
Electricity (Share in total Revenue) 2.18% 0.032 0.60% 1.22% 4.91% 80329
Capital (Share in total Revenue) 42.41% 3.53 4.60% 21.61% 78.53% 80329
Revenue (millions pesos) 13106.33 37436.79 299.91 1728.34 28888.42 80329
VA per worker (millions pesos) 52.14 136.64 9.56 27.99 97.27 80329
Single product 32.87% 0.47 0 0 1 80329
Number of products 3.56 3.53 1.00 2.00 8.00 80329
Importer 0.18 0.39 0.00 0.00 1.00 80329
Exporter 0.24 0.43 0.00 0.00 1.00 80329

Notes: Summary statistics of our main variables using the final sample of EAM. The data span the period
2002 to 2012. Nominal variables are expressed in million of Colombian pesos from 2008.
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Table 3.2: Summary Statistics by Industry

ISIC N (%) Labor share Wagebill /VA
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food products and Beverages 15 15743 19.60% 22.55% 0.422
Tobacco products 16 56 0.07% 0.21% 0.319
Textiles 17 3701 4.61% 7.00% 0.517
Wearing apparel, dressing and dyeing of fur 18 8285 10.31% 10.84% 0.527
Leather and leather products 19 3459 4.31% 3.21% 0.496
Wood, cork, and straw products 20 1537 1.91% 0.92% 0.509
Paper and paper products 21 2119 2.64% 3.28% 0.445
Publishing, printing and media 22 5310 6.61% 4.81% 0.482
Chemicals 24 6849 8.53% 10.31% 0.394
Rubber and plastic 25 6565 8.17% 7.88% 0.479
Non-metallic mineral products 26 4007 4.99% 5.68% 0.453
Basic metals 27 1567 1.95% 2.40% 0.477
Fabricated metal products 28 5442 6.77% 4.81% 0.499
Machinery and equipment 29 4799 5.97% 4.45% 0.515
Office, accounting and computing machinery 30 34 0.04% 0.02% 0.413
Electrical machinery and apparatus 31 1663 2.07% 2.23% 0.475
Radio, TV and communication equipment 32 185 0.23% 0.20% 0.542
Medical, precision and optical instruments 33 664 0.83% 0.56% 0.496
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 34 1865 2.32% 2.37% 0.499
Other transport equipment 35 501 0.62% 0.87% 0.502
Furniture 36 5526 6.88% 4.93% 0.509
Total 80329 100% 0.471

Notes: Summary statistics by 2-digit industry.
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Table 3.3: Production Function Estimation

OLS FE ACF
(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Cobb-Douglas

Labor 0.859 0.622 0.900
(0.012) (0.033) (0.105)

Capital 0.203 0.073 0.200
(0.009) (0.023) (0.120)

Observations 71,928 71,928 56,146
RTS 1.062 0.695 1.100
Panel B: Translog

Labor 0.848 0.629 0.904
(0.117) (0.068) (0.138)

Capital 0.209 0.075 0.212
(0.105) (0.032) (0.089)

Observations 71,928 71,928 56,146
Average RTS 1.057 0.704 1.117

Notes: This table reports the output elasticities for the production function. Elasticities are computed by
industries and then averaged. Column 1 reports the results for OLS with industry and year fixed effect.
Column 2 reports the results for the estimation that include firm and year fixed effects. And column 3 the
results for ACF method. Panel A considers a Cobb-Douglas production function, and panel B a Translog
production function. RTS reports average returns to scale, which is the sum of the output elasticities.

Table 3.4: Market Power - Summary Statistics

Mean St. Dev. p25 p50 p75
Market Power (Cobb-Douglas) 2.24 0.78 1.73 2.02 2.50
Market Power (Translog) 2.20 0.70 1.74 2.03 2.46
Correlation 0.938

Notes: This table reports summary statistics for our measures of market power. These are computed using
equation (3.4) in the main text. Outliers above and below the 2nd and 98th percentiles are trimmed.
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Table 3.5: Median market power by industry

CD TL
All industries 2.02 2.03

Food products and Beverages 2.09 2.14
Textiles 1.82 1.86
Apparel 1.96 1.96
Leather and leather products 2.04 2.05
Wood, cork, and straw products 1.94 1.88
Paper and paper products 2.27 2.20
Publishing, printing and media 2.21 2.11
Rubber and plastic 1.93 1.93
Basic metals 2.07 2.15
Fabricated metal products 1.98 2.00
Machinery and equipment 2.03 2.02
Electrical machinery and apparatus 2.04 2.20
Medical instruments 1.91 1.95
Motor vehicles and trailers 2.03 1.96
Other transport equipment 2.03 2.00
Furniture 2.03 2.03

Notes: The table reports the median market power by industry. CD stands for Cobb-Douglas and TL
stands for Translog. Many industries that appear in Table 3.2 are left out the analysis because they have
few observations and thus the GMM procedure is not well-behaved.
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Table 3.6: Labor Supply

First Stage OLS IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dep variable Wage Labor Market Share Labor Market Share

Panel A: Instrument Materials (log)

Materials (log) 2.1563*** 0.3374***
0.0645 0.038

Wage 0.0555*** -0.0128*** 0.2007*** 0.5563***
0.000 0.000 0.001 0.006

F statistic-FS 20592 1820.44
N 77989 77989 77989 77989 77989 77989

Panel B: Instrument Electricity (log)

Electricity (log) 2.4255*** 0.3813***
0.0599 0.0512

Wage - - 0.2248*** 0.5746***
- - 0.0057 0.0789

F statistic-FS 1626.64 57.76
N 79503 79503 - - 79503 79503

Panel C: Number of Inputs (log)

Number of inputs 1.7970*** 0.0978
0.1197 0.0952

Wage - - 0.2569*** 12.312
- - 0.0148 12.070

F statistic-FS 225.368 1.05504
N 78000 78000 - - 78000 78000
Market fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes

Notes: Labor supply elasticity results for the pool of workers. The first two columns show the results for the First Stage in which different
sets of instruments are used for wage per worker, the third and fourth column the OLS point estimates, and the fifth and sixth columns
the IV point estimates. Even columns estimate the labor supply elasticity within firms. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. A
Market is defined as an industry, region, year unit. *p¡0.1, **p¡0.05, ***p¡0.01.
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Table 3.7: Labor Supply: Skilled Workers

First Stage OLS IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dep variable Wage Labor Market Share Labor Market Share

Panel A: Instrument Materials (log)

Materials (log) 4.1706*** 0.7799***
0.1093 0.0998

Wage 0.0248*** 0.0094*** 0.1025*** 0.1827***
0.0016 0.0009 0.0023 0.0236

F statistic-FS 1459.76 61.07
N 76785 76785 76785 76785 76785 76785

Panel B: Instrument Electricity (log)

Electricity (log) 4.8250*** 0.7022***
0.0979 0.1657

Wage - - 0.1054*** 0.2492***
- - 0.0023 0.0607

F statistic-FS 2429.01 17.96
N 78239 78239 - - 78239 78239

Panel C: Number of Inputs (log)

Number of inputs 3.1152*** 0.0726
0.2113 0.2373

Wage - - 0.1719*** 18.578
- - 0.0102 61.000

F statistic-FS 217.36 0.093
N 76796 76796 - - 76796 76796
Market fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes

Notes: Labor supply elasticity results for skilled workers. The first two columns show the results for the First Stage in which different sets
of instruments are used for wage per worker, the third and fourth column the OLS point estimates, and the fifth and sixth columns the IV
point estimates. Even columns estimate the labor supply elasticity within firms. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. A Market
is defined as an industry, region, year unit. *p¡0.1, **p¡0.05, ***p¡0.01.
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Table 3.8: Labor Supply: Unskilled Workers

First Stage OLS IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dep variable Wage Labor Market Share Labor Market Share

Panel A: Instrument Materials (log)

Materials (log) 1.3617*** 0.2820***
0.0516 0.0458

Wage 0.0196** 0.0056** 0.3462*** 0.8016***
0.0096 0.0028 0.0131 0.1304

F statistic-FS 696.40 37.911
N 75963 75963 75963 75963 75963 75963

Panel B: Instrument Electricity (log)

Electricity (log) 1.4687*** 0.2918***
0.0572 0.0881

Wage - - 0.3794*** 0.8388***
- - 0.0153 0.2552

F statistic-FS 659.28 10.97
N 77158 77158 - - 77158 77158

Panel C: Number of Inputs (log)

Number of inputs 0.8709*** 0.3142**
0.0905 0.1355

Wage - - 0.4947*** 0.3614***
- - 0.0481 0.1623

F statistic-FS 92.61 5.38
N 75972 75972 - - 75972 75972
Market fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes

Notes: Labor supply elasticity results for unskilled workers. The first two columns show the results for the First Stage in which in which
different sets of instruments are used for wage per worker, the third and fourth column the OLS point estimates, and the fifth and sixth
columns the IV point estimates. Even columns estimate the labor supply elasticity within firms. Standard errors are clustered at the firm
level. A Market is defined as an industry, region, year unit. *p¡0.1, **p¡0.05, ***p¡0.01.
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Table 3.9: Labor Supply Elasticity by Industry

Pool of workers Unskilled workers Skilled workers
Market FE Firm FE Market FE Firm FE Market FE Firm FE

All industries 2.74 7.62 4.00 9.25 1.86 3.31
Std. Dev. 0.082 0.043 0.051 0.028 0.141 0.121

Food products and Beverages 2.78 7.73 4.08 9.45 1.74 3.11
Tobacco products 1.57 4.38 2.45 5.68 1.13 2.01
Textiles 2.80 7.78 4.03 9.34 2.07 3.68
Apparel 2.20 6.12 3.43 7.93 1.49 2.65
Leather and leather products 2.10 5.84 3.38 7.81 1.28 2.28
Wood, cork, and straw products 2.36 6.56 3.75 8.68 1.51 2.70
Paper and paper products 3.23 8.99 4.42 10.24 2.44 4.35
Publishing, printing and media 3.00 8.34 4.34 10.04 1.83 3.27
Chemicals 3.71 10.37 4.28 9.92 2.60 4.64
Rubber and plastic 3.00 8.35 4.23 9.80 2.14 3.81
Non-metallic mineral products 2.80 7.79 4.03 9.33 2.18 3.89
Basic metals 2.96 8.22 4.35 10.06 2.13 3.79
Fabricated metal products 2.87 7.97 4.24 9.83 1.93 3.44
Machinery and equipment 2.90 8.06 4.20 9.73 1.92 3.41
Computing Machinery 3.20 8.88 4.54 10.51 1.88 3.34
Electrical machinery and apparatus 3.09 8.60 4.08 9.44 2.16 3.84
TV and communication equipment 2.03 5.65 2.93 6.79 1.23 2.19
Medical instruments 2.84 7.89 4.00 9.25 1.91 3.40
Motor vehicles and trailers 2.66 7.38 3.94 9.13 1.78 3.16
Other transport equipment 2.68 7.44 3.80 8.80 1.64 2.92
Furniture 2.39 6.66 3.71 8.58 1.50 2.68

Notes: This table shows median labor supply elasticities by 2-digit industry.
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Table 3.10: Imperfect Competition in Product and Labor Markets - Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
MP MU MD MD-Unskilled MD-Skilled

All industries 2.02 1.78 0.89 0.90 0.77

Food products and Beverages 2.09 1.83 0.89 0.91 0.76
Textiles 1.82 1.62 0.89 0.91 0.80
Apparel 1.96 1.68 0.86 0.89 0.73
Leather and leather products 2.04 1.75 0.86 0.89 0.71
Wood, cork, and straw products 1.94 1.68 0.87 0.90 0.72
Paper and paper products 2.27 2.01 0.90 0.91 0.82
Publishing, printing and media 2.21 1.98 0.90 0.91 0.77
Rubber and plastic 1.93 1.72 0.90 0.91 0.80
Basic metals 2.07 1.82 0.89 0.91 0.80
Fabricated metal products 1.98 1.76 0.89 0.91 0.79
Machinery and equipment 2.03 1.79 0.89 0.90 0.78
Electrical machinery and apparatus 2.04 1.82 0.90 0.91 0.80
Medical instruments 1.91 1.66 0.89 0.90 0.77
Motor vehicles and trailers 2.03 1.78 0.89 0.90 0.77
Other transport equipment 2.03 1.75 0.88 0.90 0.75
Furniture 2.03 1.77 0.87 0.90 0.74

Notes: This table reports the median of our different measures of market power by industry. Column 1
reports CD measures of market power, column 2 markups, column 3 markdowns for the pool of workers,
column 4 markdowns for unskilled workers, and column 5 for skilled workers. For consistency, the industries
not included in the market power estimation are left out of the analysis (see the note of table 3.5).
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Figures: Informality and Urban Transit Improvements

Figure A.1: Locations treated by Line B: Ecatepec de Morelos

(a) Ecatepec de Morelos

(b) Nezahualcoyotl

Notes: This figure plots a photo of the two principal municipalities affected by Line B of the subway:
Ecatepec de Morelos and Nezahualcóyotl, both of them are located in the State of Mexico. Panel (a) shows
a photo of Ecatepec de Morelos, a municipality in which crime rates are very high. Panel (b) shows a photo
of Nezahualcoyotl.
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Figure A.2: Locations in Mexico City

(a) Ciudad Azteca

(b) Paseo de la Reforma (Center)

Notes: This figure plots two photos of locations in Mexico City. Panel A shows a photo of Ciudad Azteca,
the last station of Line B in Ecatepec de Morelos. Panel B shows a photo of Paseo de la Reforma, a street
in the central business district of the city. Line B connected census tracts around Ecatepec de Morelos and
Nezahualcóyotl with the center of the city.
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Figure A.3: Productivity-Spatial Distribution

Notes: This figure plots a map of Mexico City with the spatial distribution of productivity measured as
value added per worker. I construct ventiles across locations after aggregating value added measures and
the total number of workers. Each color represents one of the quantile categories. Census tracts in central
areas have higher productivity measures.
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Figure A.4: Spatial Distribution of the Labor Wedge

Notes: This figure plots a map of Mexico City with the spatial distribution of the average labor wedge
in each location. I construct ventiles across locations after aggregating the wedge by taking the weighted
average between formal and informal firms. Each color represents one of the quantile categories. Census
tracts in the central areas of the city face larger wedges.
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Figure A.5: Plan Maestro 1985

Notes: This figure plots a map of Mexico City with the expansion plan of the Plan Maestro in 1985.
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Figure A.6: Difference in Difference Results-Workers’ Informality Share-20 minutes

(a) Informal workers

(b) Informal and non-salaried workers

Notes: This figure depicts the point estimates and 90th percentile confidence interval from the difference in
difference specification relating workers’ informality rates with the transit shock. The treatment group are
census tracts with centroids within a walking range of 20 minutes to stations of line B. The control group are
census tracts in Mexico City. Panel (a) reports the results for the share of informal workers, and panel (b)
for the share of informal and non-salaried workers. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level.
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Figure A.7: Difference in Difference Results-Residents’ Informality Share-20 minutes

Notes: This figure depicts the point estimate and 90th percentile confidence interval of a regression that
relates the change over time in the log of the ratio between formal and informal residents with the transit
shock. The treatment variable takes a value of 1 for census tracts with a centroid within a 20 minutes walking
range. The first three bars show the results of a regression including distance and population controls with
state fixed effects, and the second three bars report the results with municipality fixed effects. Standard
errors are clustered at the census tract level.
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Tables: Informality and Urban Transit Improvements

Table A.1: Descriptive Statistics 1999 and 2000

Panel A: Outcomes
Variable Mean Sd Min Max
Share informal workers 60.25% 33.37% 0.00% 100.00%
Share informal and non-salaried workers 43.47% 29.60% 0.00% 100.00%
Share informal firms 84.15% 18.26% 0.01% 100.00%
Share informal residents 46.77% 11.34% 0.00% 100.00%
Share informal high-skilled residents 35.64% 8.26% 0.00% 100.00%
Share informal low-skilled residents 50.34% 11.39% 0.01% 100.00%

Panel B: Treatment Variables
Variable Mean Sd Min Max
Euclidean Distance to new stations (meters) 10623.33 6436.72 90.32 30903.58
Walking Distance to new stations (minutes) 119.16 70.57 1.02 382.82
Dummy variable (dist<2000) 10.00% 29.90% 0.00% 100.00%
Dummy variable (minutes<25) 10.00% 29.90% 0.00% 100.00%

Notes: This table reports summary statistic of the main variables. Panel A presents the statistics for the
outcomes of interests: workers’ informality rates from the Economic Census in 1999 and residents’ informality
rates from the Population Census in 2000. Panel B for the different definitions of the treatment group that
includes: the euclidean distance, the network walking distance, a dummy variable whether the centroid of
the ageb is within buffer zone of 2000 meters to the new stations, and a dummy variable whether the centroid
of the ageb is within a 25 minutes walking range.
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Table A.2: Results: Census tract characteristics 1999 and 2000 vs. Treatment

(1) (2) (3)
Outcome: ln Income High Skill Share Informality Rates

Ti -0.038*** -0.044*** 0.021***
(0.009) (0.008) (0.006)

Observations 3,330 3,330 3,330
R-squared 0.249 0.196 0.093

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating census tract characteristics with a dummy
variable whether the centroid of the census tract is within a 25 minutes walking range. The first column
reports the results for the log of income, the second column for the share of high-skilled workers, and the
third column for the informality rate. Standard errors are clustered at the census tract level and reported
in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.3: Difference-in-Difference- Share of Informal Firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Outcome: Informal Informal Inf.-non salary Inf.-non salary Informal Informal Inf.-non salary Inf.-non salary

Panel A: Continuous Treatment Measure

-ln distancei x 1999 -0.005 -0.004 -0.003 -0.002 -0.005** -0.005** -0.005* -0.004
(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

-ln distancei x 1999 -0.008 -0.006 -0.005 -0.003 -0.009*** -0.008*** -0.006** -0.005
(0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

-ln distancei x 2004 -0.017** -0.016* -0.013* -0.013* -0.016*** -0.017*** -0.012*** -0.013***
(0.008) (0.009) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402
R-squared 0.890 0.890 0.911 0.911 0.898 0.898 0.915 0.915

Panel B: Treatment Measure using the dummy variable

Ti x 1999 -0.012** -0.012** -0.005 -0.005 -0.009* -0.010** -0.007 -0.006
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006)

Ti x 2004 -0.020*** -0.017*** -0.014** -0.011* -0.017*** -0.014** -0.014** -0.010
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007)

Ti x 2009 -0.032*** -0.028*** -0.021*** -0.018*** -0.026*** -0.024*** -0.019*** -0.016**
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007)

Observations 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402 12,402
R-squared 0.890 0.890 0.911 0.911 0.898 0.898 0.915 0.915
Mean outcome before the shock 0.842 0.842 0.807 0.807 0.842 0.842 0.807 0.807

Distance Measure Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes
Distance Controls X X X X X X X X
State-Time FE X X X X
Municipality-Time FE X X X X

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating changes in the share of informal workers in each location with the line B of
the subway. Panel A reports the results for the continuous treatment measures, and panel B for the dummy variables. In the first four
columns, I include state-time fixed effects, and in the fifth column to the eight column municipality-time fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered at the census tract level and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.4: Difference-in-Difference- Share of Informal Workers- Locations ¿ 500 meters

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Outcome: Informal Informal Inf.-non salary Inf.-non salary Informal Informal Inf.-non salary Inf.-non salary

Panel A: Continuous Treatment Measure

-ln distancei x 1999 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001
(0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006)

-ln distancei x 1999 -0.007 -0.007 -0.011** -0.011** -0.015** -0.016** -0.018*** -0.019***
(0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006)

-ln distancei x 2004 -0.015** -0.013** -0.015*** -0.013** -0.018** -0.018** -0.016** -0.016**
(0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007)

Observation 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292
R-squared 0.871 0.871 0.851 0.851 0.874 0.874 0.855 0.855

Panel B: Treatment Measure using the dummy variable

Ti x 1999 -0.006 -0.009 -0.002 -0.008 -0.007 -0.012 -0.007 -0.015
(0.010) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.011) (0.011) (0.010) (0.010)

Ti x 2004 -0.022* -0.026** -0.025** -0.032*** -0.033** -0.038*** -0.030** -0.037***
(0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.011) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012) (0.012)

Ti x 2009 -0.035*** -0.034** -0.032*** -0.035*** -0.037*** -0.037** -0.025* -0.028**
(0.013) (0.014) (0.012) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

Observations 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292 12,292
R-squared 0.871 0.871 0.851 0.851 0.874 0.874 0.855 0.855
Mean outcome before the shock 0.600 0.600 0.433 0.433 0.600 0.600 0.433 0.433

Distance Measure Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes Meters Minutes
Distance Controls X X X X X X X X
State-Time FE X X X X
Municipality-Time FE X X X X

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating changes in the share of informal workers in each location with the line B of the
subway. The sample is restricted to locations, which centroid is farther than 400 meters to the new stations using the Euclidean distance.
Panel A reports the results for the continuous treatment measures, and panel B for the dummy variables. In the first four columns, I include
state-time fixed effects, and in the fifth column to the eight column municipality-time fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the
census tract level and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.5: Results: Number of formal workers and firms (arcsin)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
lnLiF t lnLiF t lnMiF t lnMiF t

Panel A: Continuous Treatment Measure

-ln distancei x 1999 0.031 0.020 0.019 0.013
(0.029) (0.031) (0.017) (0.018)

-ln distancei x 2004 -0.001 -0.007 -0.018 -0.030
(0.038) (0.041) (0.021) (0.022)

-ln distancei x 2009 0.093** 0.093** 0.047** 0.045**
(0.041) (0.044) (0.020) (0.022)

R-squared 0.894 0.894 0.910 0.910

Panel B: Treatment using the dummy variable

Ti x 1999 0.143* 0.052 0.072 -0.004
(0.080) (0.081) (0.051) (0.052)

Ti x 2004 0.084 0.121 0.066 0.033
(0.117) (0.125) (0.065) (0.072)

Ti x 2009 0.238** 0.264** 0.178*** 0.151**
(0.121) (0.130) (0.063) (0.069)

R-squared 0.892 0.892 0.911 0.911

Observations 13,040 13,040 13,040 13,040
Distance Meters Minutes Meters Minutes
Mean number of workers/firms 653.38 653.38 21.55 21.55

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating changes in the log total number of formal
workers and firms with the line B. The dependent variable is the arcsin of the number of formal workers and
firms. Columns 1 and 2 show the results for the number of formal workers, and columns 3 and 4 for the
number of formal firms. I include state fixed effects in all regressions. Standard errors are clustered at the
census tract level and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.6: Results: Number of informal workers and firms (arcsin)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
lnLiF t lnLiF t lnMiF t lnMiF t

Panel A: Continuous Treatment Measure

-ln distancei x 1999 -0.022 -0.022* -0.012 -0.010
(0.015) (0.013) (0.009) (0.010)

-ln distancei x 2004 -0.076** -0.071*** -0.024* -0.021
(0.037) (0.021) (0.013) (0.014)

-ln distancei x 2009 -0.084* -0.081*** -0.032** -0.030*
(0.043) (0.024) (0.016) (0.017)

R-squared 0.908 0.908 0.913 0.913

Panel B: Treatment using the dummy variable

Ti x 1999 -0.050 -0.024 -0.033* -0.023
(0.036) (0.035) (0.017) (0.016)

Ti x 2004 -0.184*** -0.176*** -0.057** -0.057**
(0.054) (0.053) (0.028) (0.026)

Ti x 2009 -0.206*** -0.199*** -0.069** -0.074**
(0.053) (0.054) (0.029) (0.029)

R-squared 0.908 0.908 0.913 0.913

Observations 13,040 13,040 13,040 13,040
Distance Meters Minutes Meters Minutes
Mean number of workers/firms 325.77 325.77 125.21 125.21

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating changes in the log total number of informal
workers and firms with the line B. The dependent variable is the arcsin of the number of informal workers
and firms. Columns 1 and 2 show the results for the number of informal workers, and columns 3 and 4 for
the number of informal firms. I include state fixed effects in all regressions. Standard errors are clustered at
the census tract level and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Appendix B

Appendix: Urban Quantitative Model
with Distortions

B.1 Data Appendix

Calibration of Speeds

This section describes the calibration of speeds across different transportation modes. I use
different sources of information. For the transportation network in Mexico City, I use data
from the Government of the city.1 For the network of roads, I use information from the New
York University digital archive in which they report different types of roads for each census
tract in the commuting zone of Mexico City. The different roads include: autopistas, calles,
viaductos, etc. I calibrate an average speed for each one of the roads. With this information
I compute commuting times across census tracts in Mexico City using the Network analysis
toolkit from Arcmap (Tsivanidis, 2019). I compute these times for four different modes of
transportation: walking, car, traditional buses, and the subway. I add five minutes in each
station when I compute times for the public transit network, and three minutes when I
compute travel times for “car” to capture the time spent in the parking lot. To compute
commuting and shopping iceberg costs, I take an average of these times across the different
modes. I calculate a matrix across census tracts of approximately 13 million observations.

1The data can be found here.

https://datos.cdmx.gob.mx/pages/home/
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Table B.1: Calibration of speeds using trip data from Google Maps

Type Speed
Panel A: Public transit system

Subway Lines 601.24 m/min
Metrobus 308.13 m/min
Bus 216.67 m/min
Walking 90.00 m/min

Panel B: Types of roads for cars

Autopista 752.03 m/min
Avenida 266.84 m/min
Boulevard 608.12 m/min
Calle 198.56 m/min
Callejón 69.643 m/min
Calzada 169.98 m/min
Carretera 623.38 m/min
Cerrada 123.39 m/min
Circuito 304.69 m/min
Corredor 160.75 m/min
Eje vial 273.98 m/min
Pasaje 240.71 m/min
Periférico 673.43 m/min
Viaducto 399.99 m/min

Notes: This table reports the calibration of speeds using trips from Google maps. The calibration uses
4,000 random trips. The information was downloaded with the command gmapsdistance in R that uses the
Distance Matrix Api from Google. I computed these times between 8 am - 11 am and 5 pm - 8 pm under
different traffic scenarios.

To calibrate speeds for each mode and each type of road, I use random trips from Google
Maps.2 I downloaded 4000 random trips between 8 am-11 am, and 5 pm-8 pm using the
command gmaps distance in R that uses the Google Maps Distance Matrix Api. I use
as an origin and destination, the closest vertex of each type of road or metro line. This
tool has the feature that you can calculate times for different modes under several traffic
scenarios: pessimistic, optimistic, or none and modes such as: walking, car, or the public
transit network. Using this information, I calibrate speeds for each road and each line using
the average time spent to move from one vertex to the other. Table B.1 reports the average
speed for each one of the roads and the public transit system.

2I did not calculate times across census tracts using Google Maps because the network analysis toolkit is
much faster, and the command gmaps distance takes a lot of time.
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To corroborate that the commuting times from the Network analysis toolkit are similar
to the ones from Google Maps, figure B.1 plots a scatter plot comparing the time across
locations from Arcmap with Google maps for the transportation mode “car”. The fit of
the speed calibration is good, the regression has an R-squared of 0.82, and the slope of the
line is very close to 1. Differences between the two methods can arise for various reasons.
For example, measurement error or the fact that Google Maps allows to calculate times for
several traffic scenarios.

Figure B.1: Arcmap vs. Google maps-travel time car

Notes: This figure compares travel times using Google maps vs. travel times using the network analysis
toolkit from Arcmap for the car transportation mode. The R2-squared associated with this scatter plot is
0.82
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Calibration of Fixed Costs

In the model from section 2.2, in equilibrium, the optimal number of firms is

Mis = β̃F
−1
s σ−1

s L̃
β
isZ̃

β
is

where L̃is and Z̃is is the amount of labor and commercial floor-space units employed by
location i and sector s, σs is the elasticity of substitution, and Fs is the entry fixed cost.
Taking logs, I estimate the following equation relating the number of firms to the number
of workers for both sectors in the baseline year. This estimation allows me to recover the
parameters Fs:

lnMis = β lnLis + (1 − β) lnZis
²
wisLis
qi

− lnσs − lnFs
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

γs

. (B.1)

In some of my specifications, to control for Zis, I include the wage bill for each sector and
location with a census-tract fixed effect to capture qi. Then, I estimate the following equation
using the Economic Censuses in 1999, the omitted category is the formal sector,

lnMis = γ1
®
β

lnLis + γ2
®
1−β

lnwisLis + γi + γI + γ + εis, (B.2)

where γi is the census-tract fixed effect, γI is an informal sector dummy variable, and γ
is a constant term. From the optimal number of firms, we have that γI = ln(σIFI), and
γ = ln β̃ + ln(σFFF ).
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Table B.2: Estimation of fixed costs

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Outcome: ln Mis ln Mis ln Mis ln Mis

ln Lis 0.715*** 0.879*** 0.642*** 0.568***
(0.014) (0.077) (0.017) (0.054)

γi 1.799*** 1.735*** 1.825*** 1.853***
(0.034) (0.036) (0.051) (0.046)

ln wisLis -0.154** 0.070
(0.069) (0.051)

γ -1.005*** -0.559*** -0.598*** -0.810***
(0.055) (0.194) (0.091) (0.183)

Observations 5,387 5,387 4,374 4,374
Adjusted R-squared 0.851 0.853 0.901 0.902
Implied FI 0.182 0.123 0.117 0.141
Implied FF 1.366 0.875 0.911 1.124

State FE X X
Municipality FE X X

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating the number of firms to the number of workers
to recover the parameter β and the fixed costs FI and FF for the informal and formal sector respectively.
The unit of observation is a sector-census-tract cell. The dependent variable is the log number of firms
in each cell. Columns 1 and 2 include state fixed effects, while column 3 and 4 include census-tract fixed
effects to control for the price of commercial floor space qi. Even columns add as a control the wage bill for
each sector to control for the price per unit of commercial floor space. Standard errors are clustered at the
municipality level and reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

Table B.2 reports the results for this estimation for different specifications. I run the
previous equation, including state and municipality fixed effects, and in the even columns, I
control for the wage bill. I obtained that on average, the value of β ≈ 0.7. I also find that
the entry fixed cost for a firm into the informal sector is approximately 0.15, and into the
formal sector is 1.1. This means that the fixed cost to enter into the formal sector is more
than five times the one to enter into the informal sector. This result is consistent with the
fact that the average size in terms of workers of informal firms is lower, but that there are
more informal firms in the economy.

B.2 Algorithm

In this section, I explain the main algorithm to solve for the general equilibrium model. The
system of equations is described in section 2.2. The sub-index t represents simulation. The
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algorithm is based on Alvarez and Lucas (2007) and it is a contraction mapping. It is as
follows:

1. Guess an initial vector of wages w⃗0, and number of residents in each location L⃗0.

2. Given a vector w⃗t and L⃗t, compute the following equations:

• Labor supply equations:

λnisL∣ns =
wθsis d

−θs
ni

∑i′ w
θs
i′sd

−θs
ni′

(B.3)

λnsL∣n =
W κ
ns∣n

∑s′W
κ
ns′∣n

, W θs
ns∣n =∑

i′
wθsis d

−θs
ni (B.4)

L̃is =∑
n

λnis ⋅ L̄L. (B.5)

• Average income

ȳn ≡∑
i,s

λniswis (B.6)

• Commercial floor space prices

qiZ̃i =∑
s

(1 − β)(1 + tisL)wisL̃is
β(1 + tisZ)

, (B.7)

• Number of firms

Mis =
β̃L̃βisZ̃

1−β
is

σsFs
, (B.8)

• Expenditure shares

πnis =
P 1−ξ
ns

∑s′ P
1−ξ
ns′

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
πns

⋅
Misp1−σ

nis

∑i′Mi′sp1−σ
ni′s

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
πnis∣s

, with Pns = (∑
i

Misp
1−σs
nis )

1
1−σs

, (B.9)

• Government budget constraint

δ ≡
∑i,s (tisLwisL̃is + tisZqiZ̃is)

∑n ȳnLn + qnZn

t̄ =
α ⋅ δ

1 + (1 − α) ⋅ δ
(B.10)
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• Aggregate Expenditure

Xn =
(1 + t̄)

α − t̄(1 − α)
(ȳnLn + qnZn) . (B.11)

• Labor demand
Yis = α∑

n

πnisXn. (B.12)

LDis =
αβYis
wtis

(B.13)

• Calculate the difference between labor demand and labor supply and the number
of residents

zw =
αβYis −wtis(1 + tisL)L̃is

wtis(1 + tisL)L̃is
(B.14)

L̃tn =
⎛

⎝

BnP
−αη
n r

−(1−α)η
n W η

n

∑n′ Bn′P
−αη
n′ r

−(1−α)η
n′ W η

n′

⎞

⎠
L̄L (B.15)

3. If ∣∣(zw, L̃ti) − (0, Lti)∣∣ < ε
tol then, the algorithm stops. Otherwise, update

wt+1
is = wtis(1 + νwzw) (B.16a)

Lt+1
n = νLL̃

t
n + (1 − νL)L

t
n, (B.16b)

where νL, and νw are convergence parameter and εtol is a tolerance value.
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Robustness: Counterfactual results

Table B.3: Robustness checks: X̂ =X ′/X

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
No Migration Migration

%∆ Welfare ∆dni ∆τni ∆dni,∆τni ∆dni ∆τni ∆dni,∆τni
Panel A: Welfare, eta = 1.1

Total change 0.72% 0.64% 1.45% 0.76% 0.83% 1.67%
Decomposition

Pure Effect 87.86% 67.48% 78.81% 92.71% 74.11% 83.58%
Allocation 7.25% 27.04% 16.59% 4.61% 22.62% 13.78%
Agglomeration 4.89% 5.48% 4.60% 2.68% 3.27% 2.64%

Panel B: Welfare, eta = 1.5

Total change 0.63% 0.52% 1.24% 0.72% 0.78% 1.58%
Decomposition

Pure Effect 85.11% 61.78% 75.00% 92.13% 73.28% 82.78%
Allocation 8.67% 30.56% 18.82% 5.03% 23.18% 14.34%
Agglomeration 6.22% 7.66% 6.18% 2.84% 3.54% 2.88%

Panel C: Welfare, eta = 2.0

Total change 0.54% 0.41% 1.04% 0.66% 0.74% 1.48%
Decomposition

Pure Effect 82.54% 53.77% 70.50% 91.97% 72.82% 82.16%
Allocation 9.72% 35.70% 21.40% 5.09% 23.78% 14.91%
Agglomeration 7.74% 10.53% 8.11% 2.95% 3.40% 2.93%

Panel D: Welfare, eta = 2.5

Total change 0.50% 0.36% 0.94% 0.63% 0.73% 1.44%
Decomposition

Pure Effect 81.65% 49.03% 68.29% 92.15% 72.98% 82.05%
Allocation 9.86% 38.77% 22.57% 4.88% 23.90% 15.10%
Agglomeration 8.49% 12.19% 9.14% 2.98% 3.12% 2.85%

Notes: This table reports the counterfactual results for the line B of the subway for different values of the
migration elasticity η. The first and fourth column considers only change in commuting costs, the second
and fifth column changes in trade costs, and the third and sixth column considers changes in both type of
iceberg costs. The first three columns presents the results for the counterfactual with no migration, and the
second three columns for the counterfactual in which I allow for migration in the model. Panel A reports the
results for η = 1.1, panel B for η = 1.5 (baseline model), panel C for η = 2.0, and panel D for η = 2.5. The first
row describes the results considering the total change. While the other rows decompose the total change
into the different components. The second row shows the percentage explained by the direct effect, the third
row by the allocative efficiency margin, and the fourth row by the agglomeration externality component.
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Gravity Equations: Instrumental Variables

Table B.4: Gravity equations: Instrumental Variables

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Commuting gravity equations

λniF λniF λniI λniI
Minutes -0.033*** -0.032*** -0.044*** -0.042***

(0.002) (0.001) (0.003) (0.002)

Observations 2,304 2,304 2,304 2,304
R-squared 0.806 0.709 0.804 0.712
Implied θ 3.31 3.22 4.39 4.22

Panel B: Trade gravity equations

πniF πniF πniI πniI
Minutes -0.037*** -0.034*** -0.050*** -0.049***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005)

Observations 2,304 2,304 2,304 2,304
R-squared 0.707 0.617 0.792 0.738
Implied σ 4.08 3.83 5.17 5.08

Origin -Transportation mode FE X X X X
Destination -Transportation mode FE X X X X
IV X X
F-stat first stage >500 >500

Notes: This table reports the results of a gravity equation regression for commuting and trade using the PPML method. Column 1 and 2
present the results for the formal sector and columns 3 and 4 for the informal sector. Standard errors are clustered at the municipality of
origin level and reported in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Labor Force Participation

In this section, I explore the relationship between labor force participation and transit im-
provements. I run the standard difference-in-difference equation from section 1.4 using the
share of individuals that decide to participate in the labor market as a dependent outcome.
I estimate the following equation

∆Occ. sharei = βTi + γXi + δs(i) + εi, (B.17)

where ∆Occ. sharei is the change in the share of workers that decide to participate in the
labor market, and Ti is a treatment dummy variable whether the centroid of the census-tract
is within a 25 minutes walking range.

Table B.5: Difference-in-difference labor market participation

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Outcome: ∆ Occ. share ∆ Occ. share ∆ Occ. share ∆ Occ. share

Ti 0.012*** 0.014*** 0.009*** 0.012***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Distance Controls X X X X
Population Controls X X
State Fe X X
Municipality FE X X

Observations 3,323 3,321 3,323 3,321
R-squared 0.020 0.195 0.063 0.248

Notes: This table reports the results of a regression relating the change in the share of workers that
participate in the labor market with the transit shock. The treatment group is defined as census-tract,
which centroid is within a 25 minutes walking range, and the control group are all other census-tracts in
Mexico City and adjacent municipalities. Column 1 reports the results including state fixed effect and
only distance controls, column 2 adds population controls, columns 3 includes municipality fixed effects and
distance controls, and column 4 adds population controls to the specification with municipality fixed effects.
Standard errors are clustered at the census-tract level and reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05,
∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

Table B.5 reports the results. Overall, line B increased labor market participation be-
tween 1.0 and 1.4 percentage points in locations nearby to the new stations relative to other
census-tracts in Mexico City. This represents an increase of approximately 2 percent using
as a benchmark the average of the occupational share in 2000 (54%). The effect is robust
under different specifications and sets of fixed effects. This finding implies that the line B
can increase welfare even more than the results from the quantitative analysis as it increases
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labor market participation and total output. Even though I do not quantify this effect in
the quantitative analysis, I extend the model to add labor market participation (home vs.
market production) in section B.3 of the theoretical appendix.

B.3 Theoretical Appendix

Nested Frechet Distribution

There is a mass of locations N indexed by n and i, and S sectors. Workers get random
utility shocks from the following cumulative distribution H(⋅):

H(z⃗) = exp

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−∑
n

Bn

⎛

⎝
∑
s

Bns (∑
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ε−θsnis)

κ
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η
κ
⎤
⎥
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⎥
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⎥
⎦

, with η < κ < θs ∀s,

then, the pdf of location n, sector s and workplace i is:

Hnis(z⃗) = ηU
η−κ
n Uκ−θs

ns z−θs−1
nis exp(−z−θsnis (∑

n′
Uη
n′))dznis, (B.18)

where
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The probability of choosing location n sector s and workplace i is the same as the prob-
ability that zn′i′s′ ≤ an′i′s′znis = an′i′s′z for all (n′, i′, s′), where

an′i′s′ =
Vnis
Vn′i′s′

,

Vnis ≡ P
−α
n r

−(1−α)
n wisd

−1
ni ,

which is the same as the utility function in the text. Then:
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Then, replacing an′i′s′ =
Vnis
Vn′i′s′

:
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Similarly, the probability that max Vn′i′s′zn′i′s′ ≤ x, and that (n, i, s) = argmaxn′i′s′ is equal
to

Pr (Vn′i′s′zn′i′s′ ≤ x & (n, i, s)) = ∫
x
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Defining Uη = ∑n′ U
η
n′ , by Bayes rule:
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where γη = Γ (1 − 1
η) is the constant term from the Frechet distribution. Finally, since (nis)

is the argmax of H(⋅), this latter term is the same as the expected unconditional utility and
we obtain the same expression as in the text.

Welfare Decomposition

In this section, I derive the formula for the welfare decomposition. I start with the perfectly
efficient economy and then, I introduce labor wedges. As in the text, there are three group
of agents: workers denoted by L, commercial floor space owners denoted by Z, and house
owners denoted by H. The two latter groups do not commute.

The indirect utility of agent ω is:

Vniω = Bn
dniwisεniω

rβnP
1−β
n

(B.23)
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where wis is the wage per efficiency unit in location i, and sector s, and εniω is an idiosyncratic
shock drawn from a nested Fréchet distribution with dispersion parameters θs, and κ. By
the properties of the Fréchet, the total amount of efficiency units d−1

ni L̃nis net of commuting
costs provided by location n to location i-sector s is:

wisd
−1
ni L̃nis = λnλns∣nλnis∣nsȳnL̄, (B.24)

where ȳn ≡ (∑sBnsW κ
ns)

1
κ , and Wns ≡ (∑iw

θs
is d

−θs
ni )

1
θs . From these expressions, the goods

market clearing condition is the following system of equations:

λnλns∣nλnis∣nsȳnL̄ = αβ∑
n

πnsπnis∣s (ȳnλnL̄ + qnλnZZ + rnλnHH) (B.25a)

qnλnZ = α(1 − β)∑
n

πnsπnis∣s (ȳnλnL̄ + qnλnZZ + rnλnHH) . (B.25b)

And the housing market clearing condition is:

rnλnHH = (1 − α) (ȳnλnL̄ + qnλnZZ + rnλnHH) (B.25c)

And the average utility in each location is:

Ūn =
Bnȳn
Pα
n r

1−α
n

(B.26)

Social Planner

There is a social planner maximizing welfare such that the market allocation replicates the
perfectly efficient allocation. The problem of the planner consists to maximize:

Ū = ωL∑
n

δnŪn

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ŪL

+ωZ∑
n

δnZŪnZ

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ŪZ

+ωH∑
n

δnHŪnH

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ŪH

, (B.27)

where ω and δ are weights that replicate the market allocation.3 As shown later ωLŪL
Ū

=

αβ. I am interested in a shock to commuting costs or trade costs. Then, by a first-order
approximation, the effect of any shock is:

d ln Ū = αβ∑
n

λ̃nL (d ln ȳn − αd lnPn − (1 − α)d ln rn) (B.28a)

+ α(1 − β)∑
n

λ̃nZ (d ln qn − αd lnPn − (1 − α)d ln rn) (B.28b)

+ (1 − α)∑
n

λ̃nH (d ln rn − αd lnPn − (1 − α)d ln rn) , (B.28c)

3To replicate the market allocation, Ū = ∑n ȳnLn + qnZn + rnHn
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where λ̃nL ≡
ȳnλn

∑n′ ȳn′λn′
is the share of total labor income in location n, and similarly, λ̃nZ

(λ̃nH) is the share of total income of commercial floor space (housing) in location n. Then,
the change in the average income, and the price index is:

d lnWn =∑
i,s

λns∣nλnis∣nsd lnwis −∑
i,s

λns∣nλnis∣nsd lndni (B.29a)

d lnPn =∑
i,s

πnsπnis∣s(βd lnwis + (1 − β)d ln qi) +∑
i,s

πnsπnis∣sd ln τni. (B.29b)

From the goods market clearing condition and with some algebra manipulation then:

d ln Ū = −αβ ∑
n,s,i

(λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns)d lndni (B.30a)

− α ∑
n,s,i

πnsπnis∣s (αβλ̃nL + α(1 − β)λ̃nZ + (1 − α)λ̃nH)d ln τni. (B.30b)

This equation is the Hulten result. When the economy is perfectly efficient, the change in
welfare is a weighted average of the change in the fundamentals. In this case, changes in
trade and commuting costs.

Labor wedge

I now assume that firms face distortions. These wedges can be variable markups or taxes.
As in HK, I am going to denote these wedges as taxes. In particular, the goods market
clearing condition now is:

λnλns∣nλnis∣nsȳnL̄ =
1 + t̄

1 + tisL
αβ∑

n

πnsπnis∣s (ȳnλnL̄ + qnλnZZ + rnλnHH) , (B.31)

where 1 + t̄ is a rebate of the Government that can vary by location, or in the case
of markups a portfolio that is rebate to households. The previous equation create trade
imbalances and wedges across firms. Thus, there is an additional effect in the first-order
approximation. This effect captures changes in wages and it is:

d ln Ū = −αβ ∑
n,s,i

(λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns)d lndni (B.32a)

− α ∑
n,s,i

πnsπnis∣s (αβλ̃nL + α(1 − β)λ̃nZ + (1 − α)λ̃nH)d ln τni (B.32b)

+ αβ ∑
n,i,s

λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns (
tisL − t̄

1 + t̄
)d lnwis (B.32c)

+ d ln(1 + t̄). (B.32d)
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It is easy to show that the change in the rebate is:

d ln(1 + t̄) = ∑
n,i,s

λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns (
tisL − t̄

1 + t̄
) (d lnwis + d ln L̃nis).

Then, the total change in welfare is:

d ln Ū = −αβ ∑
n,s,i

(λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns)d lndni (B.33a)

− α ∑
n,s,i

πnsπnis∣s (αβλ̃nL + α(1 − β)λ̃nZ + (1 − α)λ̃nH)d ln τni (B.33b)

+ αβ ∑
n,i,s

λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns (
tisL − t̄

1 + t̄
)d ln L̃nis. (B.33c)

The third term captures agglomeration forces and it suggests that when workers reallocate
to sectors-locations with larger wedges, there is an additional increase in welfare due to an
improvement in allocative efficiency.

Agglomeration forces

Finally, there is an additional effect due to agglomeration forces. In my model this force
comes from LOV. This additional effect also captures changes in allocative efficiency and it
arises for two reasons. First, if agglomeration externalities differ between the two sectors
as in BCDR, or because there are trade imbalances as in FG. In the presence of LOV or
agglomeration forces, consumers benefit from lower prices as the sector-location becomes
bigger. In particular, there is an additional change in welfare captured by:

d ln Ū = ... +
β

1 + σs
∑
n,i,s

πnsπnis∣s (αβλ̃nL + α(1 − β)λ̃nZ + (1 − α)λ̃nH)d ln λ̃is

d ln Ū = ... +
β

1 + σs
∑
n,i,s

(
1 + tisL

1 + t̄
)dλ̃is, (B.34)

where λ̃is is the labor share in total income from sector s and location i. This additional
term captures two things. First, if workers move to sectors-location in which agglomeration
externalities are larger, then there is an increase in total welfare, and second, if workers
reallocate to sectors-location with larger wedges the effect of any shock on welfare is larger.
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Combining the previous expressions, then,

d ln Ū = −αβ ∑
n,i,s

(λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns) ⋅ d lndni

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
“Pure” effect commuting costs

(B.35a)

− α ∑
n,i,s

πnsπnis∣s (αβλ̃nL + α(1 − β)λ̃nZ + (1 − α)λ̃nH)d ln τni

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
“Pure” effect trade costs

(B.35b)

+ αβ
⎛
⎝∑n,i,s

λ̃nLλns∣nλnis∣ns (
tisL − t̄
1 + t̄

)d ln L̃nis
⎞
⎠

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Allocative efficiency

(B.35c)

+ ∑
n,i,s

1

σs − 1
∑
g

βg (
1 + tisg
1 + t̄

)dλ̃isg

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Agglomeration Forces

, (B.35d)

which is the same expression as in the text.

The problem of the social planner

In this section, I find the equilibrium conditions for the problem of the social planner. I show
two results. First, in the case in which the economy operates under perfect competition, the
market allocation coincides with the efficient allocation. Second, the variable Ū is equal to
the aggregate total expenditure or income of the economy, which is the main assumption
from the previous section.

There are different groups of workers indexed by g, sectors indexed by s and a mass of
locations N indexed by n and i. Each group has a utility function Ug(cng, hng), where cng
represents the average consumption of a composite good in location n and hng is the average
amount of housing in location n. This utility function is homogeneous of degree one. In the
optimal allocation, workers are indifferent across locations and there are iceberg trade and
commuting costs. The problem of the planner is to maximize the following welfare function:

Ū = λg ⋅Ug

subject to i) spatial mobility constraints

UngLng ≤ Ūg ∀n, g

ii) composite and housing feasibility constraints

∑
n,s

τniQis ≤ Yis(Egis) ∀i, s
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Lng ⋅ cng ≤ C(Qn11g, ...,QnSNg) ∀n

Lng ⋅ hng ≤Hn(Ẽnhg) ∀n

iii) labor supply constraints

Ẽisg ≤∑
n

d−1
niEnisg ∀i, s, g including the sector that produces housing

Eg(En11g, ...,EnSNg) ≤ Ln,g ∀n, g

iv) non-negativity constraints of commuting flows, trade flows, labor.
v) Labor Market clearing

∑
n,g

Ln,g ≤ L̄g

where Y is the production function, C(⋅) is a composite good aggregator across locations
and sectors, in my case the nested CES; E(⋅) is a efficiency units aggregator, in my case the
nested Fréchet; and Enisg are efficiency units provided from location n to i, s by group g.4

The other parameters represent the same variables as in section 2.2.
The Lagrangian of the planning problem omitting the non-negative constraints is:

L = LgUg −∑
n,g

ωngLng (Ug −Ug(cng, hng))

−∑
i,s

p∗is (∑
n

τniQnis − Yis(Ẽisg))

−∑
n

P ∗
n

⎛
⎝∑g

Lngcng −C(Q(Qn11g, ...,QnSNg))
⎞
⎠

− ∑
i,s,g

w∗
isg (Ẽisg −∑

n

d−1
niEnisg)

−∑
n,g

ȳ∗n,g (Eg(En11g, ...,EnSNg) −Ln,g)

−∑
n

r∗n
⎛
⎝∑g

Lnghng −Hn(Ẽnhg)
⎞
⎠

−∑
g

Ψg(∑
n

Lng − L̄g) + ...

4Recall that the CES aggregator from section 2.2 is C
ξ−1
ξ

n ≡ ∑sQ
ξ−1
ξ
ns , where Q

σs−1
σs
ns ≡ ∑iQ

σs−1
σs

nis and the efficiency

units aggregator is E
κ
κ−1
n ≡ ∑sE

κ
κ−1
ns , where E

θs
θs−1
ns = ∑iE

θs
θs−1

nis .
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The planner chooses cng, hng, Qnis, Enisg, Ẽisg, Ẽihg, Lng, and Ug to maximize welfare. I
proceed in two parts. First, I show the relationship between Ū and aggregate expenditure,
and then, I show that the market allocation coincides with the efficient allocation. Then, I
generalized the formula from the previous section using the goods market clearing condition.

Utility and Total Expenditure

The F.O.C with respect to cng and hng is:

ωngcng
∂Ug
∂c

≤ P ∗
n cng ∀g

ωnghng
∂Ug
∂h

≤ r∗nhng ∀g

Since Ug(⋅) is homogeneous of degree one, then,

Lng (P
∗
n cng + r

∗
nhng) = LngωngUng (B.36)

The LHS of equation B.36 is the aggregate expenditure Xng of group g who lives in location
n. The F.O.C whit respect to Ug is:

∑
n

ωngLng = Lg

Combining this equation with equation B.36, and the fact that in equilibrium Ung = Ug for
all the locations in which Lng > 0 yield that:

LgUg =∑
n

Xng

Recall that Ū = ∑g LgUg, thus,

Ū =X

where X ≡ ∑n,gXng is aggregate expenditure. At the aggregate level, total expenditure is

equal to total income then in the previous section Ū = ∑n ȳnLn + qnZ̃n + rnHn, which was the
assumption for the theoretical result of the first-order approximation.
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Efficient Allocation

Now, I show that the market allocation coincides with the efficient allocation. The F.O.C
with respect to other variables is:

[Qnis] ∶P ∗
n

∂C

∂Qnis
≤ p∗isτni (B.37a)

[Ẽisg] ∶p∗is
∂Y

∂Ẽisg
≤ w∗

isg (B.37b)

[Enisg] ∶w∗
isgd

−1
ni ≤ ȳng

∂Eg

∂Enisg
(B.37c)

[Ẽnhg] ∶r∗n
∂H

∂Ẽnhg
≤ wnhg (B.37d)

[Lng] ∶ȳn ≤ Ψg (B.37e)

Equations B.37a to B.37d are the same as the utility and profit maximization conditions of
the consumer’s and firm’s problem. In the particular case in which the function C(⋅) is the
nested CES utility function from section 2.2, E(⋅) is the nested Frechet, and assuming that
Y (⋅) is homogeneous of degree one, I can rewrite these conditions as:

λnsg∣nλnisg∣nsȳ
∗
ngLng = w

∗
isgd

−1
niEnisg

w∗
isgẼisg = βisgp

∗
isYis

p∗isYis =∑
n,g

αngπnisȳ
∗
ngLng

r∗nHn =∑
n,g

(1 − αng)ȳ
∗
ngLng,

where

βisg ≡
Eisg

∂Y
∂Eisg

Yis

αng ≡
cng

∂Ug
∂cng

Ung

These are the same conditions as the market allocation from the previous section. Then, the
market allocation is efficient in the case in which there are no wedges.
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We can generalize the welfare decomposition from the previous section for different groups
of labor under the assumptions where the utility and production function is homogeneous of
degree one. In particular, we can rewrite the change in Ū as:

d ln Ū = − ∑
n,i,s,g

αngβisg (λ̃ngλnsg∣nλnisg∣ns) ⋅ d lndni

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
“Pure” effect commuting costs

(B.38a)

− ∑
n,i,s,g

πnsπnis∣s (αngβisgλ̃ng)d ln τni

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
“Pure” effect trade costs

(B.38b)

+ ( ∑
n,i,s,g

αngβisgλ̃ngλnsg∣nλnisg∣ns (
tisg − t̄

1 + t̄
)d ln L̃nisg)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Allocative efficiency

(B.38c)

+ ∑
n,i,s,g

βg
σs − 1

(
1 + tisg
1 + t̄

)dλ̃isg

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Agglomeration Forces

. (B.38d)

This result is similar to the one obtained by Baqaee and Farhi (2019) in GE models. However,
this expression is in the context of an urban model in which firms face iceberg trade costs
and workers face i) commuting costs, and ii) are indifferent to live across locations within
the city.

Labor Market Participation

In this section, I consider an extension of the model adding home production given the
results from subsection B.2. In particular, workers draw productivity draws from a Nested
Frechét distribution with an additional nest with respect to the model in the text: home or
market production. Workers now make four decisions: 1) where to live, 2) whether to home
or market produce, 3) the sector to work; and finally 4) the workplace. Random productivity
shocks are drawn from the following distribution:

H(ε⃗) = exp

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−∑
n

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∑
h∈{H,M}

Dnh

⎛

⎝
∑
s

Bns (∑
i

ε−θsnis)

κ
θs ⎞

⎠

ε
κ
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

η
ε
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, with η < ε < κ < θs ∀s,

where h indexes home or market produce, Dnh is a productivity term for home and market
production in location n, and ε is the dispersion parameter of this additional nest. Both, the
formal and informal sector only operate in the market production economy. Then, there are
no additional nests after a worker chooses to home produce. The other parameters represent
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the same variables as in section 2.2. Similarly, preferences are drawn from a Nested CES.
The price index in each location is given by:

P 1−χ
n =∑

h

P 1−χ
nh ,

PnH = wnH

P 1−ξ
nM = ∑

s∈{I,F}
P 1−ξ
ns

where the parameter χ captures the substitutability between home and market production,
the price index PnH captures the price from Home production in location n, which only uses
as a factor of production, labor. Additionally, only workers that live in location n consume
the Home production good of this location, and the price indices Pns are the same as in
equation 2.5. All the equilibrium conditions are very similar to the text, but now we have
an additional goods market clearing condition from the Home Production economy.5. Thus,
I only provide for the new goods market clearing conditions to close the model. The new
equilibrium conditions are described by the following N × S + 1 system of equations:

wis(1 + tisL)L̃is = αβ∑
n

πnisXn (B.39a)

wnHL̃nH = απnHXn, (B.39b)

where πnis = (1 − πnH)πnsπnis∣s is the expenditure share in location n spent on the Market

production good, sector s from location i, and πnH ≡
P 1−χ
nh

P 1−χ
n

is the expenditure share in location

n spent in the home production good. Using data on the average income from the population
census and the number of people that do not participate in the labor market, I can invert
the model to recover the parameters Dnh, and then compute the counterfactuals in this
extension.6

Finally, I would be able to estimate the parameter ε by running a similar equation to
2.27. In particular, I can estimate the following equation relating changes in labor force
participation to the transit shock as in section B.2:

∆ lnLMi −∆ lnLHi = ε (∆ lnWMi −∆ lnwHi) + γXi + δs(i) + ei,

where ∆ represents change over time before and after the transit shock, WMi is a wage index
of the market production sector that can be constructed using measures of market access,
and wHi is the wage in the Home production sector in location i that can be recovered using

5These equations include the housing and commercial floor space market clearing conditions, and the average
welfare in the economy

6Note that in this case equilibrium conditions of the efficient allocation are the same as in the previous
section since the only assumption is that the efficient units aggregator E(⋅) is homogeneous of degree one.
The Nested Fréchet distribution has this property.
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changes in the average income of workers that do not participate in the labor market. The
parameter Xi is a vector of census tract characteristics, and δs(i) are state or municipality
fixed effects.

Equilibrium Conditions - Exact Hat Algebra

In this section, I solve for the equilibrium conditions and change in total welfare using exact
hat algebra as in Dekle et al. (2008). I define the percentage change of a variable as:

x̂ =
x′

x

then, the change in the average utility is

ˆ̄U = (∑
n

λnP̂
−αη
n r̂

−(1−α)η
n Ŵ η

n)

1
η

, (B.40)

where λn ≡
W η
nP

−αη
n r

−(1−α)η
n

∑n′ P
−η
n′ W

η

n′
is the share of residents in location n in the pre-period. The change

in the price and wage indices is given by the following expressions:

P̂ns = (∑
i

πni∣sp̂
1−σs
is )

1
1−σs

(B.41a)

P̂n = (∑
i

πns ⋅ P̂
1−ξ
ns )

1
1−ξ

(B.41b)

Ŵns = (∑
i

λnis∣ns ⋅ ŵ
θs
is d̂

−θs
ni )

1
θs

(B.41c)

Ŵn = (∑
s

λns∣n ⋅ Ŵ
κ
ns)

1
κ

. (B.41d)

The change in the residence, sector, and workplace choice probability is:

λ̂n =
P̂ −η
n Ŵ η

n

∑n′ λn′ ⋅ P̂
−η
n′ Ŵ

η
n′
=
P̂ −η
n Ŵ η

n

ˆ̄Uη
(B.42a)

λ̂ns∣n =
Ŵ κ
ns

∑k λnk∣n ⋅ Ŵ
κ
nk

=
Ŵ κ
ns

Ŵn

(B.42b)

λ̂nis∣ns =
ŵθsis d̂

−θs
ni

∑l λnls∣ns ⋅ ŵ
θs
l d̂

θs
nl

=
ŵθsis d̂

−θs
ni

Ŵ θs
ns

. (B.42c)
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And the change in the expenditure shares is:

π̂ns =
P̂ 1−ξ
ns

∑k πnkP̂
1−ξ
nk

=
P̂ 1−ξ
ns

P̂ 1−ξ
n

(B.43a)

π̂ni∣s =
p̂1−σs
nis

∑l πnls∣sp̂
1−σs
nls

=
p̂1−σs
nis

P̂ 1−σs
ns

. (B.43b)

The change in the average labor income and aggregate expenditure is:

ˆ̄yn =∑
i,s

λYnisλ̂nis∣nsλ̂ns∣nŵis, (B.44)

where λYnis ≡
λnis∣nsλns∣nwis

ȳn
. Then, the change in Xn is:

X̂n =
ˆ(1 + ¯)t (ωnL ˆ̄ynλ̂n + ωnZ q̂n + ωnH r̂n) , (B.45)

where ωnL ≡
ȳnLn

ȳnLn+qnZn+rnHn , ωnZ ≡
qnZn

ȳnLn+qnZn+rnHn , and ωnH ≡ rnHn
ȳnLn+qnZn+rnHn . Then, the

goods market clearing condition using exact hat algebra for each location i and sector s is:

ŵis∑
n

λ̃niλ̂nis∣nsλ̂ns∣nλ̂n =∑
n

πXnisπ̂nsπ̂nis∣sX̂n, (B.46)

where λ̃ni =
λnis

∑n′ λn′is
, and πXnis =

πnsπnis∣sXn
∑n′ πn′sπn′is∣sXn′

. I compute the counterfactuals solving the

previous system of equations B.46.

Welfare Decomposition - Exact Hat Algebra

This section provides a formula to decompose the welfare effects of trade/commuting shocks
into a direct effect and an allocative efficiency term using exact hat algebra. I assume for
simplicity that α = 1, β = 1. Following Holmes et al. (2014) and Asturias et al. (2016),
welfare in location n can be decomposed into the following terms:

Un = [
ȳNDn
PND
n

]

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Efficiency term

× [
(1 + t̄) ⋅MDn

MUn
]

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ToT/ToC term

× [
PND
n ⋅MUn
Pn

×
ȳn

ȳNDn ⋅MDn

]

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Allocation/Agglomeration

where the first term corresponds to the average real income of location n in the absence
of labor wedges or in the perfectly efficient case, the second term captures a terms of
trade/commuting effect that represents differences on how the labor wedge affect prices
(wages) of trade (commuting) outflows relative to inflows. And the last term captures the
allocative efficiency and agglomeration mechanism. Finally, the variables MUn and MDn

represent how does the presence of wedges affect prices and wages. In particular,
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1

MUn
≡∑

s

πns∑
l

πnls ⋅ (1 + τlsL)
−θs

σLs+θs

MDn ≡∑
s

λns∑
l

λnls∣ns ⋅ (1 + τlsL)
−σLs
σLs+θs .

where σLs is the demand elasticity with respect to labor d lnPY
d lnL = −β(σs − 1) to capture

responses of the labor demand. This equation comes from the incidence principle of taxation.
The first variable 1

MUn
is the effect of labor wedges on prices. The exponent −θs

σLs+θs captures
the pass-through rate of labor taxes to prices. It depends on two terms, the labor demand
elasticity σL, and the labor supply elasticity θs. When the labor supply elasticity θs is
infinity, all changes in taxes are pass-through to prices. When the labor demand elasticity
σL →∞ all changes in taxes are pass through to wages. On the other hand, the second term
represents the effect of labor wedges on wages, and the exponent captures the pass through
rate of wedges to labor payments. Then, using exact hat algebra, the total change in welfare
is:

Û = (∑
n

λnÛ
η
n)

1
η

, (B.47)

or taking changes in logs:

∆ lnU =∑
n

λn

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

∆ ln ȳNDn −∆ lnPNDn
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

Direct Effect

+∆ ln [(1 + t̄) ⋅MDn

MUn
]

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ToT/ToC

+∆ ln [P
ND
n ⋅MUn

Pn
× ȳn
ȳNDn ⋅MDn

]

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Allocative Efficiency

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

(B.48)

Over-identification Test

Relationship between the wage bill and firm market access measures

In this section, I show an over-identification test using firm market access measures and
sales in each census tract-sector cell to estimate the commuting elasticity for both sectors.
In particular, I can test for a log-linear relationship between the aggregate wage bill paid
by firms, and firm market access measures at the sector level. I can recover the commuting
elasticity for both sectors using a guess for β. Thus, the model is over-indentified. The total
amount of income Ĩ received by workers employed by location i and sector s is:

Ĩis = w
−1
is αβ∑

n

πnsπnis∣sXn,
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where Xn is total expenditure from location n. After some algebra manipulation we
arrive to the following log linear relationship relating the total wagebill vs. FMA:7

ln ĨiF,t − ln ĨiF,t = α0 + β (αF ln FMAiF,t − αI ln FMAiI,t) + γi + γt + ln εi,t, (B.49)

where αs =
1

θs(1−β)+β , γis is a location-sector fixed effect, and γt is a time fixed effect.

7The term ln εi = ∆s
(1−β)θ
(1−β)θ+1

ln S̃is + (σ−1)θ
σ((1−β)θ+1)

lnTis + θ
σ((1−β)θ+1)

lnYis, where Yis = ∑n πnsP
−(1−σ)
ns Xn. In

the case of a freely tradable good this last term is absorbed by the time fixed effect.
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Appendix C

Appendix: Imperfect Competition in
Product and Labor Markets
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C.1 Tables: Imperfect Competition

Table C.1: Market Power and Firm Characteristics

MP MU MD
(1) (2) (3)

Size (log sales) 0.0668 0.1026 0.0150
(0.008) (0.009) (0.00008)

TFP (logs) 0.0660 0.7878 -0.0032
(0.004) (0.004) (0.00006)

VA per worker (logs) 0.1889 0.3026 0.0225
(0.001) (0.002) (0.0001)

Exporter 0.0466 0.1169 0.0310
(0.003) (0.004) (0.0004)

Importer 0.1097 0.1519 0.0338
(0.004) (0.005) (0.0004)

Skilled/Unskilled -0.0055 -0.0083 0.0051
(0.0016) (0.0019) (0.0001)

Observations 43,666 43,666 77,120

Notes: dependent variable is the log of market power. MP: combined market power, MU: markups, MD:
markdowns. Each entry corresponds to a separate regression. All the specifications include industry and
year effects. Standard errors are clustered at the plant level.

Table C.2: TFP gains from counterfactuals ala Hsieh and Klenow

Counterfactual Mean Std. Dev Min Max
No MP dispersion 1.197 0.093 1.068 1.493
No MU dispersion 1.263 0.124 1.067 1.827
No MD dispersion 1.025 0.011 1.005 1.056

Notes: This tables reports the average TFP gain across 3-digit ISIC sectors of eliminating market power
distortion using the approach developed by Hsieh and Klenow (2009). Row 1 eliminates market power
dispersion, row 2 markups distortions, and row 3 markdowns distortions. The interpretation is as follows,
for example, eliminating market power distortion increases TFP on average by 19.7%.
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C.2 Output Elasticity Estimation

In this section we explain the method developed by ACF to estimate the output elasticity of
variable inputs. The procedure consists of two steps. In the first step, the authors estimate
a non-parametric function for value added, and, in a second step they use standard GMM
techniques to identify the production function coefficients. Let’s consider a value added
Translog production function:

yit = βllit + βkkit + βlll
2
it + βkkk

2
it + βlklitkit + ωit + εit (C.1)

where l is the log of labor, in this case the variable input, and k is the log of capital. For a
Cobb Douglas production function we have βll = βkk = βlk = 0.1 In a first stage, ACF fit the
following model

yit = φ(lit, kit,mit,zit) + εit

where φ(⋅) is a measure of expected output. ACF obtain estimates of expected output (φ̂it)
and an estimate for εit. Expected output is given by:

φit = βllit + βkkit + βlll
2
it + βkkk

2
it + βlklitkit + ht(mit, kit,zit)

where m is the log of materials and energy.2 The second stage relies on the law of motion
for productivity providing estimates for all coefficients of the production function,

ωit = gt(ωit−1) + ξit

ωit = γ1tωit−1 + γ2tω
2
it−1 + γ3tω

3
it−1 + ξit

After the first stage, ACF are able to compute the productivity level ωit for any value of
the vector β = {βl, βk, βll, βkk, βlk}. ACF can recover the innovation to productivity given β,
ξit(β), and form moments to obtain estimates of the production function,

E

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ξit(β)

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

lit−1

kit
l2it−1

k2
it

lit−1kit

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

= 0

The authors use standard GMM techniques to estimate the production coefficients. Finally,
one can use the estimated coefficients to construct the output elasticities. In the case of a
Cobb Douglas and Translog production function the output-labor elasticity is given by:

θ̂Lcdit = β̂l
1We also include in the production function estimation time fixed effects and 2 digit ISIC industry fixed
effects.

2We include interaction of these variables and year dummy variables.
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θ̂Ltlit = β̂l + 2β̂lllit + β̂lkkit

Finally, note that we do not observe the correct expenditure share for input Xit directly
since we only observe actual revenue Q̃it ≡ Qit exp(εit). Therefore, one can use the residual
εit from the first stage to compute the corrected expenditure share for input Xit as follows

α̂it =
PX
it Xit

Pit
Q̃it

exp(ε̂it)

With all these ingredients it is possible to estimate market power for plant i at time t.

C.3 Hsieh-Klenow model with variable markups and

markdowns

In this section we describe the model from Hsieh and Klenow (2009) and rewrite their main
equations assuming exogenous variable markups and variable markdowns. Moreover, we
derive an expression of total factor productivity as a function of the two sources of market
power. We start by assuming that industry output in sector s is itself a CES composite good
of differentiated products:

Ys =
Ms

∑
i=1

(Y
σ−1
σ

si )

σ
σ−1

(C.2)

where Ysi is a differentiated product and σ is the elasticity of substitution across varieties
within sector s. By the properties of CES, the price index in sector s is:

Ps =
Ms

∑
i=1

(P 1−σ
si )

1
1−σ , (C.3)

where Ps is the standard CES price index, and Psi is the price of firm i in sector s. We
assume that the production function for each differentiated product is Cobb-Douglas with
two inputs: labor and capital, and assume that there are constant returns to scale.

Ysi = AsiK
1−θLs
si LθLssi , (C.4)

where θLs is the output elasticity with respect to labor. Using the FOC for capital and labor,
we can write marginal revenue product of labor and capital and the price as:

MRPLsi ≡ θLs ⋅Asi ⋅ (
PsiYsi
Lsi

) = w ⋅ (
MUsi
MDsi

) (C.5)

MRPKsi ≡ (1 − θLs)Asi ⋅ (
PsiYsi
Ksi

) = R ⋅MUsi (C.6)
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Psi =
1

Asi
(

R

1 − θLs
)

1−θLs
(
w

θLs
)
θLs MUsi

MDθLs
si

, (C.7)

where MUsi represents the markup and MDsi the markdown. Therefore, with constant
market power, the marginal revenue product for both inputs should be equalized across
firms within the same sector. Let’s define the average marginal revenue products in sector s
as:

1
¯MRPLs

≡
Ms

∑
i=1

1

MRPLsi

PsiYsi
PsYs

(C.8)

= P σ−1
s

Ms

∑
i=1

1

MRPLsi
(Asi ⋅

MUsi
MDsi

)

σ−1

(C.9)

1
¯MRPKs

≡
Ms

∑
i=1

1

MRPKsi

PsiYsi
PsYs

(C.10)

= P σ−1
s

Ms

∑
i=1

1

MRPKsi

(Asi ⋅
MUsi
MDsi

)

σ−1

(C.11)

Using the expressions above we can write total factor productivity in sector s as:

TFPs = (
PsYs
Ls

)

θLs

(
PsYs
Ks

)

1−θLs 1

Ps
(C.12)

Using equations C.5 and C.6 we can express

Lsi =
θLsPsiYsi
MRPLsi

Ksi =
(1 − θLs)PsiYsi
MRPKsi

Aggregating over all firms to solve for the labor hired in sector s

Ls =
Ms

∑
i

(
θLs ⋅ PsiYsi
MRPLsi

) (C.13)

= PsYsθLs
Ms

∑
i

(
1

MRPLsi

PsiYsi
PsYs

) (C.14)

= θLs
PsYs
¯MRPLs

(C.15)
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Aggregating over all firms to solve for the capital in sector s

Ks =
Ms

∑
i

(
(1 − θLs) ⋅ PsiYsi

MRPKsi

) (C.16)

= PsYs(1 − θLs)
Ms

∑
i

(
1

MRPKsi

PsiYsi
PsYs

) (C.17)

= (1 − θLs)
PsYs
¯MRPKs

(C.18)

Then, TFP at the sector level is:

TFPs = (
¯MRPLs
θLs

)

θLs

(
¯MRPKs

1 − θLs
)

1−θLs
1

Ps
(C.19)

Finally using equations C.9 and C.11 we get that:

TFPs =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
P σ−1
s ( w

θLs

Ms

∑
i=1

Aσ−1
si (MDsi

MUsi
)
σ

)
θLs

( R

1 − θLs

Ms

∑
i=1

Aσ−1
si (MDsi

MUsi
)
σ

)
1−θLs⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

−1
⎛
⎝

1

Ps

⎞
⎠

(C.20)

Plugging in Ps from equation C.3, we conclude that:

TFPs =

[∑
Ms
i=1 A

σ−1
si (

MD
θL,s
si

MUsi
)

σ−1

]

σ
σ−1

[∑
Ms
i=1 A

σ−1
si (

MD
θL,s
si

MUsi
)

σ

]

, (C.21)

which is the expression that we use in the paper to measure the relative gains of eliminating
market power dispersion in product vs. labor markets.
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